Second Session
Thursday, June 28, 2012 at 12:00 Noon (approximately)
Lots 575-1188
British Commonwealth, World Airmail, General Foreign and U.S. Postal History
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

Great Britain

575

576

)
1840, 1d black (1), plate 2, R-J, with close to
large margins, tied by lightly struck red Maltese Cross with
18 Sep Manchester cds, addressed to Knighton, partially
printed bill from Calico Printers Manchester, spindle hole
center, Very Fine. SG 2, Scott $625. Estimate $150 - 200

577

)
1840, Mulready Envelope, 1d black and
Mulready Lettersheet, 1d black (U1, U3), two envelopes
and three lettersheets, all with clear red Maltese Cross cancels, all with July to December cds, one lettersheet with
printed ad for Edinburgh Life Assurance Company, wonderful lot of these historic items, F.-V.F. SG £6,000
($9,480), Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

578

)
1840, Mulready Envelope, 2d blue (U2), red
Maltese Cross cancel, addressed to Liverpool, with Glasgow/17 Jun/1840" cds on reverse, F.-V.F., attractive early
usage. SG £425 ($670), Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

H)
1840, Mulready Envelope, 1d black and
Mulready Lettersheet, 2d blue (U1, U4), unused, 2d
lettersheet has a few mended splits, otherwise F.-V.F. SG
£700 ($1,110), Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Great Britain

579

)
1859, propaganda cover, Anti-War, all-over
Valentine Dundee design on cover bearing 1d red (20)
tied by grid cancel, red London (12.13.1859) backstamp to
St. Asaph, blue rimless “St. Asaph Dec 14” arrival, Very
Fine and attractive.
Estimate $300 - 400

583

)
1879, cover with hand illustrated watercolor
scene, card with circular punch at left, hand painted watercolor scene, 1d (33) tied by grid on card to W. Bayswater, a
most unusual item, posted 15 years before picture postcards were permitted by the Post Office regulations, staple
holes at top, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

584

)
1942, two censored covers with mute cancels, each with British stamps tied by machine cancel with
place of dispatch and route taken obliterated due to the possibility of mail falling into enemy hands, both addressed to
Flushing NY, unusual, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1851, advertizing cover for Shakespeare
Willoby's Illustrated Standard Edition, 1d (3) tied by numeral grid posted from London to Woburn, allover illustrated front and back, front shows Shakespeare and the
Globe Theater, reverse advertising for Willoby's, the earliest recorded example of this rare and gorgeous cover, immaculate & fresh, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

580

)
1853, propaganda cover, Anti Slavery, 1d (3)
tied by cancel on J. Valentine second type Anti-Slavery envelope(state 1) unusually printed on blue paper, posted
from Chelmsford to London, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

581

)
1857, propaganda cover, Ocean Penny Postage, 1d (8) tied by numeral grid on illustrated Bradshaw &
Blackstock propaganda cover addressed to Manchester,
with appropriate backstamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

2
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Great Britain - British Commonwealth: Aden - Australia

British Commonwealth
ADEN
589
585

m
1840, 1d black (1), plate 6, D-C, used with four
ample margins, clear red Maltese cross cancel, Very Fine.
SG 2; £275 ($430), Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

HHa
Kathiri State of Seiyun, 1954-64, Pictorial definitive set complete (29-41), complete sheets of 50, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. SG 29-41; £1,100 ($1,740), Scott
$1,745 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

AUSTRALIA

586

m
1840, 2d blue (2), plate #1, G-L, used with clear
margins, cancelled in red, F.-V.F. SG 5; £675 ($1,070),
Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

590

587

588

592

590

HH
1932, 5s Sydney Bridge (132), with top selvage, and nicely centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
SG 143; £400 as hinged ($630), Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

591

m
1932, 5s Sydney Bridge (132), with light cancel
and good color, Extremely Fine. SG 143; £190 ($300),
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

592

H
Postage Dues, 1902-04, ½d-20s, overprinted
“Specimen” (J9//J20vars.), complete less the 10d value,
but with additional 1d, 2d and two 5d, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. SG D13s//D44s; £1,000 for complete set ($1,580).
Estimate $300 - 400

593

H
Postage Dues, 1932-37, ½d-1s complete
(J51, J57, J59-J63), 1d perf 14, others perf 11, o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. SG D100, D105, D107/11; £475
($750), Scott $830.
Estimate $300 - 400

H/(H)
1902-10, Edward VII, ½d to 10s (127-38), all
original gum except 2d regummed, F.-V.F. SG 215//257;
£419 ($660), Scott $629.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH
1966, Birds, bright blue omitted (461-464
var.), 2 pairs from the complete se-tenant block, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. SG 696/9g; £700 ($1,110).
Estimate $300 - 400
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British Commonwealth: Br. Guiana - Canadian Provinces

BRITISH GUIANA

594

597

)
Newfoundland, 1916, patriotic cover, “What
We Have We'll Hold”, multicolor bulldog design on cover
bearing 2¢ carmine (105), two singles, tied by “N'F'L'D. RY.
T.P.O. SP10 '16” cds to Boston, Mass., Very Fine and
scarce.
Estimate $150 - 200

598

m
Nova Scotia, 1857, 6d dark green (5), very
lightly cancelled, fresh, 4 clear margins, Very Fine. SG 6,
Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

599

Pa
Nova Scotia, 1860, 8½¢ Queen Victoria, trial
color proofs in black, overprinted “Specimen” (11
vars.), blocks of 4, one on India, other on card, F.-V.F.
Unitrade 11TC; C$750 ($740).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ha
1882, Local Typeset Issue, 2¢ black on yellow, perf'd “Specimen” diagonally (105), block of 6,
Georgetown cancels, F.-V.F. SG 165; £300 ($470), Scott
$360.
Estimate $150 - 200

BRUNEI

595

HH
Japanese Occupation, 1944, $3 on 1¢ black
(N20a), o.g., never hinged, a simply magnificent mint, top
margin single, with type 2 surcharge, fresh and beautifully
centered Extremely Fine, a superb example of this Major
Rarity; 2012 Royal Philatelic Society Certificate. SG J2;
£8,000 ($12,640), Scott $10,000. Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

CANADIAN PROVINCES

596

4

H
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1867,
$1 on 3d green, perf 14 (13), part o.g., fresh and well centered, Very Fine. SG 33, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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CANADA

Marvelous Canadian 6 Pence Cover

600

)
1851, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), exceptionally large margins and deep rich color, tied by target and by
Montreal split-ring datestamp, Nov 17, 1851, on folded letter to New York, matching red “CANADA” in arc with red
straightline “PAID”, a choice, Extremely Fine stamp and
cover, V.G. Greene; signed Calves. SG 2. Unitrade
C$2,500 ($2,470).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

602

)
1859, 6d brown violet (13), beautifully centered with all perforations intact tied by light Hamilton “16” in
grid cover to Buffalo N.Y., postmarked neat “Hamilton
C.W., Au 19, 1859, A” split-ring datestamp and light red
“CANADA/ PAID 10 Cts” exchange office handstamp with
Great Western Railway of Canada corner card; fresh and
choice, Extremely Fine, Denton. SG 27. Unitrade C$7,500
($7,400).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
A REMARKABLE EXAMPLE OF THE RARE
PERFORATED SIX-PENCE ON COVER.

601

)
1851, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), large margins to just shaved at upper left, tied by bold target cancel
and by red Montreal split-ring datestamp, Jun 21, 1852, on
folded letter to New York, matching red “CANADA” in arc
with additional red straightline “PAID”, fresh and Very Fine.
SG 2. Unitrade C$2,500 ($2,470).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Commonwealth: Canada

603

604

605

6

)
1859, 1¢ rose (14), perfectly centered, tied by
neat St. Laurent C.E. split-ring datestamp, Sep 9, 1861, on
small envelope to Stanbridge (C.E.), backstamped Montreal split-ring datestamp the same day; single 1¢ franking
and unsealed flap indicate printed matter usage, Extremely
Fine. SG 29.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1859, 1¢ deep rose (14b), tied by Hamilton U.C.
split-ring datestamp, Aug 22, 1859, on small printed funeral
notice to Lancaster C.W., ms. “printed matter”, Extremely
Fine. SG 30.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1859, 5¢ vermilion (15), a bright, nicely centered vertical pair tied by light grid cancels on all-over (front
& back) illustrated advertising cover to New York City for
Brantford Steam Engine Works, featuring steam engines
and farming equipment, back is all green text, with partial
Brantford cds, Oct 1, 1861; a spectacular, Extremely Fine
advertising cover. SG 32.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

606

)
1859, 10¢ black brown (16), fresh and nicely
centered, tied by faint target cancel on cover from Dunnville
to Warsaw N.Y., postmarked light Dunnville split-ring
datestamp, Jun 14, 1860; couple small stains, reduced
slightly at left, stamp is F.-V.F., cover Fine. SG 33.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

607

())
1859, 10¢ deep red purple (17e), perf. 11¾,
vertical pair tied by Toronto square grids on cover front to
Avon Springs N.Y., postmarked light Toronto cds, Jul 20,
1860; sealed tear at bottom, couple short perfs top stamp,
generally Fine. SG 33b.
Estimate $500 - 750

608

)
1859, 10¢ deep red purple (17e), perf. 11¾,
tied by illegible Galt U.C. “13” 4-ring numeral cancel on yellow cover from Galt to New York City, postmarked clear
Galt cds, Nov 23, 1859; a Fine stamp on a fresh, Extremely
Fine cover. A choice example of the rare second printing on
cover. SG 33b. Unitrade C$1,250 ($1,230).
Estimate $500 - 750
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609

610

611

)
1859, 10¢ deep red purple (17e), perf. 11¾,
tied by target on cover to New York City, postmarked partial
Brantford U.C. cds, Mar 27, 1860; light toning around stamp
(apparently only on the cover), Fine. SG 33b.
Estimate $400 - 500

)
1859, 12½¢ yellow green (18), average centering, tied by light Peterboro C.W. “30” 4-ring numeral on
cover to Navan, Ireland, postmarked neat Peterboro
split-ring datestamp, Jul 5, 1859, with red Liverpool Paid
entry cds (Jul 19); backstamped Cobourg Railroad (Jul 5),
Montreal (Jul 6), Dublin and Navan, Ireland (both Jul 21),
fresh and Very Fine. The cover was carried on the Allan
Line steamer Nova Scotian leaving Quebec July 9 and arriving at Liverpool July 19. SG 40.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
1859, 17¢ blue (19), two Fine singles (pos. 2-3)
just tied by Toronto square grid cancels on small 1866
cover to London, England; postmarked faint Toronto cds,
backstamped London cds (Jul 7), F.-V.F. Carried by the
Cunard steamer Scotia , which left New York on June 27
and arrived in Liverpool on July 6, Dale. SG 42.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

612

)
1902, illustrated cover for the Nova Scotia
Provincial Exhibition, illustrated multicolor exposition envelope bearing 1¢ green (75) pair, tied by “Halifax, N.S. My
28 '02” duplex to Mahone Bay, N.S., May 29 arrival
backstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

613

)
1904, illustrated cover for the Nova Scotia
Provincial Exhibition, illustrated exposition envelope
bearing 1903, 2¢ carmine (90) tied by “Halifax, N.S. Jul 9,
1904” machine cancel to Arichat, N.S., reverse with July 11
receiver, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

614

)
1905, illustrated cover for the Nova Scotia
Provincial Exhibition, illustrated exposition envelope
bearing 2¢ carmine (90) tied by “Halifax, N.S. Jul 10, 1905”
machine cancel to Arichat, N.S., reverse with July 12 receiver, clean and Very Fine, ex V.G. Greene.
Estimate $150 - 200
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British Commonwealth: Canada

615

616

m
1852, 3d red (4), fresh and bright with large to
huge margins and a light target cancel, Very Fine. SG 5.
Unitrade C$300 ($300), Scott $225. Estimate $150 - 200

620

m
1853, 3d brown red (4a), large, perfectly balanced margins with deep rich color and a lightly struck blue
Belleville U.C. “2” 4-ring numeral cancel, wonderfully fresh
and choice Very Fine. SG 8. Unitrade C$350+ ($340), Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300

621

m
1853, 3d brown red (4a), large balanced margins with rich color and a light grid cancel, Very Fine. SG 8.
Unitrade C$300 ($300), Scott $250. Estimate $150 - 200

622

m
1852, 3d red, ribbed paper (4c), large margins
and bright color with a light Goderich U.C. “14” 4-ring numeral cancel (RF 7), fresh and Very Fine. SG 22. Unitrade
C$750+ ($740), Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

623

617

618

619

8

618

m
1852, 3d deep red (4 var.), large, well balanced
margins with exceptional, truly vivid color and a light target
cancel, remarkably fresh and Very Fine. SG 5 var. Unitrade
4i; C$350 ($340), Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
m
1853, 3d brown red (4a), full to oversize margins including partial sheet margin at top, deep, vibrant
color and light target cancel, exceptionally fresh and Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. SG 8. Unitrade C$300 ($300), Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300

m
1853, 3d brown red (4a), two singles with large
balanced margins and centrally struck 4-ring numeral cancels: “19” (London U.C.) and “23” (Niagara U.C.), both RF 4;
first with tiny thin in margin, second with large thin; both with
choice, Extremely Fine appearance. SG 8. Unitrade C$700
for VF ($690), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

622

620

m
1852, 3d red (4), horizontal pair, ample to huge
margins including partial sheet margin at top, fresh, vibrant
color, Extremely Fine and choice. SG 5. Unitrade C$600+
($590), Scott $225.
Estimate $400 - 600

617

621

624

625

623

m
1852, 3d orange red (4 var.), bright and fresh
with extra large, beautifully balanced margins and a light,
centrally struck blue target cancel; a stunning, Extremely
Fine gem. SG 5 var. Unitrade 4ii; C$350+ ($340).
Estimate $500 - 750

624

m
1852, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), bright
and fresh with large to huge margins and brilliant color,
lightened pen cancel, Extremely Fine. SG 8 var. Unitrade
C$300 ($300), Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

625

m
1852, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), bright
and fresh with large to enormous margins showing frame
lines of adjacent stamps at top and left, vivid color and light
target cancel; faint pressed crease visible only when
dipped, exquisite, truly Superb appearance. SG 8 var.
Unitrade C$300 ($300), Scott $225. Estimate $100 - 150

626

m
1855, 6d slate gray (5), full margins, fresh color
and light, illegible 4-ring numeral cancel, F.-V.F. SG 9.
Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,970), Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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631
627

m
1855, 6d greenish gray (5b), large, nicely balanced margins and choice color, lightened pen cancel,
fresh and Very Fine. SG 10. Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,970),
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

m
1859, 3d red (12), fresh and nicely centered with
bright color and a light target cancel, F.-V.F. SG 26.
Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,580), Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

632

628

629

630

m
1857, ½d rose (8), large to extra large margins
with bright color and a lightly struck Dundas U.C. “2” 4-ring
numeral cancel (Unitrade RF 8, “gen struck faintly”), bright,
fresh and Very Fine to Extremely Fine. SG 17. Unitrade
C$1,000 ($990), Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

m
1857, 6d reddish purple, very thick soft wove
paper (10), large balanced margins and light Hamilton “16”
grid cancel, small thin spot and faint crease; choice, Extremely Fine appearance; 1963 RPS certificate noting only
a stain [which we cannot see]. SG 23. Unitrade C$8,000
($7,900), Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

m
1858, ½d rose (11), exceptionally well centered
with a light, partially struck red split-ring cancel, fresh and
Very Fine. A truly exceptional example of the perforated
half-penny. SG 25. Unitrade C$2,500 ($2,470), Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

633

632

m
1859, 1¢ rose (14), absolutely perfectly centered with truly enormous margins and a light, centrally
struck Peterboro split-ring cancel, Apr 23, 1866, a positively
Superb Gem. SG 29. Unitrade C$125 ($120), Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300

633

m
1859, 1¢ rose (14), nearly perfectly centered
with extraordinarily wide margins and a neat, centrally
struck Oshawa U.C. “25” 4-ring numeral cancel (RF 5), Extremely Fine and choice. SG 29. Unitrade C$125 ($120),
Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

634

635

634

m
1859, 1¢ rose (14), beautifully centered and
lightly canceled, fresh and Extremely Fine. SG 29. Unitrade
C$125 ($120), Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

635

m
1859, 1¢ rose (14), fresh and beautifully centered with extra wide margins (perforations well clear all
around), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. SG 29. Unitrade
C$125 ($120), Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

636

m
1859, 1¢ rose (14), a nicely centered horizontal
pair with deep color and a neat grid cancel, fresh and nearly
Very Fine. SG 29. Unitrade C$250+ ($250), Scott $180+.
Estimate $150 - 200
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637

638

639

637

m
1859, 5¢ vermilion (15), nearly perfectly centered with exceptionally wide margins, the sheet margin imprint being “captured” at the left; brilliant color and bright
paper with a neat ms. cancel, Extremely Fine. SG 32.
Unitrade C$50+ ($50), Scott $38.
Estimate $100 - 150

638

m
1859, 5¢ vermilion, major re-entry (15 var.),
position 28 showing dramatic doubling of nearly the whole
design, nicely centered with light cancel and characteristic
deep, vibrant color; exceptionally fresh and F.-V.F. SG 32.
Unitrade 15v; C$500 for Fine ($490). Estimate $500 - 750

639

m
1859, 5¢ vermilion, major re-entry (15 var.),
position 28, exceptionally well centered with deep vibrant
color and light grid cancel; tiny, nearly invisible pinhole;
choice, Very Fine appearance. SG 32. Unitrade 15v;
C$1,000 ($990).
Estimate $200 - 300

640

644

m
1859, 10¢ violet (17, 17a), single of each with
“captured” imprint in sheet margin (bottom & top, respectively), 17a with light crease, otherwise Very Fine. SG 38,
37, Scott $310.
Estimate $100 - 150

645
645

m
1859, 10¢ violet (17a), perf. 12, well centered
and lightly canceled, fresh and Very Fine. SG 37. Unitrade
C$250 ($250), Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

646

m
1859, 10¢ violet (17a), perf. 12, horizontal pair,
nicely centered with wide margins and light square grid cancels; small corner creases at lower left, partly separated,
otherwise Very Fine. SG 37. Unitrade C$500+ ($490), Scott
$320+.
Estimate $100 - 150

m
1859, 10¢ chocolate brown, first printing (16
var.), perf. 11¾, fresh and well centered with light numeral
in grid cancel, nearly Very Fine. Unitrade 16i; C$3,500
($3,450).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

647

641

642

m
1859, 10¢ red lilac (17), mathematically centered with truly enormous margins and a light Sherbrooke
L.C. “42” 4-ring numeral cancel (RF 4); an absolutely Superb Jumbo. A true one-in-a-million Gem. SG 38. Unitrade
C$225 ($220), Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

642

m
1859, 10¢ red lilac (17), nearly perfectly centered with huge Jumbo margins, bright color and a very light
4-ring numeral cancel; a choice, Extremely Fine Gem. SG
38. Unitrade C$225 ($220), Scott $150. Estimate $300 400

643

m
1859, 10¢ violet (17a), perf. 12, brown violet,
well centered with a light, face-free grid cancel, fresh and
Very Fine. SG 37. Unitrade C$250 ($250), Scott $160+.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

648

649

647

m
1859, 10¢ brown (17b), perf. 12x11¾, dark
brown, virtually perfectly centered with face-free dotted grid
cancels, Extremely Fine. SG 36. Unitrade C$200 ($200),
Scott $140+.
Estimate $150 - 200

648

m
1859, 10¢ brown (17b), perf. 12, fresh and
nicely centered with exceptionally wide margins and a bold
blue Whitby C.W. “49” 4-ring numeral cancel (RF 3); F.-V.F.
and quite striking. SG 36. Unitrade C$200+ ($200), Scott
$140+.
Estimate $150 - 200

649

m
1859, 10¢ brown (17b), perf. 12x11¾, purplish
brown shade with extraordinarily wide margins and a clear
grid cancel; a choice, Very Fine Jumbo. SG 36. Unitrade
C$200 ($200), Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

643

641

10

646
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650

651

650

m
1859, 10¢ brown (17b), perf. 11¾, exceptionally fresh and nearly perfectly centered with a neat manuscript cancel, Extremely Fine. SG 36. Unitrade C$200
($200), Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

651

m
1859, 10¢ brown (17b), perf. 12x11¾, well centered and lightly canceled, fresh and Very Fine. SG 36.
Unitrade C$200 ($200), Scott $140. Estimate $100 - 150

655

m
1859, 10¢ deep red purple, 2nd printing
(17e), perf. 11¾, beautifully centered with incredible color,
a prooflike impression and a light grid cancel; fresh and
choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. An extraordinary example of this rare early printing. SG 33b. Unitrade
C$1,200 ($1,180), Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

656

652

m
1859, 10¢ brown (17b), perf. 12x11¾, vertical
pair with rich, warm, clear brown color and beautifully struck
target cancels, remarkably fresh and F.-V.F. SG 36.
Unitrade C$400+ ($400), Scott $280+.
Estimate $150 - 200

653

m
1859, 10¢ brown, double epaulette (17b &
var.), position 61, the left stamp in a horizontal strip of 4,
dark purplish brown, perf. 12, canceled faint 4-ring numerals and grid; couple short perfs at right, fresh and otherwise
F.-V.F. SG 36. Unitrade 17b, v.
Estimate $500 - 750

654

m
1859, 10¢ brownish purple (17b var.), perf.
12x11¾, brownish purple shade, fresh and well centered
with a light Napanee U.C. “22” 4-ring numeral cancel, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. SG 36. Unitrade C$200 ($200),
Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

657

658

656

H
1859, 12½¢ yellow green (18), small part o.g.,
fresh and reasonably well centered, faint corner crease at
lower right, otherwise Fine and attractive. SG 40. Unitrade
C$1,200 for Fine o.g. ($1,180), Scott $875. Estimate $150
- 200

657

m
1859, 12½¢ yellow green (18), fresh and nearly
perfectly centered with bright color and a light grid cancel,
Extremely Fine. SG 40. Unitrade C$200 ($200), Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200

658

H
1859, 12½¢ blue green (18a), bright color and
small part o.g., Fine. SG 41. Unitrade C$1,500 for Fine o.g.
($1,480), Scott $1,050.
Estimate $150 - 200

659

H
1859, 12½¢ blue green (18a), horizontal pair,
bright and fresh with large part o.g., Fine and most attractive. SG 41. Unitrade C$1,500 for Fine o.g. singles
($1,480), Scott $2,100+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

660

m
1859, 12½¢ blue green, stitch watermark
(18a var.), nicely centered with bright fresh color, a light grid
cancel and a clear horizontal stitch watermark, F.-V.F. and
rare. SG 41. Unitrade 18vi; C$2,000 for Fine ($1,970).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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667
661

m
1859, 12½¢ green (18 var.), well centered with
captured sheet margin imprint in oversize right margin, exceptionally deep color and clear grid cancel, Extremely
Fine. SG 40. Unitrade 18ii; C$175+ ($170).
Estimate $150 - 200

662

m
1859, 17¢ blue (19), beautifully centered with incredibly large margins, deep, rich color and bold a grid cancel; a choice, Extremely Fine Jumbo Gem. SG 42. Unitrade
C$300 ($300), Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

663

m
1859, 17¢ blue (19), virtually perfectly centered
uncommonly large margins, vibrant color and a light grid
cancel, Extremely Fine and choice. SG 42. Unitrade C$300
($300), Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

664

668

m
1859, 17¢ blue (19), exceptionally well centered
with wide margins and a neat grid cancel, fresh and Very
Fine. SG 42. Unitrade C$300 ($300), Scott $190+.
Estimate $150 - 200

665

m
1859, 17¢ blue, major re-entry (19 var.), position 100, nicely centered with remarkably large margins and
a neat grid cancel; thinned, but impressive, Very Fine appearance. A most attractive example of this rare position.
SG 42. Unitrade 19ii; C$4,500 for VF ($4,440).
Estimate $500 - 750

669

668

m
1864, 2¢ deep claret rose (20a), perf. 12, well
centered with a light Guelph C.W. split-ring cancel, Apr 17,
1866, and a partial red transit cds, Very Fine. SG 44.
Unitrade C$500 ($490), Scott $350. Estimate $200 - 300

669

m
1868, 2¢ green, watermarked (24a), lightly
cancelled, an especially choice example of this scarce variety, fresh and beautifully well centered, Extremely Fine, a
gem! SG 57da. Unitrade 24a; C$500 ($490), Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

670

m
1868, 15¢ gray violet, watermarked (29c),
lightly cancelled, fresh color, Fine. SG 61ba, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

665

664

m
1864, 2¢ deep claret rose (20a), perf. 12, two
exceptionally well centered singles that originated as a horizontal pair on the same cover, beautifully centered, fresh
and Very Fine. SG 44. Unitrade C$1,000 ($990), Scott
$700.
Estimate $400 - 600

The Scott catalog value is for the grade of Fine. Scott
notes that Very Fine examples are rare and command a
high premium.

671
666

12

m
1859, 17¢ slate blue (19a), vertical pair, exceptionally fresh and lightly canceled, F.-V.F. SG 43. Unitrade
C$280 as Fine singles ($280), Scott $420+.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

m
1868, 3¢ bright red, laid paper (33), neat town
cancel, fresh color, Fine, a very scarce stamp. SG 58a,
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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672

673

674

672

H
1876, 5¢ slate green (38), o.g., lightly hinged,
very fresh, attractive stamp, Very Fine. SG 85, Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600

673

H
1872, 6¢ yellow brown (39), o.g., lightly
hinged, very fresh, wide margins, Very Fine. SG 86, Scott
$725.
Estimate $300 - 400

674

H
1897, 10¢ brown red (45), o.g., lightly hinged,
fresh, vibrant color, choice, Extremely Fine. SG 111, Scott
$625.
Estimate $350 - 500

675

m
1897, $1 Queen Victoria Jubilee (61), face free
cancel, fresh and attractive, Very Fine. SG 136, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

676

m
1897, $3 Queen Victoria Jubilee (63), town
cancel, well centered example with rich color, choice, Extremely Fine. SG 138, Scott $1,000. Estimate $500 - 750

678

HH
1897, Queen Victoria "Maple Leaf", ½¢ black
(66), irregular block of 30 from right pane, and corresponding to positions 1-3/ 11-13/ 21-28/ 31-38 & 41-48, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Unitrade 66; C$1,800 ($1,780), Scott
$975.
Estimate $400 - 600

680

HH
1912-25 King George V “Admiral”,
1¢-$1complete (104-122), incl. 7c (2), one yellow ocher
(113), other olive bister (113a), 10c (2), one plum (116),
other reddish purple (116a) & 50c black (2), one black
brown (120), other black (120a), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $4,040.
Estimate $500 - 750

681

HH
1912, 1¢ green, normal and squat printing
varieties (104 vars.), from booklet panes, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. SG 196 vars. Unitrade 104as, 104aii;
C$600 ($590).
Estimate $150 - 200

676

675

677

679

m
1897, $4 Queen Victoria Jubilee (64), purple
town cancels, wide margins with pretty color, select example, Extremely Fine. SG 139, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m
1897, $5 Queen Victoria Jubilee (65), face free
purple town cancel, vibrant color, very attractive stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1991 PF Cert. SG 140, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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British Commonwealth: Canada

685

682

HH
1915-24, King George V “Admiral” coils,
1¢-3¢ complete, perf 12 (131-134), vertical pairs, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. SG 216-218a,262, Scott $484.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
1928, King George V “Scroll”, 2¢ green, imperforate (150c), 2 booklet panes of 6, tête-bêche, o.g.,
never hinged, razor sharp impression on pure white paper,
immaculate in every respect, trivial gum bend on one, light
adhesions, mentioned strictly for accuracy and are virtually
imperceptible to the naked eye, Extremely Fine to Superb
and rare, perhaps 50 sets of imperf tête-bêche pairs of
booklet panes remain intact today. SG 276a var. Unitrade
150c; C$2,025 ($2,000), Scott $1,550. Estimate $1,000 1,500
It is estimated that 150 imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet
panes existed from 5 complete sheets of 360 stamps. At
least two of the original sheets were cut creatively into the
various blocks and pairs leaving no more than 50 sets
available.

683

HH
1928, King George V “Scroll” definitives,
1¢-$1 complete (149-159), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG
275-285, Scott $1,463.
Estimate $300 - 400

Rare Imperforate Tête-Bêche Booklet Panes
686

684

HH
1928, King George V “Scroll”, 1¢ orange, imperforate (149c), 2 booklet panes of 6, tête-bêche, o.g.,
never hinged, razor sharp impression on pure white paper,
immaculate in every respect, tiny gum creases on center
four, light gum adhesions, Extremely Fine to Superb and
rare, perhaps 50 sets of imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet
panes remain intact today. SG 275a var. Unitrade 149c;
C$2,025 ($2,000), Scott $1,550. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
1928, King George V “Scroll”, 5¢ deep violet,
imperforate (153c), 2 booklet panes of 6, tête-bêche, o.g.,
never hinged, razor sharp impression on pure white paper,
immaculate in every respect, light gum adhesions likely
caused from being on a Extremely Fine to Superb and rare,
perhaps 50 sets of imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet panes
remain intact today. SG 279a var. Unitrade 153c; C$2,025
($2,000), Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
It is estimated that 150 imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet
panes existed from 5 complete sheets of 360 stamps. At
least two of the original sheets were cut creatively into the
various blocks and pairs leaving no more than 50 sets
available.

687

H
Preceding three lots offered as a complete
unit (no photo).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

It is estimated that 150 imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet
panes existed from 5 complete sheets of 360 stamps. At
least two of the original sheets were cut creatively into the
various blocks and pairs leaving no more than 50 sets
available.
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JORDAN

688

Ea
1958, 4¢ Indian Head essay, imperforate, full
pane of 25, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, quite rare;
only a few sheets known.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

691

H
1923, Independence Issue (73,74-82), group
of ten with overprints reading downwards, including 1m to
5m, 2pi, 5pi & 10pi Never Hinged, F.-V.F.; each signed R.
Perulla, Scott $482 as hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

692

P
1925, “Arab Govt. of the East 1342” overprint
on Hejaz, 5pi olive green (120 var), pair of printers trials,
both superimposed with the 1925 2pi yellow Railway Tax
stamps and one further superimposed with ½pi red
Sherifian Arms stamp, o.g., F.-V.F., a rare pair; Holcombe
1994 photo certificate. SG 133 var. Estimate $100 - 150

CEYLON

MALTA

689

m
1859, Queen Victoria, 4d dull rose (5), light
grid cancel, large margins on 2 sides, V.G.-Fine. SG 4;
£4,500 ($7,110), Scott $5,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES

690

693

m
1919, St. Paul, 10s black (65), Multiple Crown
block "CA" watermark, light registry cancel, fresh and well
centered, Very Fine. SG 96; £4,250 ($6,720), Scott $4,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H
1946, ½d-1s Map complete, thick and coarse
map, perforated “Specimen” (1L1-1L8 vars.), o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine, scarce. SG G1/8s; £1,000 ($1,580).
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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British Commonwealth: New Guina - Papua New Guinea

NEW GUINEA

694

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

H
Airmail, 1931, ½d-£1 Native Village complete
(C1-C13), F.-V.F. SG 137/49, Scott $294.Estimate $150 200
697

HH
Postage Due, 1960, 6d on 7½d blue (J6), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. SG D1; £800 ($1,260), Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

698

HH
Booklet, 1970, 50¢ “Seashells”, green on olive yellow cover, “POSTAGE STAMP” in serifed type, containing a pane of 10 of the 5¢ Seashell issue, complete and
unexploded, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG SB1; £375
($590).
Estimate $200 - 300

NORTH BORNEO

695

696

16

HH
Japanese Occupation, 1944, $2 on 1¢ green
and red brown (N30), o.g., apparently never hinged, a
magnificent left margin single, wonderfully fresh and bright
with outstanding centering and type 5 surcharge, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, a superb example of this rarity; 2012
Royal Philatelic Society Certificate. SG J33; £4,750
($7,500), Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HH
Japanese Occupation, 1944, $5 on $1 brown
and carmine (N31), full o.g., which appears never hinged,
a superior example of this rare stamp showing type 6 surcharge, fresh, Very Fine, a beauty! 2012 Royal Philatelic
Society Certificate. SG J34; £4,250 ($6,720), Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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World Airmail Covers
Pioneer Flights and Other Airmail Postal
History

699

700

)
Egypt, 1910 (Feb 13), souvenir postcard
from the Heliopolis Air Meeting, with label, Very Fine,
less than 10 known; signed David Field. Estimate $500 750

)
France, 1928, 10fr on 90c “Ile de France”
(C3), used in combination with 1fr50c (#196) on flight cover
to Detroit, Michigan, tied by “New York Au Havre, 23-8, 28”
First Day of Issue octagon cds with second strike alongside, with catapult hydroplane cachet and “Paris, Gare du
Nord” backstamp, French Line imprint on backflap, Very
Fine and choice.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

701

)
Great Britain, 1912-3, "Daily Mail" Aeroplane
Circuits, June 13, postcard of Pilot H. Salmet "Carried by
Mr. Salmet on the Daily Mail Aeroplane" + unused postcard
of Salmet during the 1913 Circuit, signed in ink. Cards show
some wear but are quite rare., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

702

)
Great Britain, 1912, Truro to Falmouth Flight,
postcard with appropriate message "This is going to you via
Lands End [Truro] and Falmouth." special "Daily Mail" card
signed by H. Salmet (in the printing) with hand written notation on the face "Carried by aeroplane to Falmouth (via
Lands End) June 15th 1912." Muller 48 (30000pts.), rare,
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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World Airmail Covers: Great Britain - Russia

703

704

705

18

)
Great Britain, 1934, First Acceptance of British Mail on German South Atlantic Route, wonderful
cover mailed in Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight, on April 11,
1934. Flown to Croydon and then to Berlin, where placed on
German Air Service to West Africa and then to Brazil by
Westfalen air-sea service. Very clear German supplementary air service cachet "Berlin C 2 Air Postoffice" and also
Airmail Europe-South America cachet. Backstamps Berlin
April 13 and Pernambuco April 19., Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

706

)
Russia, 1924, 5 commercial airmail covers, 3
to GB, 1 to Switzerland, 1 to Germany, 3 registered, 2 had
addresses excised, all with Mair A2 (6*) etiquette, mounted
on exhibit pages, well-described as to rate and route +
piece with same etiquette, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

707

)
Russia, 1927-8, 6 commercial airmail covers,
to Latvia, Teheran, Germany + 3 to GB, 5 registered, 5 with
etiquettes (Mair 4, 5a (3) & 8a, all 4*), on exhibit pages,
well-written up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Italian Colonies: Tripolitania, 1933, Zeppelin
set complete, used on non-Zeppelin cover (C21-26), airmail cover postmarked Tripoli July 1, 1933. Destination
New Orleans, Very Fine, Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, 1931, Do-X
Flight, Surinam to Port-of-Spain, Trinidad (AAMC Do-X
13f), cover with complete set Surinam Scott C8-14 flown
from Paramaribo, Surinam, to Port-of-Spain, Trinidad on
Do-X. Special Surinam Do-X postmark of Aug 18 applied 3
times. Official flight cachet. Backstamped Port-of-Spain
August 19, 3:45PM. Outstanding item from this flight, Very
Fine. Scott C8-C13; $253 as used off cover, AAMC $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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708

709

710

)
Russia, 1932, 15k Dirigible Construction, engraved, perf 14 (C25b), very scarce non-Zeppelin commercial usage of Zeppelin Stamp on cover to USA,
postmark Leningrad Aug 13, 1935., Very Fine. Michel 406
B. Sieger 8B; €400 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

711

)
Switzerland, 1931, DO-X Lisbon-Rio de Janeiro Flight (AAMC DO-X 6g), very attractive cover mailed
in St. Gallen, Switzerland, on Nov 3, 1930, transit in
Friedrichshafen Nov 13, on to Lisbon for DO-X dispatch.
Due to fire damage, trans-Atlantic flight postponed until Jan
31, 1931. On-Board cancel applied Jan 30 (Type 1). German official cachet. Backstamped Rio de Janeiro Apr 22
(error, should be June 22). Black diamond cachet on back.
Franking Switzerland Scott C3, C4, C5x2, C6, C7, C8x2,
C9x4, 182 (Scott $200+). Very light vertical crease. Small
edge tear top right cutting 20 Rp stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Russia, 1931, "Bremen" Catapult Flight to
New York, extraordinary registered cover flown from Leningrad to Berlin and then on to Cherbourg where placed on
"Bremen" to New York. Catapult flight from "Bremen" to
New York. Berlin transit postmark of August 27 on back
cancels block of 5Pf German stamps. Backstamped NY
Registry Division September 4. Luposta (Danzig) 1932 advertising label on back. Without catapult cachet due to no
space on cover for application. Rare acceptance. Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
Russia, 1931, Dirigible Construction complete, imperf (C15-C19), on beautiful registered FDC to
Berlin, postmarked on First Day of Issue, May 15, 1931, in
Moscow. Air (not Zeppelin) to Berlin where backstamped
May 16, Very Fine. Michel 397 C X-400 C Xa. Sieger
3U-7U, Scott $200 as used stamps off cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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World Airmail Covers: United States

712

)
United States, Onward Air Transmission
covers, five covers each with red "OAT" handstamp, includes Nyasaland to California, Belgium Congo to New
York, Tunisia to California with censor tape, Khobar Saudi
Arabia to California and Senegal to Virginia with censor
tape, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 1,945

713

)
United States, 1913, pioneer airmail card
from Rutland, Vermont, 1¢ McKinley postal card flown by
aviator George Schmitt on the morning of the second day of
the Rutland Fair Aviation Exhibition. Only 57 pieces of mail
flown. Later in the day, during a subsequent flight, the plane
crashed, killing aviator Schmitt. Card somewhat soiled,
scuffs including portion of postmark, otherwise Fine. AAMC
71; $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

20

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

714

)
United States, 1918, First Flight Washington
DC To New York (AAMC 101), 24¢(C3) tied by May 15 191
First Trip cancel on cover addressed to New York City,
F.-V.F., ex Martin.
Estimate $400 - 600

715

)
United States, 1926, Ship To Shore Demonstration Flight, from HMS Homeric piloted by Alan
Cobham who has initialed the cover, rated 2¢ US surface
1½ Great Britain, cancelled on board Homeric and again in
New York for onward transmission, flight aborted due to
rough seas, also picture postcard of Homeric, cover numbered 24, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Zeppelin Flights

716

717

)
United States, 1927, Lindbergh tribute cover
with Halvorsen hand-drawn cachet, attractive cover
showing Spirit of St. Louis crossing ocean with Eiffel Tower
on one side and Statue of Liberty on the other. Postmarked
June 14, 1927 in New York. C5 franking. On back, se-tenant pair of Lindbergh tribute seals, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
United States, 1931, Round the World Flight
of the "Winnie Mae", extremely fine and rare cover flown
round-the-word with Wiley Post and Harold Gatty on the
"Winnie Mae." Cover cancelled Mineola, NY, June 21,
1931, Berlin June 24, Moscow June 29, Mineola July 1.
Signed by both Post and Gatty, Very Fine. AAMC TO1141;
$650.
Estimate $500 - 750

718

)
Andorra (French), 1932, 6th South America
Flight (Sieger 177), very scarce registered cover flown
from Fr. Andorra to Paris and then to Berlin and
Friedrichshafen, where placed on LZ-127 to Montevideo,
Uruguay. Green staging cachet on back, black Uruguayan
staging cachet on front, used as a receiving stamp. Andorra
covers unlisted in Sieger, Very Fine. Michel 275; €600
($780).
Estimate $500 - 750

719

)
Brazil, 1930, South America Flight (Sieger
59E), cover with Condor label showing air service in Brazil,
May 24th, 1930 Condor Rio CDS canceling "Graf Zeppelin
USA" 10,000 Reis Brazilian stamp, additional May 28
Recife Zeppelin postmark. Backstamped with green
Lakehurst zeppelin shaped cancel May 31., Very Fine,
Sieger €100 ($130).
Estimate $300 - 400
Autographed by Ernst Lehmann and Kurt SchönherrCaptain Lehmann was the most senior officer on board the
Hindenburg. He was fatally burned when the ship caught
fire at Lakehurst on 6 May 1937; he died the following day.
Kurt Schönherr- one of three helmsman of the fateful flight,
actually survived the ordeal.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Zeppelin Flights: Br. Offices in Morocco

720

721

22

)
British Offices in Morocco, 1933, 2nd South
America Flight (Sieger 214), exceptional registered cover
mailed from Larache, Morocco, with British Agency franking, on May 25, 1933. Flown to Friedrichshafen where June
3rd postmark applied, then by LZ-127 to Pernambuco,
Brazil. June 6th receiving stamp. Extremely clear postmarks and cachets, Extremely Fine, Sieger €500 ($650).
Estimate $400 - 600

)
British Offices in Morocco, 1933, 3rd South
America Flight, Berlin Connecting Flight (Sieger 219),
scarce registered cover posted June 22, 1933 at the British
Postal Agency in Tangier, Morocco, then traveled by regular means to London and Berlin, where placed on connecting flight (confirmation cachet) to Friedrichshafen. Then
onto LZ-127 to Brazil. Santos, Brazil, July 6 backstamp.,
Very Fine, Sieger €350 ($460).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

722

)
British Offices in Morocco, 1933, Chicago
Flight, Berlin Connecting Flight (Sieger 238), very
scarce registered cover, mailed at British Postal Agency,
Tetuan, Morocco September 13, 1933, by normal means to
London, then to Berlin. Berlin to Friedrichshafen on connecting flight (confirmation stamp) and then flown by Graf
Zeppelin to Brazil. Backstamps Berlin Sept 30 and
Pernambuco Oct 17., Very Fine, Sieger €650 ($840).
Estimate $500 - 750

723

)
British Offices in Morocco, 1933, Chicago
Flight, Berlin Connecting Flight (Sieger 238), scarce
registered cover originating in Tangier, flown by normal
means to London and then Berlin, Connecting Flight
Berlin-Friedrichshafen (confirmation stamp), then by
LZ-127 to Brazil. Left Friedrichshafen October 14, 1933.
Backstamped in Rio on the 18th, Extremely Fine, Sieger
€500 ($650).
Estimate $400 - 600
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724

725

)
Estonia, 1933, Chicago Flight (Sieger 238),
registered cover mailed in Tallin, Estonia, on Oct 10. Sent
to Berlin where placed on connecting flight Oct 14, where
transit stamp and staging cachet applied. Then to
Friedrichshafen where placed on Zeppelin for S. America.
Rio de Janeiro transit stamp and Montevideo backstamp.,
Very Fine, Sieger €700 ($910).
Estimate $500 - 750

726

)
Germany, 1929, Balkan Flight (Sieger 42d),
attractive picture post card showing Graf Zeppelin in
hanger, postmarked "on board" on October 16, 1929. Card
dropped over Sofia, Bulgaria same day. Receiving postmark on Bulgarian franking, Extremely Fine, Sieger €225
($290).
Estimate $200 - 300

727

)
Germany, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 57K), Cover franked with C39 and flown from
Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco, original instructions for
Canary Islands "Throw off at Santa Cruz", Franking postmarked in Friedrichshafen May 18. Backstamped
Pernambuco May 27th. Various forwarding and return
markings. Interesting cover., Very Fine, Sieger €550
($720).
Estimate $400 - 600

)
Finland, 1930, Baltic Flight (Sieger 89B), exceptional cover franked with two copies of Finland C1, postmarked in Helsinki September 24, 1930, and flown on
LZ127 back to Friedrichshafen, where backstamped Sep
26., Extremely Fine, Sieger €675 ($880).
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Zeppelin Flights: Germany

728

)
Germany, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 57FF), on board postmark, destination Cuba,
franked C38 x 2., very attractive picture post card showing
Zeppelin in flight, flown Friedrichshafen to Brazil and then to
Lakehurst. Meant to be flown on flight from Lakehurst to Havana, which was cancelled. Sent by regular means. On
board May 19, 1930 postmark tying two copies of Germany
C38. Exceptionally strong markings, Extremely Fine,
Sieger €550 ($720).
Estimate $400 - 600

729

)
Germany, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 57 f), Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst, cover franked by
2m So. America Flight Zeppelin, block of 4, all proper postmarks, Very Fine. Scott C38; $1,200 off cover. Michel 438.
Estimate $400 - 600

24
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730

)
Germany, 1931, Polar Flight (Sieger 119C),
Bordpost to the Malygin, very scarce cover posted "on
board" the Graf Zeppelin July 25, 1931 and flown to the Ice
Breaker "Malygin" in the Arctic, where receiving stamp of
July 27th applied. Scott C42 franking requires premium according to Sieger., Very Fine, Sieger €450 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300

731

)
Germany, 1931, Polar Flight (Sieger 119C),
picture post card of Dr. Hugo Eckener, franked with Scott
C41 and mailed on-bord the LZ-127 on July 27, 1931. Flown
to the "Malyquin" in the Arctic and receiving stamp of the
27th applied there. One-line private "Abwurf Franz-Josef
Land" cachet, Very Fine, Sieger €450 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300
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732

733

)
Germany, 1931, Polar Flight (Sieger 119F),
card franked with two copies of Germany Scott C40 and
postmarked Friedrichshafen July 24, 1931. Additional July
27 postmark of "Malygin." Particularly sharp markings, Extremely Fine, Sieger €425 ($550).
Estimate $300 - 400

734

)
Indochina, 1934, 1st South America Flight
(Sieger 247), extremely rare cover mailed in Saigon April 9.
Received by air in Paris April 24. Flown to Frankfurt and
then Friedrichshafen. Red Friedrichshafen "b" staging cachet and May 26 CDS. Flown on Graf Zeppelin to Brazil.
Backstamped Pernambuco May 29, F.-V.F.; signed Savini,
Sieger €1,800 ($2,340).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

735

)
Ireland, 1932, 3rd South America Flight
(Sieger 150B), attractive cover postmarked April 14, 1932,
in Ireland, forwarded to Berlin where placed on connecting
flight to Friedrichshafen. Then placed on LZ-127 to Recife,
Brazil, where backstamped on April 20. Irish acceptances
very scarce, Very Fine, Sieger €400 ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Germany, 1933, Chicago Flight (Sieger
238Bca), Friedrichshafen-Chicago, registered cover
mailed in Hamm, Germany Oct 10, 1933, placed on LZ-127
in Friedrichshafen October 14th, flown to Chicago, where
backstamped October 26th. Franking Germany
C43,C44,392. Thin paper, opened at left, otherwise Very
Fine, Sieger €375 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Zeppelin Flights: Ireland - Italy

736

)
Ireland, 1933, 1st South America Flight
(Sieger 202), beautiful registered cover postmarked in Ireland May 4, sent to Berlin where placed on connecting flight
to Friedrichshafen. May 9 Pernambuco receiving stamp,
Very Fine, Sieger €300 ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

739

)
Italy, 1933, Graf Zeppelin, Italy Flight
(C42-47), registered cover with complete Zeppelin airmail
set tied by multiple "ROMA/ POSTA AEREA-ZEPPELIN/
27.5.33.13" datestamps, 3L & 10L airmail stamps also tied
by blue flight cachet reading "POSTA AEREA/ ITALIANA/
DIRIGIBLE/ GRAF ZEPPELIN/ 1933", two regular stamps,
airmail & registration labels tied by "S. REMO
(RACCOMANDATE) 25.5.33" circular datestamps, Rome
Zeppelin & Friedrichshafen receivers on reverse, vertical
filing fold not affecting stamps. Very Fine; 2012 Sismondo
photo certificate. Michel 304Aa. Sieger 208.G. Sassone
S.1508, Scott $4,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Envelope posted at San Remo on May 25, zeppelin
stamps & flight cachet applied at Rome on May 27, carried
by the Graf Zeppelin on May 29 in a flight over Rome,
returned to the Rome Post Office, where it received the
arrival postmark, and then forwarded to Friedrichshafen by
surface transportation.

737

)
Ireland, 1933, 4th South America Flight
(Sieger 223B), cover (printed matter rate) flown to Berlin
where placed on connecting flight to Friedrichshafen. Then
flown on LZ-127 to Pernambuco, where backstamped Aug
8, 1933, Very Fine, Sieger €250 ($320).
Estimate $200 - 300

740

738

26

)
Italy, 1933, Italian Flight (Sieger 208O), with
complete set C42-47. Registered #10 cover with complete
set Italian Zeppelin stamps cancelled with Zeppelin Postmark May 29, 1933; additional regular postage, Rome May
29 Zeppelin machine cancel on back, along with Rio (June
7) and Buenos Aires (June 10) backstamps. Great cover,
minor edge wear., Very Fine, Sieger €1,500 ($1,950).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
Ireland, 1933, Chicago Flight (Sieger 238),
card mailed registered from Ireland Sep 27, 1933 to Berlin,
where Sep 30 transit postmark and red connecting flight cachet placed on card and flown to Friedrichshafen. Flown on
Zeppelin to Pernambuco where receiving stamp of Oct 17
applied. First segment of famous "Chicago Flight.", Very
Fine, Sieger €800 ($1,040).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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741

)
Kuwait, 1934, 10th South America Flight
(Sieger 280), scarce registered picture post card mailed in
Kuwait Sep 28, transit stamps Basrah Oct 1, Stuttgart Oct
12. Friedrichshafen postmark of Oct 13. Zeppelin staging
cachet "c" applied in Friedrichshafen. Pernambuco receiver Oct 17., Very Fine, Sieger €1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

742

)
United States, 1928-33, 17 Zeppelin flight
covers (Sieger 22.A//428C), with US or German frankings
plus a couple Brazil, better including Sieger #238n with
German #384, 405, 412 on 1933 Chicago to Brazil flight,
Sieger #428C bearing German C57, C58 to New York,
Sieger #22.A with US #C5, C6 (3) etc first flight to Germany,
Sieger #30.Ab to Los Angeles, and Sieger #59A with Brazil
#4CL1 pair used with #278, 304-5 on L127 Zeppelin via US
to Germany, F.-V.F. group, Owner's Retail $2,400 (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

745

743

)
United States, 1929, Round-The-World
Flight (Sieger 28.D), franked with 1913, 75¢ Parcel Post,
plus #C4 block, C5, C8, C11, 564 and 572 tied by “New
York N.Y. City Hall Sta. Aug 6, 1929” duplex on flown legal
size around-the-world cover to Lyndhurst, N.J., with purple
diamond First Europe Pan-America Round Flight cachet
and red Graf Zeppelin South America flight handstamp,
aqua Lakehurst NJ transit on reverse; Very Fine, a rare example of the 75¢ Parcel Post used on a Zeppelin cover.
Scott Q11.
Estimate $500 - 750

744

)
United States, 1929, Round-The-World
Flight (Sieger 28), eight covers, all with First Around The
World Flight, all franked with #571 plus other values, impressive lot, please inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked with 1930 Graf Zeppelin Issue, two
complete sets on three flown covers comprising Apr. 26
with 65¢ pair and $1.30, Apr. 29 with $2.60, Apr. 30 with
$1.30 & $2.60, all Fine-V.F., appropriate German and US
flight cachets, a F.-V.F. group. Scott C13-C15; $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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746

28

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked with complete set on three flown covers comprising May 30 65¢ to Latvia, May 31 $1.30 to Germany, and Apr. 24 $2.60 on cover to Cincinnati, all
Fine-V.F., appropriate German and US flight cachets,
F.-V.F. Scott C13-C15; $1,190.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

747

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked with set of three flown with 65¢ & $1.30
on cards, $2.60 on envelope, all Fine-V.F. except $2.60
V.F., tied by Apr. 24 or May 30, 1930 machine cancels, appropriate German and US flight cachets, a Very Fine set.
Scott C13-C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

info@kelleherauctions.com
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748

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), set of three flown with 65¢ & $1.30 on cards,
$2.60 on envelope, all Fine-V.F., tied by Apr. 24 or May 30,
1930 machine cancels, appropriate German and US flight
cachets, a Very Fine set. Scott C13-C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

749

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), single of each on three flight covers with 65¢
on card, $1.30 and $2.60 on covers, each with appropriate
German & US flight cachets, a Very Fine set. Scott
C13-C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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750

751

30

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), set of three on two flown with 65¢ & $1.30 on
card and $2.60 on envelope, all Fine-V.F., the card canceled by Chicago Apr. 23, 1930 cancels and the cover by
Apr. 29, 1930 Varick St. Sta., appropriate German and US
flight cachets; card with small corner crease, F.-V.F. Scott
C13-C15; $1,190.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), complete set on matched pair of flown covers
comprising 65¢ & $1.30 on one and $2.60 on other, all
Fine-V.F., both tied by “Lakehurst, N.J. May 30, 1930” machine cancel to Luzern, Switzerland, appropriate German
and US flight cachets; Very Fine. Scott C13-C15; $1,190.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

752

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), set of three flown with 65¢ & $1.30 on cards,
$2.60 on envelope, all Fine-V.F., tied by Apr. 24 or May 30,
1930 machine cancels, appropriate German and US flight
cachets, a Very Fine set. Scott C13-C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

753

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), complete set on two flown covers comprising
May 30 65¢ to Germany, May 2 $1.30 and $2.60 on large
size cover to Germany, all Fine-V.F., appropriate German
and US flight cachets; F.-V.F. Scott C13-C15; $1,190.
Estimate $500 - 750

info@kelleherauctions.com
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754

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by 65¢ Graf Zeppelin, well centered,
tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 19, 1930” first day duplex on
flown post card to Greensboro, N.C., with purple diamond
First Europe Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red
Graf Zeppelin South America flight handstamp, aqua
Lakehurst NJ transit on reverse; Very Fine. Scott C13;
$1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

755

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, vertical pair,
tied by “Varick St. Sta. N.Y. Apr 30, 1930” machine cancel
on legal-size flown cover with Hand Drawn Illustrated Cachet to New York City, with purple diamond First Europe
Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red Graf Zeppelin
South America flight handstamp, aqua Lakehurst NJ transit
on reverse; light soiling, Very Fine and quite unusual. Scott
C14.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

756

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64G), franked with $1.30 Zeppelin. Cover mailed in
New York on April 25, 1930, held for LZ-127 flight to Seville.
Seville June 7th backstamp. Franked with US Scott C14.
Type II cachet. Green June 23 New York Zeppelin postmark applied to returning mail from this flight. Sieger adds
15% to the base price of €650 for covers with the green receiving postmark, the stamp is extremely fine, Very Fine.
Scott C14, Sieger €747 ($970).
Estimate $300 - 400

757

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, single with
bottom selvage, tied by “Varick St. Sta. N.Y. Apr 26, 1930”
machine cancel on flown cover to Reading, Pa., with purple
diamond First Europe Pan-America Round Flight cachet
and red Graf Zeppelin South America flight handstamp,
aqua Lakehurst NJ transit backstamp, F.-V.F. Scott C14;
$400.
Estimate $250 - 350

www.kelleherauctions.com
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758

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, tied by “Varick
St. Sta. N.Y. Apr 24, 1930” machine cancel on flown post
card to Cincinnati, Ohio, with purple diamond First Europe
Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red Graf Zeppelin
South America flight handstamp, aqua Lakehurst NJ transit; Very Fine. Scott C14; $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

759

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, tied by
“Lakehurst N.J. Jun 2, 1930” wavy flag machine cancel on
flown cover to East Orange, N.J., with purple diamond First
Europe Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red Graf
Zeppelin South America flight handstamp, aqua Lakehurst
NJ transit backstamp; Very Fine. Scott C14; $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

32

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

760

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $1.30 & $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, tied
by “New York, N.Y. Varick St. Sta. May 7 1930” duplex on
flown around-the-world cover with Roessler Cachet to
New York City, with purple diamond First Europe
Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red Graf Zeppelin
South America flight handstamp, aqua Lakehurst NJ transit
on reverse; Very Fine and attractive. Scott C14-C15;
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

761

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, well centered,
tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 19, 1930” first day machine
cancel on flown cover to Mount McGregor, New York, with
purple diamond First Europe Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red Graf Zeppelin South America flight
handstamp, aqua Lakehurst NJ transit on reverse; Very
Fine. Scott C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

info@kelleherauctions.com
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762

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, nicely centered, tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 19, 1930” first day machine cancel on flown cover with purple diamond First
Europe Pan-America Round Flight cachet and red Graf
Zeppelin South America flight handstamp to Portsmouth,
Ohio, aqua Lakehurst NJ transit on reverse; small edge
tear, F.-V.F. Scott C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

763

)
United States, 1930, South America Flight
(Sieger 64), franked by $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, exceedingly
well centered, tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 19, 1930” first
day duplex on flown 2¢ #U429 entire to Friedrichshafen,
Germany, with purple diamond First Europe Pan-America
Round Flight cachet and red Graf Zeppelin South America
flight handstamp, aqua Lakehurst NJ transit on reverse;
small edge tear at left, Very Fine. Scott C15; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

764

)
United States, 1936, Hindenburg 4th North
America Flight (Sieger 421A), registered cover with
Staehle hand drawn cachet, franked with U.S. Scott C8 x 4,
postmarked (on back) July 3, flown by LZ-129 to Frankfurt
where backstamped on 6th. Returned to NY by steamer,
NY July 13th final destination stamp. Four-line text cachet
by Ludwig W. Staehle, Very Fine, Sieger €30 ($40).
Estimate $200 - 300

765

)
Vatican, 1933, Italian Flight (Sieger 208Va),
registered picture post card of S. Pietro with Italy C42 and
Vatican 1.75 Lire mixed franking. Postmarked Rome May
29, 1933 and Vatican City May 27th, Very Fine, Sieger €750
($980).
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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COLOMBIA

AUSTRIA

768
766

E
1946, SS Lightning & Hitler Death Mask complete, unissued (B178 footnote), including 5(g) + 3(g) &
12(g) + 12(g), o.g., never hinged, SS stamp minor gum skip,
F.-V.F. Michel VI-VII; €2,600 ($3,380), Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

CHILE

767

34

(H)
1953, Stamp Centenary souvenir sheet
(Michel 473-74), contains one each of Scott 276 & C168,
with inscriptions in black at top and bottom center, sheet
measures 178x229 mm. According to Scott & Michel the
sheet was not valid for postage, without gum as issued,
Very Fine, Michel €750 ($980).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

(H)
Airmail, 1920, 10c Compañia Colombiana de
Navegación Aerea (C4), without gum as issued, brilliant
colors and fresh white paper, trivial foxing spot gently lightened, otherwise Extremely Fine a lovely example of this rarity; signed Calves, with 2002 P.F. certificate. Michel 3;
€5,500 ($7,150), Scott $4,600. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

EGYPT

769

E
1866, Riester essays, non-denominated,
with ornamentation at top, complete group of all 4 known
colors, mostly clean and fresh, the green essay minor light
toning along right side, otherwise Very Fine, a very scarce
set. Nile Post E21.
Estimate $300 - 400

info@kelleherauctions.com
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770

771

772

773

m
1866, Overprinted on Turkey, 5pa greenish
gray, perf 13 and 10pa brown, perf 13 on 3 sides (1d, 2
var), couple stains and a few nibbed perfs, Fine, scarce perf
varieties; APS photo certificates. Nile Post D1l, D2n.
Estimate $100 - 150

774

E)
1871, Penasson essay of Third Issue in crimson impressed on tinted envelope (Nile Post E52a),
clean and fresh, a wonderful example of this scarce essay,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

775

Ha
1874-1875, 5pa brown, perf 12½, tête-bêche
(Nile Post D23, b-c), block of 8, yielding one horizontal and
two vertical tête-bêche pairs, original gum, paper inclusion
one stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., a striking multiple. Scott 26g
var. SG 35a-b.
Estimate $300 - 400

776

HH
1914, First Pictorial Issue complete, imperforate (50-59), o.g., never hinged, fresh and F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

777

HH
1922, Harrison and Sons essay, 5m blue, imperforate, pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, attractive
and scarce design. Nile Post E226. Estimate $200 - 300

H
1866, Overprinted on Turkey, 10pi slate blue,
perf 13 (6d), o.g., well centered for this, F.-V.F., a Rare
stamp; APS photo certificate. Nile Post D7n.
Estimate $500 - 750

E
ca 1867, 3 bi-colored essays on stiff wove
paper (13 var), similar to the V. Penasson issued 1pi stamp
in yellow, red and blue with black centers, value in Turkish,
imperforate, printed by lithography, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

E
1869, 3 Provost essays, "00" para with
"EPREUVE" below the design, without overprint in blue
on grayish laid paper and red on white laid paper and with
overprint in yellow on white card, without gum, red essay
thinned, Very Fine, an attractive trio. Nile Post E36, E38.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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778

H/(H)
1922, King Fuad Issue, Harrison and Sons
essays, 5m red brown perf 13¾x14 on watermarked paper,
10m red perf 13¾x14 on watermarked paper and 50m gray
(no gum) perf 14 on unwatermarked paper, o.g. or without
gum, F.-V.F., scarce group. Nile Post E220, E230, E238.
Estimate $100 - 150

779

(H)
1926, Navigation Congress, Royal Printing
complete (118-120), imperforate, with "CANCELLED"
printed diagonally across reverse, without gum as issued,
Very Fine and Rare, only 50 sets printed. Estimate $400 600

780

36

H
1926, Port Fuad Inauguration complete (Nile
Post C17-20), original gum, lightly hinged, a lovely, fresh
mint set, 50p high value a top margin single, Very Fine, rare;
each value signed 3 times. Scott 121-124. SG 141-44.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

781

(H)
1927, Cotton Congress, Royal Printings
complete (125-127), imperforate, with "CANCELLED"
printed diagonally across reverse, without gum as issued,
Very Fine and Rare, only 50 sets printed. Estimate $300 400

782

Pa
1927, King Fuad Second Portrait Issue,
Royal Printings group (128/146), printed "CANCELLED"
diagonally on reverse, all corner margin blocks of 4 except
100m which is a margin pair, composed of 1m type II (900
printed), 2m type I (100), 3m type I (100), 13m type II (100),
20m ultramarine large size (100), 40m (300), 50m pale center (1,100) and 100m pale center (500), without gum as issued, nice group of these ever popular proofs, Very Fine,
scarce. Nile Post D106e/D123d.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

783

P
1929, Prince Farouk, 15m ultramarine and
brown, trial color proof (Nile Post C31c), used, fresh and
well-centered, Very Fine, exceptionally rare thus. Scott 157
var. SG 180 var.
Estimate $100 - 150

info@kelleherauctions.com
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784

(H)
1931, 14th Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition, Royal Printings complete (163-165), imperf, with
"CANCELLED" printed diagonally across reverse, an exquisite matched set of left margin singles, without gum as
issued, Very Fine, choice and Rare with only 50 sets
printed.
Estimate $300 - 400

785

(H)
1937-40, Young King Farouk, 1m-20m, Royal
Printings (206-215), printed "CANCELLED" diagonally on
reverse, without gum as issued, fresh and Very Fine. Nile
Post DD136b-D145b.
Estimate $100 - 150

786

787

HHa
1953, 30m Mosque of Sultan Hassan, inverted watermark (331), bottom half sheet and irregular
block of 21 representing 71 of the 100 copies known to exist, o.g., never hinged, fresh and Very Fine. Nile Post
D201a.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

788

HHa
1958, 1m Farmer's Wife, imperforate (438),
block of 50 (half of known examples as only 100 printed),
o.g., never hinged, clean and fresh, Very Fine. Nile Post
D245b.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

789

HHa
1958, 35m Commerce, imperforate (444), bottom half sheet of the only sheet printed, o.g., never hinged,
clean and post office fresh Very Fine. Nile Post D251a.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

(H)
1937, Montreux Treaty, Royal Printings complete (217-219), imperf, with "CANCELLED" printed diagonally across reverse, a splendid set of left margin singles,
without gum as issued, Very Fine and Rare, only 50 sets
printed. SG 69a, 70a, 71a.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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790

792

)
1874, Paris to Castelsarrasin (37,58), address
panel franked with 5fr x2 gray Napoleon III & 25¢ two horizontal pairs + vertical pair blue Ceres perforated issues,
prepaying the declared-value rate, stamps tied by multiple
"1" stars of dots cancels, plus red Oct. 23, 1874 rectangular
handstamp tying 5fr stamp & 25¢ pair, 5fr stamp with faults,
Fine, a rare franking.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

793

)
1875, Le Havre to Veracruz, Mexico (59,62),
folded letter cover franked with 30¢ x2 brown & 40¢ orange
perforated Ceres issues, prepaying the single-weight letter
rate to Mexico, stamps tied by multiple "1769" lozenges, adjacent Le Havre May 2, 1875 circular datestamp, plus red
London transit & P.P. rectangular handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

HHa
1959, First Arab Petroleum Congress, imperforate (466), block of 25, o.g., never hinged, post office
fresh, Very Fine, only 100 printed. Nile Post C22a.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

FINLAND

791

38

m
1856, Coat of Arms, 5k blue (1), with jumbo
margins and indistinct town postmark, corresponding to
type I (small pearls in the posthorns), two shallow thins not
mentioned in certificate, otherwise Extremely Fine; Helsinki
Expert Committee backstamp and accompanied by 2008
Alex Rendon Certificate. Facit 1I; SKr 25,000 ($3,650),
Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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794

795

)
1875, Paris to Guadalajara, Mexico (59,63),
folded letter cover franked with 40¢ orange & 80¢ pair perforated Ceres issues, prepaying the double-weight letter
rate to Mexico, stamps tied by multiple "22" stars of dots
cancels and red British transit datestamp, adjacent Paris
Jan. 1, 1875 circular datestamp, plus red "P.P." rectangular
handstamp & "35¢" Mexican postage due marking, and
Veracruz transit backstamp, Very Fine. Estimate $200 300

)
1875, Paris to Veracruz, Mexico (58,61,63),
folded letter franked with 15¢ bister, 25¢ blue & 80¢ x2 perforated Ceres issue, prepaying the double-weight letter rate
to Mexico, stamps tied by multiple "5" stars of dots cancels,
adjacent Paris Jun. 18, 1875 circular datestamp, plus red
"P.P." rectangular handstamp & "25¢" Mexican postage
due marking, backstamped with French packet line B, no. 4
datestamp, cover with some faults, including vertical fold affecting 15¢, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

796

)
1872, Bordeaux to New Orleans (36,58),
folded letter franked with 25¢ blue x2 Ceres & 80¢ rose perforated Napoleon III issues, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to United States, stamps tied by multiple "532"
lozenges, adjacent Bordeaux Jun. 21, 1872 circular
datestamp, plus red "PD" rectangular handstamp & London
transit postmark, backstamped with Bordeaux-Paris railroad & Paris dispatch datestamps, F.-V.F. Transatlantic
cover carried via Liverpool.
Estimate $200 - 300

797

)
1873, Bordeaux to New York (36,59), folded
letter franked with 40¢ orange Ceres & 80¢ rose perforated
Napoleon III issues, prepaying the single-weight letter rate
to United States, stamps tied by "6308" lozenges, adjacent
Bordeaux Feb. 13, 1873 circular datestamp, red "PD" rectangular handstamp, London transit & New York receiving
postmarks, plus "2"Captain's fee marking, backstamped
with Bordeaux-Paris railroad datestamp, F.-V.F. Transatlantic cover carried via Queenstown. Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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798

)
1870s, Paris to Vienna (24,34,56), cover
franked with 5¢ x3 pale green Emperor Napoleon III, 15¢
brown Ceres & 30¢ brown Napoleon III perforated issues,
prepaying the single-letter rate to Austria, stamps tied by
multiple "6" stars of dots cancels, adjacent Paris May 8 circular datestamp & red "PD" rectangular handstamp, and receiving backstamp, 15¢ Ceres small faults, F.-V.F. The 60¢
postal rate was in effect from September 1871 to December
1873, unusual combination franking. Estimate $200 - 300

799

)
1872, Paris to New Orleans (35-36), folded letter franked with 40¢ orange & 80¢ Emperor Napoleon III
perforated issue, prepaying the single-letter rate to United
States, stamps tied by two "1" stars of dots cancels, adjacent Paris Aug. 30, 1872 circular datestamp, red London &
New York transit datestamps, "PD" rectangular
handstamp, and 2¢ Captain's fee marking collected at New
Orleans, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

40

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

800

)
1857 (21 March), folded letter to Belgium (1),
franked by 1850, Ceres, 10c bister on yellowish, strip of
four, large margins except just touching at left and bottom,
tied by “740” diamond grid cancels, origin cds, Givet (3.25)
backstamp and framed “PD” handstamp, Bruxelles (3.25)
backstamp; light horizontal file fold barely affects strip,
Maury €4,750 on cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

801

)
1864, Marseille to Jacmel, Haiti (28), folded
letter franked with 80¢ rose perforated Emperor Napoleon
issue, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Haiti, stamp
tied by "2240" lozenge, adjacent Marseille Jul. 28, 1864 dispatch & London transit circular datestamps, plus "P.P."
rectangular handstamp, and backstamped Paris-Calais
railroad datestamp, Very Fine, scarce destination.
Estimate $300 - 400

info@kelleherauctions.com
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802

)
1865, Paris to Habana, Cuba (27-28), folded
letter franked with 40¢ orange pair & 80¢ rose pair perforated Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the double-weight letter rate to Cuba, stamps tied by star of dots
cancels, adjacent Paris Jul. 7, 1865 circular datestamp,
plus red "PP" & blue "NE2" handstamps, small portion of
letter missing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

803

)
1865, Le Havre to Jacmel, Haiti (28), folded
letter cover franked with 80¢ rose perforated Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to
Haiti, stamp tied by indistinct lozenge and Le Havre May. 1,
1865 circular datestamp, adjacent red "PP" rectangular
handstamp, and backstamped St. Thomas transit, stamp
small faults, Very Fine, scarce destination.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

804

)
1868, Le Havre to Trinidad (36), folded letter
cover franked with 80¢ rose perforated Napoleon III issue,
prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Trinidad, stamp
tied by "1769" lozenge, adjacent Le Havre May 16, 1868 circular datestamp, red "PD" marking & London transit,
backstamped receiving postmark, F.-V.F., scarce destination.
Estimate $500 - 750

805

)
1870, Marseille to Jacmel, Haiti (36), folded
letter franked with 80¢ rose perforated Napoleon III issue,
prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Haiti, stamp tied by
"2240" lozenge, adjacent Marseille Apr. 14, 1870 circular
datestamp, red "PD" marking & London transit,
backstamped Marseille-Paris railroad postmark, F.-V.F.,
scarce destination.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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General Foreign: France

806

807

808

809

42

)
1875, Registered and returned-to-sender judicial folded letter (58), with preprinted court wrapper, and
franked with 25¢ blue strip of three perforated Ceres issue,
prepaying the registered single-weight letter rate between
domestic post offices, strip tied by several "2366" lozenges,
adjacent Mirande Feb. 20, 1875 circular datestamp, plus
red "Retour/ a l'envoyeur/ 3450" & "R" handstamps,
backstamped multiple datestamps, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
1862, Presidency, 10¢ bister & 25¢ blue,
re-issue (10b,11a), o.g., former with clear margins, latter
with three clear margins, both printed on whiter paper than
the originals, trivial thins but presentable, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300

810

m
1870, Bordeaux, 5c yellow green on greenish, pair (41), with clear to large margins, corresponding to
report 2, and showing "1654" large numeral cancels, Very
Fine. Maury 42II; €625 ($810).
Estimate $300 - 400

811

H
1876, Sage Type I, 20c red brown on straw
(70), with nice color and full original gum, couple of shorter
perforations, Very Fine, Scott $600. Estimate $200 - 300

812

H
1876, Sage Type I, 30c brown on yellowish
(73), fresh and full original gum, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

813

H
1876, Sage Type I, 75c carmine on rose (75),
with stunning color and full original gum, Very Fine, Scott
$950.
Estimate $500 - 750

H
1862, Presidency, 25c blue, re-issue (11a),
o.g., large to ample margins, and depicting fresh color, Very
Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
1867, Napoleon III Laureate, 30c dark brown
on yellowish (34a), intense color and extremely well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,225. Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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General Foreign: French Offices Abroad

FRENCH OFFICES ABROAD

814

)
French Offices in Alexandria, 1927 (Apr 15),
registered cover from Alexandria to Kulangsu, China,
with Port Said, Hong Kong and Amoy transits and neat
Kulangsu (16 May) receiver on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

815

)
French Offices in Alexandria, 1861, Alexandria to Marseille (14c,18), folded letter cover franked with
10¢ brown & 40¢ orange imperforate Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the single-letter rate to France, stamps tied
by "3704" lozenges, adjacent Alexandrie Nov. 5, 1861 and
red "Paq. Ang. Marseille" circular datestamps, plus P.P.
handstamp, backstamped receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

816

)
French Offices in Beirut, 1862, Beirut to
Paris (15,20), cover franked with 20¢ blue & 80¢ rose imperforate Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the double-weight letter rate to France, stamps tied by multiple
"3706" lozenges, Beirout Sep. 28, 1862 circular datestamp,
red "Paquebot/ de la/ Mediterranee" rectangular
handstamp & "PD" marking, backstamped Marseille transit
& receiving postmarks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

817

)
French Offices in Constantinople, 1872,
Constantinople to Lyon (36), folded letter cover franked
with 80¢ rose vertical pair perforated Napoleon III issue,
prepaying the double-weight letter rate to France, stamp
tied by blue anchor lozenges, adjacent blue French Packet
Jun. 19, 1872 octagonal datestamp & "PD" marking, plus
red "Paquebots/ de la/ Mediterranee" rectangular
handstamp, backstamped Marseille transit & receiving
postmarks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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General Foreign: French Offices and Colonies

FRENCH COLONIES

818

)
French Offices in Smyrna, 1859, Smyrna to
Marseille (14,18), folded letter cover franked with 10¢
bister & 40¢ orange imperforate Emperor Napoleon issue,
prepaying the single-weight letter rate to France, stamps
tied by "3709" lozenges, Smyrna Jan. 25, 1859 circular
datestamp, adjacent "PP" boxed handstamp & red
"Paquebots/ de la/ Mediterranee" three-line rectangular
marking, backstamped receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

819

)
French Offices in Tunis, 1866, Tunis to Marseille (27), folded letter cover franked with 40¢ orange perforated Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the
single-weight letter rate to France, stamp tied by "5107" lozenge, adjacent Tunis Nov. 3, 1866 & Algerie circular
datestamps, plus "PD" rectangular handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

44

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

820

H
1871, 20c blue (11), with large margins and full
original gum, Extremely Fine; accompanied by 1998 Behr
Certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

821

)
French Indochina, 1900 & 1903, two military
stampless covers, the first cover illustrated military cover
with mountains, Japanese flag and explosion, with large
double ring "Marine Franchise/Service A La Mer" and
datestamp "Corps Exp.RE Tonkin/LV no. 5/23/DEC/00";
the second with large "Regi D'Infanteriede Marine/Conseil/D'Administration" with 1903 Tonkin cds and
transits on front & reverse, both attractive and scarce,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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General Foreign: German States

GERMAN STATES

822

823

824

)
Prussia, 1850, 1/2 Sgr red orange (2), two singles tied on folded letter by numeral "644" cancels, adjacent
"HORDE/ 13.12*7-8" rectangular handstamp, and addressed to Limburg, Very Fine. Michel 1; €500 ($650).
Estimate $200 - 300

825

)
Prussia, 1850, 1 Sgr black on rose (3), tied on
folded letter by numeral cancel "1727", adjacent
"Dortmund/ Bahnhof/ 9 9 * 8-9" three-line handstamp, datelined in 1851, addressed to Elberfeld with receiving
backstamp, Very Fine. Michel 2a.
Estimate $50 - 75

)
Prussia, 1850, 1/2 Sgr orange & 2 Sgr black
(2,4), former tied on reverse of folded letter by numeral cancel "1354", latter tied on front by same numeral cancel, adjacent Schonwalde rectangular handstamp & red "2"
manuscript marking, datelined in 1850, and distribution
backstamp, Fine, small faults not affecting stamps, scarce
franking. Michel 1,3.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Prussia, 1861, 1/2 Sgr orange (13), horizontal
pair tied on folded letter by Coblenz 5/6 double-ring circular
datestamps, and addressed to Mulheim, stamps with some
faults due to rough separation from the sheet, Fine, scarce
franking. Michel 13a; €1,000 ($1,300).
Estimate $300 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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General Foreign: Germany

GERMANY

826

)
1934, Ludwig Staehle hand drawn cacheted
cover for Hindenburg Memorial, complete set of
Hindenburg Memorial stamps (436-441) on very detailed
Staehle hand drawn cacheted registered cover, postmarked Wolgast, Germany Dec 15, 1934, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

827

)
1935, Ludwig W. Staehle hand drawn cachet
for Schiller commemorative, cover franked with Scott
399, 446-447, postmark Berlin Dec 31, 1935. Intricate
Staehle hand drawn cachet, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

828

)
1937, Ludwig Staehle hand drawn cachet on
registered FDC (481-3), very attractive FDC of Scott 481-3
(also 396 franking) postmark Jugenheim, Germany, with
detailed Staehle cachet., Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

46

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

829

H
Airmail
Semi-Official,
1913,
Airship
Sachsen, REPRINTS, interesting collection of reprints of
Sieger 8a-b for Airship Sachsen's 1913 flight between
Leigitz, Bunzlau, Frankenstein and Haida. Includes singles(3) with different shades, two complete sheets of 10,
each a different shade, a numbered block of four from an
unissued plate that was inserted in a 1925 book (1500
blocks exist), and a photo of the Sachsen., Very Fine.
Sieger 8a-b,ND.
Estimate $300 - 400

830

m
Cameroun, 1913, 5m slate & carmine, 26x17
perf holes (25), light 1914 Duala, Kamerun cancel, fresh,
well centered, Very Fine, a most handsome example of this
Colonial Rarity; signed several times including Bothe, with
2005 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel 25 IA; €4,800
($6,240), Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

831

m
Saar, 1920, Overprints on Bavaria, 5pf-10m
complete (21//37), neat light cancels, 3m and 5m each on
piece, generally Very Fine, a premium set; signed Bürger.
Michel 18-31; €1,900 ($2,470), Scott $1,547.
Estimate $500 - 750

info@kelleherauctions.com
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General Foreign: Germany - Greece

834

)
Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims complete
(9NB1-9NB3), post card to US, stamps tied by commemorative 1950 Passion Play cds's with special Oberammergau
Passion Play cancel on front, two vertical file folds well
away from stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $545 off cover singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

GREECE
832

833

H
Saar, 1921, 10pf Miner, proof of the accepted
design, but in enlarged format (69 var.), on ungummed
proof paper, apparently for presentation purposes. Interesting item, Very Fine. Michel 54 var. Estimate $100 - 150

835

)
1951, Marshall Plan complete (539-544), used
on unaddressed FDC, Very Fine. Michel 582-587; €1,500
($1,950).
Estimate $400 - 600

836

HH
1926, 2d & 5d airmails, Imperforates (C1var,
C3var), left margin singles, o.g., never hinged, trivial gum
glazing from mount, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, very rare.
Karamitsos A1b, A3a single; €850 ($1,100).
Estimate $400 - 600

m
Saar, 1928, Volkshilfe complete (B9-B15),
neat light cancels, Very Fine, a magnificently choice used
set; 10f signed Hoffmann. Michel 128-134; €5,500
($7,150), Scott $4,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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General Foreign: Greenland - Guatemala

GREENLAND

837

H
Parcel Post, 1905, 10öre blue, one side officially reperforated (Q4 var.), o.g., small hinge remnant,
light gum creases, Very Fine. Facit P3IIC2, Facit SKr 9,000
($1,310).
Estimate $300 - 400

GUATEMALA

838

48

839

HHa
1921, Provisional, 12¢¢ on 25¢ (177), complete sheet of 100, with left & bottom margins, including the
three types listed in Guatemala-2, o.g., never hinged, trivial
perforation separations, F.-V.F., rarely offered, Ex ISGC
225A-C, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

840

HHa
1949, Las Casas Issue, imperforate
(325-329), complete sheets of 40 (10x4), depicting reverse
plate numbers on top selvage: P172 & P178-81, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ISGC 674d-78b.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m
1873, Coat of Arms, 1p dull yellow (6), horizontal pair, corresponding to types 91-27 listed in Guatemala-1, two large star cancels, natural straight edge at
right, right stamp with diagonal crease ending in a closed
tear, otherwise F.-V.F., only eight pairs known, ex Lind,
ISGC 6.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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General Foreign: Guatemala - Iceland

ICELAND

841

HH
Airmail, 1932, 3¢ on 3p, sheet of 100 with
oblique surcharge (C21var), and visible on the bottom
margin on five stamps, upper right block of four is se-tenant
with surcharge omitted, control number #144 on right margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, ex Jonza, ISGC 387var.
Estimate $500 - 750

843

H
1897, small "þrir/3" on 5a green, perf 14x13½
(32b), neat light cancel, fresh and beautifully well centered,
Extremely Fine, outstandingly choice; with 2008 APS certificate. Facit 32; SKr 20,000 ($2,920), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

844

m
1902, 6a gray, red "I Gildi" (61), perf 14x13½,
neat cancel, F.-V.F., very rare, unpriced used; with 1994
Pollak certificate. Facit 46.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

845

m
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi" (63), perf
14x13½, light corner cancel, fresh and well centered, Very
Fine, choice; with 1998 Nielsen certificate. Facit 38; SKr
18,000 ($2,630), Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

According to Guatemala-2 less than 1,350 sheets with
normal surcharge were issued. Jack Jonza with his sixty
years of Guatemala stamp-collecting experience, believes
the sheet is unique.

Ex 846
842

HHa
Airmail, 1932, 10¢ on 15p, shifted surcharges (C23var), part sheet of 70, o.g., never hinged,
right margin and part of the bottom margin, many stamps
appear with "Q0.10" at top and on bottom margin on seven,
three tabs missing, and #1 control number, some perforation separations, F.-V.F., ex Jonza, ISGC 388var.
Estimate $500 - 750

846

HH
Airmail, 1930 Parliament Millennium complete (C4-C8), o.g., never hinged, vibrant colors and attractive, 50a trivial gum skip, Very Fine. Michel 142-146. Facit
189-93; SKr 3,275 ($480), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

847

m
Official, 1902, 3a yellow, "I Gildi" (O25), perf
14x13½, neat light corner cancel, Very Fine and choice;
with 1998 Nielsen certificate. Facit Tj15; SKr 12,000
($1,750), Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400

According to Guatemala-2, less than 250 sheets were
issued with the normal surcharge. Jack Jonza, with his
sixty years of Guatemala stamp-collecting experience,
believes the sheet is unique.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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General Foreign: Italian States

ITALIAN STATES

851

848

)
Lombardy-Venetia, 1852, folded letter sheet
from Genova to Marseille, France, with boldly struck
"Piroscafi Francesi Per L'Ialia/Genova Prieto De
Ameza-Agente" illustrated handstamp, with manuscript
"Par Languedoc" and red Marseille receiving cds, light horizontal filefold, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $150
- 200

850

50

H
Modena, 1852, Coat of Arms, 5c green (1a),
se-tenant pair, o.g., hinge remnant, large to ample margins,
left stamp with period after figure of value, other without period after figure of value, minor gum wrinkles, Extremely
Fine. Sassone 7o; €3,500 ($4,550), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Naples, 1858, Arms, 1g pale lake (2), vertical
strip of three & single, corresponding to plate two, and tied
on folded letter cover by multiple "ANNULLATO" rectangular cancels, adjacent 1865 dispatch circular datestamp, and
addressed to Magliano, top pair of the strip with small faults,
F.-V.F. Sassone 4; €1,250 ($1,620). Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

853

851

m
Naples, 1858, Arms, 50g rose lake (7), with
three ample margins, and just touched on the left,
"Annullato" rectangular cancels, Very Fine; accompanied
by 1950 Cueni Certificate. Sassone 14; €4,000 ($5,200),
Scott $2,900.
Estimate $300 - 400

852

(H)
Parma, 1859, Provisional Govt., 80c orange
yellow (16), without gum, clear to large margins, and very
presentable, Very Fine; signed by E. Diena. Sassone 18
var.; €4,500 ($5,850), Scott $2,400. Estimate $200 - 300

853

m
Sardinia, 1853, Victor Emmanuel II, 5c blue
green (4), Torino Sep. 30 circular datestamp, clear to large
margins, Extremely Fine. Sassone 4; €2,000 ($2,600),
Scott $1,325.
Estimate $300 - 400

854
849

852

855

856

854

m
Tuscany, 1851, 2s scarlet (3), oval of diamonds cancel, with three clear margins, F.-V.F.; signed by
Kohler & J. Schl. Sassone 3; €12,000 ($15,600), Scott
$10,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

855

m
Tuscany, 1857, 1cr carmine (12), light circular
cancel, clear to ample margins, Very Fine; signed by Diena
& Stolow. Sassone 12; €700 ($910), Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300

856

(H)
Tuscany, 1857, 4cr blue green (14), without
gum, four clear margins and nice color, Very Fine; signed
by A. Diena. Sassone 14; €3,125 ($4,060), Scott $3,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

857

(H)
Tuscany, 1860, Provisional Govt., 1c brown
lilac (17), without gum, four clear margins and very presentable, Very Fine; signed by A. Diena. Sassone 17b;
€1,100 ($1,430), Scott $1,050.
Estimate $150 - 200
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ITALY

LIBERIA
861

HH
1958, Pres. Tubman's Visits, specialized
group of errors, imperfs and proofs (368//C117 vars.),
including full sheets of the Swiss Visit with flag of France
and German Visit with flag of the Netherlands, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

LIECHTENSTEIN

858

HH
Airmail, 1930, Virgil complete (C23-C26),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone S.1504; €525 ($680),
Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

862

859

HH
1912, 25h First Issue, in dark blue (3a), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Zumstein 3y; 3,000 SFr ($3,270),
Scott $2,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

HH
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Parcel Post, 1947-48,
1st Overprinted Issue complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,195.
Estimate $300 - 400

MONACO

863
860

)
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands,
1932, Garibaldi issue complete from the 13 islands,
each tied on cacheted FDC's, addressed to Rome. Some
on Coo cover with some perf tip toning, F.-V.F., an attractive and scarce group of FDC's; Sismondo Photo Certificate
for each. Sassone €8,125 on cover ($10,560), Scott $3,900
as used.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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HH
1972, "Albert Durer" instead of "Albrecht
Durer" (817 var.), unissued error with mispelling of first
name, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; accompanied by
photocopy of 2006 Calves certificate for a sheet of ten
which was broken into singles. Michel 1033III; €6,000
($7,800).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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General Foreign: Nicaragua - Russia

NICARAGUA

864

P
Envelope, 1900, Momotombo Issue, die
proofs, group of seven cut-squares showing design used
in the issued envelopes, and made by American Bank Note
Company in New York, comprising five on white paper (5¢,
10¢, 20¢, 30¢ & 50¢) and two on buff paper (2¢ & 4¢), Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

869

RUSSIA

)
1894, Franco-Russian friendship letter card,
franked with France 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ & 4¢ Peace & Commerce
type II stamps, tied by Nancy March 14, 1894 circular
datestamps, and addressed to local destination, inside of
letter card showing interesting and beautiful hand-painted
designs, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Issued to commemorate the visit of the French Fleet to
Kronstadt in 1891, and the return visit of the Russian Fleet
to Toulon in 1893 during the reign of Emperor Alexander
III.

865

)
1850, 2 stampless covers from St Petersburg, the first with red "Paid De 9/1850" cds with "P" in circle addressed to Hammersmith England with boxed "St
Peterburg/De 15 Nov 1850" on reverse; the second with
cds and "Aus Russland"straight line on folded letter sheet
addressed to Liverpool, forwarded three times, with appropriate backstamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

866

m
1868, Coat of Arms, 30k carmine & green,
vertically laid paper (25a), used specialists selection of
107 items, all showing vertically laid paper types. We note a
wide range of cancellations as well, interesting, unusual lot,
mostly F.-V.F. Michel 23y; €23,540 ($30,600), Scott $5,617
(no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

867

m
1879, Coat of Arms, 7k gray & rose, vertically
laid paper (27b), all used specialists selection of 80 items,
nearly every stamp sound, including a great diversity of
cancels as well, fresh, F.-V.F., unusual holding. Michel 25y;
€6,400 ($8,320), Scott $5,200 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

868

m
1875, Coat of Arms, 8k gray & rose, vertically
laid paper (28a), specialist selection of 35 used examples,
offering a great variety of cancellations as well, largely
F.-V.F., examine. Michel 26y; €4,200 ($5,460), Scott
$2,450 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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870

H
1909, Post Horns with Thunderbolts, 10k
dark blue, wove paper, 2 examples with dramatic
foldovers (79), corner margin single with spectacular
foldover causing part of stamp to printed on the reverse side
in the upper quadrant of the selvage and leaving the face to
be partially unprinted, the second example folded over so
as to have portions of stamp unprinted, quite unusual and
worthy of the finest exhibition collection, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine and unusual.
Estimate $100 - 150

871

HH/H
1935, Anti War and Completion of Moscow
Subway complete (546-550, 551-554), o.g., all lightly
hinged except Subway 20k high value never hinged, bright
fresh sets, Very Fine, Scott $975 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

info@kelleherauctions.com
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General Foreign: Russia - Spanish Colonies

872

877

H
Rio de Oro, 1910, Alfonso XIII, 10c on 5p &
10c on 10p surcharge varieties (Edifil 55hi//56hz), three
singles & two pairs, comprising 10c on 5p x2, one with inverted surcharge, other with double surcharge, 10c on 10p
x5, single with double surcharge, horizontal pair with extra
vertical surcharge on right stamp, plus another horizontal
pair with left stamp depicting 15c on 10p surcharge. Edifil
55hi,55hh,56hh,56hhx,56hz, F.-V.F.; three singles signed
Galvez & se-tenant pair signed by Champion. Scott 60 vars.
& 62 vars., Edifil €1,350 ($1,760).
Estimate $500 - 750

878

H
Spanish Morocco, 1914, Alfonso XIII, 2c to
10p with inverted "s" in "Marruecos" (Edifil 30he-41he),
complete set in horizontal pairs, each depicting overprint
variety on right or left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott 27-38 vars., Edifil
€1,144 ($1,490).
Estimate $500 - 750

H
Rio de Oro, 1905, Alfonso XIII, "Muestras"
(Edifil 12N-16N), key values of the set, including 2p, 3p, 4p,
5p & 10p, each with "A.000,000" on reverse, and considered as specimens, Very Fine. Scott 12-16, Edifil €1,130
($1,470).
Estimate $500 - 750

879

H
Spanish Morocco, 1915, Alfonso XIII, 2c to
10p with wide & narrow overprints in se-tenant pairs
(Edifil 44hz-55hz), group of twelve which command a substantial premium in the Edifil catalogue; each signed by
Champion. Scott 40-51 vars., Edifil €1,654 ($2,150).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H
Rio de Oro, 1907, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 25c
surcharge & variety (Edifil 17, 17hh), attractive duo, one
with normal surcharge, other with double surcharge, Very
Fine. Scott 17, 17var.; $700, Edifil €995 ($1,290).
Estimate $500 - 750

880

H
Spanish Morocco, 1915, Alfonso XIII, 10c to
10p with inverted "r" in "Protectorado" (Edifil 46-55,
46he-55he), group of ten horizontal pairs, each with left or
right stamp showing the overprint variety, F.-V.F.; mostly
signed by Champion. Scott 42//51 vars., Edifil €1,149
($1,490).
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H
1939, 15k Foundry Man, imperf (713a), horizontal gutter pair, o.g., lightly hinged (right stamp never
hinged), light fold through gutter, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$800.
Estimate $400 - 600

RYUKYUS
873

HHa
1958, 3¢ deep carmine, off-white paper, perf
10.3x10.3 (47U2), left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, extremely well centered, rich color, very choice,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo). Estimate $100 150

874

HHa
1948-49, First Issue, mixed set of First and
Second Printings (1, 2, 3a, 4, 5, 6a and 7), sheets of 100,
o.g., never hinged, clean and fresh, generally Very Fine,
Scott $2,350 as singles (no photo). Estimate $500 - 750

SPANISH COLONIES

875

876

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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General Foreign: Sudan - Switzerland

SUDAN

881

SWITZERLAND

)
Official, 1943, “On Sudan Government Service” cover, pair 10 p(49) tied by 1943 Khartoum cds on
OSGS envelope with OSGS label, stamps have perforated
in selvage "SG", addressed to Washington DC, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
884

)
1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), used on a
registered official FDC to England, Very Fine. Zumstein
WIII 1; 1,400 SFr ($1,530), Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

885

m
1945, PAX, 5c-10fr complete (293-305), without the 5c semi-postal, neat cancels, Very Fine. Zumstein
262-274, Scott $895.
Estimate $200 - 300

886

m
1912, 10c Pro Juventute forerunner, in Italian, neat Grafenried cds (back-dated, although with the
original canceler), perfectly centered, perfs at top just a tiny
bit irregular, Very Fine, a lovely example of this rarity.
Zumstein III, Zumstein 7,500 SFr ($8,180).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

SWEDEN

882

883

54

m
Airmail, 1920, Inverted Surcharges, 10o on
3o to 50o on 4o complete (C1a-C3a), incl. 10o on 3o tied
on piece by Stockholm 27.11 bridge cancel & 20o on 2o tied
on piece by Filipstad 28.10 circular datestamp, latter with
horizontal crease, F.-V.F.; 10o on 3o & 20o on 2o
backstamped Kessler, Scott $3,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
Booklet, 1939, 3kr Linné, orange cover, without Linné on the cover, perf 3 or 4 side, containing 20 x
15öre, immaculate, Very Fine. Facit H41B BC,CB, Facit
SKr 18,000 ($2,630).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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THAILAND

890

887

Hm
Airmail, 1938, 75c on 50c “Pro Aero” (C26),
mint single, overprinted “Specimen”, plus used single and
pair, Specimen o.g., lightly hinged, others with neat Bern
cancels, Very Fine. Zumstein 26. Estimate $750 - 1,000

HH/H
1947-49, King Bhumibol, 50s-20b values
(267-273), complete less 5s-20s low values, o.g., some
hinged, some never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $958.
Estimate $300 - 400

VATICAN

TANNU TUVA

888

889

)
1935 (Mar 26), forwarded registered cover to
Portland, ME, a lovely cover franked by 50k Tuva adhesive, which is tied by Turan cds, addressed to "Portland
USA", delivered to Oregon, then forwarded onto Portland,
Maine, with US 6¢ orange airmail issue affixed for transmission back east, various US registry transits, a Rare and attractive usage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

891

HH
1936, Catholic Press Conference complete
(47-54), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone 47-54, Scott
$495.
Estimate $150 - 200

892

HH
Airmail, 1948, Archangel & Tobias complete
(C16-C17), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Sassone S.502,
Scott $640.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1941 (Jan 10), registered native scene picture post card from Kizil to New York, franked on front by
3k and 15k registration stamps along with 75k airmail issue,
with back carrying 5k registration and 1k on 40k surcharge
issue, all cancelled by violet Kizil 10.1.41 cdss and matching registration handstamp, with San Francisco Mar 21 and
New York Mar 25 transits, corner bend at lower left, F.-V.F.,
a Rare and colorful card (photo on our web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Postal History by State

Autographs and Free Franks

893

)
Nimitz, Admiral C.W., US Navy First Day
Cover, Mellone #11, Aristocrat/Lowry cachet in black with
"C. W. Nimitz Fleet Admiral USN" autograph, Very Fine, ex
Martin.
Estimate $200 - 300

894

)
Webster, Daniel, free frank with red "Washington DC/Jun/22" cds with mating "FREE" straight line on
cover addressed to Boston MA with bold "Daniel Webster"
free frank in upper right, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300
896

895

56

)
Arkansas antebellum cover collection, 45+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes ms town cancel
Rondo(S/R 7) on U9, Rockport cds(S/R 5) on U10, ms town
cancel Pekin(S/R 6) on mourning cover with #26, and red
Columbia cds(S/R 5) on pen cancelled U10, each cover on
its own page with identification, years of post office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon or break up
for retail, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
Wright, Orville, 1928, 25th Anniversary Of First
Flight, cover, 5¢(650) tied by Kitty Hawk cds on cacheted
cover for 25th anniversary of Wright Bros first flight autographed by Orville Wright addressed to Teaneck NJ, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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897

898

)
Georgia antebellum cover collection, 40+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers, better includes Buena Vista on U10 with
"Forwarded 3" sl, Darien oval with ornaments oval,
Stampless red Lumkin with matching "Paid/3" sl, and two
stampless covers from Rome GA addressed to Howell
Cobb, he organized "Cobb's Legion" during the Civil War
and was a CSA congressman, each cover on its own page
with identification, years of post office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

899

)
[Kentucky] “Bardstown, Ky. Dec. 29 1824”,
fancy red circular datestamp with manuscript “6” rating on
folded letter to Elizabethtown, Ky., endorsed “mail”, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

900

)
[Massachusetts] 1773 Red Boston Straight
Line, ms 2 dwt rate on folded letter sheet addressed to
Newport RI, with red SL "Boston" on reverse with matching
Franklin mark, strike in somewhat light with a small rub on
the "S", business letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
This is the earliest type of Boston postmark made by
handstamp.

901

)
[Massachusetts] 1815-1816 Stampless Correspondence Dewitt Family, 12 stampless folded letter
sheets, only one with PO marking, balance probably carried
privately, a few appear to have been money letters, all with
contents, interesting lot of legal business letters, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

902

)
[Massachusetts] 1823-1825 Stampless Correspondence Radcliff Family, six folded letter sheets, all
with contents, no postal markings, probably privately carried, business letters, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[Kansas Territory] Gardener, "Gardner
K.T./Sept 9" manuscript town cancel on cover with ms "Paid
5" rate addressed to Union Valley NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Western Express Covers

903

904

)
Langton's Pioneer Express, Downieville,
Oval handstamp on 1864 3¢ entire to San Francisco, blue
"Wells, Fargo & Co., Marysville" oval date stamp and
Langton's fancy scroll frank at upper left, cover with minor
fly-specking, otherwise Very Fine. Scott No. U58.
Estimate $300 - 400

Advertising/Illustrated Covers

906

)
[Agricultural] Hammond Seed Co., multicolor
illustrated ad design depicting building on private mailing
card bearing 1¢ green (279) tied by “Bay City Mich. Jul 6
1901” machine cancel to San Jose, Cal., Very Fine and
scarce private card.
Estimate $300 - 400

907

)
[Agricultural] Reading, Aug L Wentzel Producer Of Trucks & Tomato Kethup, 3¢(184) tied by
Reading cds on multicolored illustrated ad cover with additional allover ad for chickens on reverse, split along top and
sides for display, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

908

)
[Beer & Breweries] Milwaukee Beer Festival,
Sept. 8-13, 1902, all-over illustrated multicolor advertising
cover bearing 2¢ carmine (279B) tied by “Milwaukee Jul 14
'02” machine cancel to DeWitt, Ioa., reverse with “Drink
Schlitz” slogan and DeWitt (7.15) arrival; reduced slightly at
right, small edge tear at top, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

)
Wells Fargo & Co's Express From Menlo
Park, Cal. (San Mateo), large violet rectangle (Leutzinger
Type 18-5) on 2¢ Columbian entire with Wells, Fargo & Co.
commemorative Columbian frank, addressed to San Francisco, Very Fine and rare, most attractive.Estimate $400 600

Railroad Covers
905

58

)
Railroad and RPO cancels on cover,
1862-1948, 70+ covers, cards and fronts, nice range of railroad & RPO postmarks, most appear in the scarcity range
of I-III, a couple of better includes Eureka & Jasper RPO
and Sheffield & Jasper RPO, mixed condition with a few
partial strikes, research should turn up a few hidden gems,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo). Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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909

)
[Clothing] Boots & Shoes, W.E. Schmertz &
Co., all-over front and back multicolor ornate ad cover bearing 2¢ red brown (210) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec 16” cds
to Uniontown Pa.; small edge tear at top and small part of
backflap replaced, a Very Fine appearing use.
Estimate $400 - 600

910

)
[Clothing] Niagara Silk Mills, North
Tonawanda NY, multicolor illustrated design on cover
bearing 2¢ carmine (463) tied by “Chicago Ill. Jan 25, 1917”
machine cancel to Greenfield, Mass., Extremely Fine and
rare design, ex Biddle.
Estimate $500 - 750

911

)
[Company] The Walter M. Lowney Co.,
Boston Mass., all-over multicolor illustrated design depicting woman with baby angels bearing 1¢ green (331) tied by
Boston station flag machine cancel to Quincy, Ill.; couple
small edge flaws, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

912

)
[Food & Drink] Cudahy Brothers Co. Hams,
Bacon etc, Milwaukee Wis., multicolor illustrated ad depicting Peacock and Hams on cover bearing 2¢ shield (319)
tied by “Cudanhy Wis. Oct 10, 1906” duplex to Loyd, Wis.,
reverse with slogan ads; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine
and attractive.
Estimate $250 - 350

913

)
[Food & Drink] International Stock Food Co.,
Minneapolis Minn., all-over multicolor illustrated ad design, front and back, on cover bearing 1¢ green (300) with
“Minneapolis Minn” precancel to Osborne, Kan., Very Fine
and beautiful ad.
Estimate $400 - 500

914

)
[Food & Drink] The Jacob Dold Packing Co.,
Buffalo N.Y., multicolor illustrated advertising on cover
bearing 2¢ Trans-Miss. (286) tied by “Buffalo, N.Y. Jan 6
'99” duplex to Attica, N.Y., reverse with slogan ads, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

www.kelleherauctions.com
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915

)
[Food & Drink] New Prague Flouring Mill Co.,
Minn., multicolor all-over illustrated ad, front and back, on
cover bearing 2¢ carmine (319) tied by “New Prague Minn
Aug 31, 1904” duplex to New Hartford, N.Y., Very Fine and
choice.
Estimate $300 - 400

916

)
[Food & Drink] Ralston Purina Company, St.
Louis Mo., multicolor illustrated ad design on cover bearing
2¢ Mailometer type IV (384), cat $90, tied by “St. Louis Mo.
Oct 24, 1911” machine cancel to Bethlehem, Pa., Very Fine
and attractive design.
Estimate $350 - 500

917

)
[Food & Drink] Ward-Corby Co. Chidlow
Bread, Providence R.I., multicolor illustrated ad design
depicting scene serving children bread, reverse with slogan, on cover bearing 2¢ shield (319) tied by “Providence
R.I. Dec 26, 1906” machine cancel to E. Greenwich, R.I.,
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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918

)
[Gun & Powder] Buenos Aires Argentina,
Smith & Wesson, Franked with 10c tied by Buenos Aires
machine cancel with intricate Smith & Wesson Logo corner
card on front & attractive illustrated design of Police & Military Revolver on reverse, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

919

)
[Gun & Powder] Iraq B.S.A. Shot Gun, 1928
cover franked on reverse with ½a + 4a tied by Baghdad
postmarks with design showing Shotgun & Dog with Game
Bird, addressed to the United States, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

920

)
[Gun
&
Powder]
Manaos
Brazil,
Remington-UMC, Franked with 200r tied by "Manaos"
postmark
with
stunning
multicolor
illustrated
Remington-UMC design showing Mountain Lion, addressed to the United States, cover with large tear at right &
couple small tears at top, also torn on reverse, lovely Fine
appearance, this is a very rare design.
Estimate $500 - 750
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921

922

923

)
[Gun & Powder] Montpelier, Lawson C.
Cummins The Duplex Telescope Sight, Blue gray illustrated design on 1¢ postal entire cancelled by "Montpelier,
Vt." duplex cancel showing Two Rifles with "The Duplex
Telescope Sight", light cover winkles, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
[Gun & Powder] New York City, The H. & D.
Folsom Arms Company, Attractive illustrated design
showing "New York Club Rifle" on 1894 cover franked with
1893 2¢ Columbian tied by New York duplex cancel, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[Gun & Powder] New York City, Henry B.
Stockwell. Inventor and Manufacturer of The Celebrated Repeating Percussion Goods, illustrated design
on cover showing Canon, Pistol, Self-Lighting Torches, Cigar Lighter, etc., franked with 3¢ Bank Note tied by "New
York" duplex cancel, mended flap tear which extends on to
front at top, slightly reduced at right, Fine, a wonderful & unusual design.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

924

)
[Gun & Powder] Springfield, Geo A Graves
Shotguns, 3¢(184) tied by 1880 cork cancel on illustrated
ad cover, addressed to New York City, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

925

)
[Guns & Powder] Deringer Revolver, Edw. K
Tyron & Co., Philadelphia Pa., blue illustrated ad design
on cover bearing 3¢ green (184) cancelled by quartered
cork duplexed with partial “Philadelphia Pa Sep” cds to Gettysburg, Pa.; reduced at right, Fine and scarce.
Estimate $250 - 350

926

)
[Guns] Wesson's Breech-Loading Rifle, J.W.
Storrs Agent, New York City, illustrated ad design bearing
3¢ rose (65), tied by “New York Aug 29” duplex to Scranton,
Pa.; some edgewear and flap replaced, Very Fine use, an
early and rare gun advertising cover. Estimate $500 - 750
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927

)
[Home Appliances] White Mountain Refrigerators, Nashua N.H., beautiful multicolor illustrated ad,
front and back, on cover bearing 2¢ shield (319) tied by
“Nashua N.H. Jan 15 1904” duplex to Nashua, N.H., fresh
and Extremely Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

928

)
[Home Products] Kent & Purdy Paint Co., St.
Louis Mo., multicolor illustrated advertising design depicting the Louisiana Purchase, on cover bearing 2¢ carmine
(319) tied by “St. Louis Mo. Aug 8 '05” machine cancel to
Keokuk, Iowa, Extremely Fine and spectacular.
Estimate $300 - 400

929

)
[Home Products] Kent & Purdy Paint Co., St.
Louis Mo., multicolor illustrated advertising design depicting the Founding of St. Louis, on cover bearing 2¢ carmine
(319) tied by “St. Louis Mo. Aug 25 '05” machine cancel to
Keokuk, Iowa, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $250 - 350
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930

)
[Horses] J.C. Sheely, Stable Blankets,
Elmira N.Y., multicolor illustrated horse design for “Stay
On” Burlingtons stable blankets, on cover bearing 2¢ shield
(319) tied by “Elmira, N.Y. Jun 10, 1908” machine cancel to
Greenwood, N.Y.; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

931

)
[Hotels] The Hollenden, Cleveland Oh.,
multicolor illustrated ad design with “Fire Proof” notation on
cover bearing 2¢ carmine (220) tied by “Cleveland Nov 22
'90” duplex to New York City; small edge tear at right, clean
and Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

932

)
[Household Goods] W. & H. Walker Soap &
Candle Makers, Pittsburgh, Pa., multicolor illustrated ad
with Rooster on cover bearing 2¢ carmine (319) tied by “Allegheny, Pa. Mar 28, 1904” machine cancel on cover to
Cleveland, Ohio, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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933

934

)
[Manufacturer] Arlington, The Studebaker
Wagon, Multicolored allover illustration with "Fellows &
Sperry, Agents, Terminus S. Pacific R.R." imprint below, on
reverse of cover franked with 1867, 3¢ F. grill, tied by circle
of wedges and "Arlington, Mo., May 3" postmark alongside;
sealed cover tears at top, F.-V.F. Scott No. 94.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

935

)
[Manufacturer] South Ryegate, Ryegate
Granite Works, 3¢(207) cancelled by negative "W" with
White River & Montpelier Agt cds on illustrated ad cover,
addressed to Lockport NY, reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

936

)
[Medical] Paris Medical Co., St. Louis Mo.,
multicolor illustrated ad design depicting toddler, reverse
with slogan ads, on cover bearing 2¢ shield (319) tied by
“St. Louis Mo. Mar 18, 1907” machine cancel to
Canandaigua, N.Y., attractive and Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

937

)
[Medical] Prussian Remedy Co., St. Paul
Minn., multicolor illustrated front and back ad design for
Prussian poultry and livestock tonic on cover bearing 2¢
shield (319) nat. s.e. at left, tied by “St. Paul Minn. Oct 29,
1908” machine cancel to Des Moines, Iowa, Extremely Fine
and stunning.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
[Manufacturer] Dorothy Knapp Underwear
Ad Cover, purportedly cachetmaker Dorothy Knapp almost
lost her school teacher job for posing in this plumbing ad,
text at bottom of blue photo reads "Posed by Miss Dorothy
Knapp of New York, awarded first prize at the Physical Culture Show, Madison Square Garden for having the most
beautiful figure of all contestants", an exceptionally rare collateral item for the Knapp collector, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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938

)
[Medical] Seabury & Johnson, multicolor
all-over illustrated design showing Factory View and Building with Angels at left, bearing 2¢ carmine (220) tied by
“New York, N.Y. Nov 25, 1893” machine postmark to Grand
Rapids, Mich., reverse with Seabury trademark; tiny edge
tear, Very Fine and spetacular design.
Estimate $500 - 750

939

)
[Medical] Seabury & Johnson, multicolor
all-over illustrated design showing showing Factory View
and Benson Plaster Products and Awards, bearing 1¢
green (279) pair tied by “East Orange N.J. May 29, 1904”
machine cancel to Boston, Mass., reverse with multicolor illustrated Benson Plaster Facsimile; two filing holes, one
patched, opened on three sides for display, Fine and attractive.
Estimate $300 - 400

940

64

)
[Medicals] Seabury & Johnson, multicolored
all-over illustrated design showing Factory View and Building with Crown at Left, bearing 2¢ carmine (250) tied by
“New York, N.Y. Dec 11, 1894” machine postmark to Providence, R.I., reverse with multicolored illustrated ads, couple mounting marks at left, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

941

)
[Merchant] New York City, A A Valentine &
Co Importers, 1¢(219) tied by New York dumb oval on exquisite allover multicolored illustrated foldout lettercard,
outside with multiple illustrations of Mt Fuji and Chinese
goods, inside are further illustration, addressed to Albany
NY, an incredible ad cover, worthy of the finest collection,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

942

)
[Mining] San Francisco, Alaska Trade Committee, 2¢(267) pen cancelled and tied by 1897 machine
cancel to ad cover with additional allover illustrated ad on
reverse of Gold Rush miners, addressed to City, staple hole
at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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943

)
[Muscial Instruments] Lyon & Healy Band Instruments, Chicago Ill., brown illustrated front and back
ad design depicting Levy & Strauss on cover bearing 2¢ red
(279B) tied by “Chicago Ill. Aug 2, 1901” machine cancel to
Milwaukee, Wis., choice and Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

944

)
[Pen] New York City, Eagle Pencil Company,
1¢(300) tied by New York dumb oval on multicolored illustrated advertising postcard for Eagle Flash self filling fountain pen, scarce large sized postcard that only require 1¢
postage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

945

)
[Propaganda] American Peace Society,
all-over design in black on cover bearing 3¢ green (147) tied
by grid cancel duplexed with Kenosha Wis. cds to Oglesby,
Ill., particularly fresh and Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

946

)
[Propaganda]
Valentine
Anti-Slavery,
all-over Valentine Dundee design with “God Hath Made of
One Blood All Nations of Men” slogan on cover bearing 3¢
dull red (11A) tied by blue “Toledo Ohio Jul 23” cds to
Olivet, Mich.; some light edgewear, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

947

)
[Publishers] The Northwest Illustrated
Monthly Magazine, all-over green illustrated ad design depicting caboose on cover bearing 2¢ red brown (210) tied by
“Sanborn, Dakota May 27, 1885” territorial duplex to Philadelphia Pa.; flap mostly missing, clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

948

)
[Soap] San Francisco, Gold Dust Twins,
Allover multicolored advertisment on 1910 cover, franked
with 2¢ Washington coil tied by San Francisco machine
postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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949

)
[Sports] Philadelphia Flexible Flyer, 2¢(455)
tied by 1917 Philadelphia machine cancel on full color illustrated cover with allover illustrated ad on reverse to Rumney NH, light staining at left, F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200

952

)
[Tobacco] Philadelphia, M. Wayne Kratz,
Dealers in Cigars & Tobacco, Illustrated design in rose
showing Buffalo Bill on 1898 cover franked with 2¢ Bureau
Issue (wrinkle) tied by "Philadelphia" machine cancel, trivial
cover tear at left, Very Fine, with letter discussing college
football.
Estimate $150 - 200

950

)
[Stamps] Sinclair Canning Co., 2¢ red, type IV
(279B) tied by “Boston Mass. Nov 23, 1900” machine cancel on all-over multicolor design to Sinclair, N.Y., Very Fine
and unusual design.
Estimate $300 - 400

953

)
[Tourism] Ashbury Park, Sea Side Torch,
Allover seaside resort scene on fresh cover with additional
illustrated allover ad on reverse, addressed to Philadelphia,
franked with 1897 2¢ red (s.e. at top) tied by 1901 Asbury
Park, N.J. machine postmark, Extremely Fine and choice.
Scott No. 279B.
Estimate $150 - 200

951

)
[Tobacco] The Chuch & McConnell Co., Toledo O., all-over multicolor illustrated ad depicting Turkey
walking on road of Cigars, on cover bearing 2¢ shield, type
II (319Fi) tied by “Toledo, Ohio. Jul 24, 1908” machine cancel to Burgoon, O., purple “Missent” auxiliary handstamp,
Bloomville (7.25) and Burgoon (7.25) backstamps; opened
at right, Very Fine and remarkable design, the camine type
II has a cat. of $150 on cover.
Estimate $350 - 500

954

)
[Tourism] Los Angeles, 1895 Carnival Season, unused allover multicolored illustrated ad cover, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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955

)
[Unusual] Wards, J.R. Pow Breeder Of Pit
Games, 2¢(319) tied by duplex on illustrated ad cover for
breeder of cock fighters addressed to Hanover PA, with
unposted matching private mailing card with same illustration and interesting message, a very rare pair, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

956

)
[Wine & Spirits] The Speer N.J. Wine Co.,
Passaic N.J., multicolor all-over illustrated design showing
Speer Buildings and Wine Cellar, on cover bearing on reverse 2¢ carmine (279B), small nick, tied by “Passaic N.J.
Dec 5, 1900” wavy flag machine postmark to Philadelphia
Pa.; opened at right, Very Fine and rare design.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

957

)
[Writing Instruments] Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jesey City N.J., all-over multicolor illustrated ad
design depicting No. 2 pencil, on cover bearing 2¢ carmine
(279B), nat. s.e., tied by “Jersey City, N.J. Sep 2, 1899” machine cancel to Charlestown, N.H., reverse with all-over ad
and also includes illustrated enclosure, Very Fine and quite
striking.
Estimate $250 - 350

958

)
Advertising covers with 3¢ 1869, 25 covers,
one illustrated for the American base burner, two allover for
Winslow Glass Works and American Entomological Society, a pair tied by blue fancys for Briggs & Scanlan Law &
Collection Offices, clean fresh and attractive lot, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

959

)
Four advertising postal cards, includes UX3
with New York City Delivery cds with fancy cancel and ad for
fabric on reverse; UX9 cancelled by cds with ad for Havana
cigars on reverse; UX12 cancelled by 1899 machine cancel
with illustrated ad of nude women on reverse for Antikamnia
Chemical Co and UX12 uprated with 1¢(285) cancelled by
1899 machine cancel with illustrated ad for Codeine tablets
on reverse, two small thins on ad side, nice lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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960

)
1898 Reunion of States and Nations July 4th
Patriotic, beautiful multicolor illustrated ad design for Joe
Quinn of Pueblo, Col. bearing 2¢ pink (267), nat. s.e., tied
by “Pueblo, Colo. May 25, 1898” machine cancel to Denver,
Col., Very Fine and rare design.
Estimate $350 - 500

961

)
1901 Grand Army of the Republic 35th National Encampment, multicolor illustrated fair design for
The William Taylor Son & Co. of Cleveland Oh. on cover
bearing 2¢ carmine (279B) tied by “Cleveland, Ohio Sep 7,
1901” machine cancel to Middletown, Conn., Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

962

)
1902 The Badger Fair, Platteville Wis, red and
black illustrated expo design for Hotel Columbia of
Platteville, Wisc. on cover bearing 2¢ carmine (279B), nat.
s.e., tied by “Platteville Wis. Jul 29, 1902” duplex to
Evanston, Ill., F.-V.F. and scarce.
Estimate $350 - 500
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963

)
1905 Lewis & Clark Centennial Expo,
multicolor illustrated design on Hotel Grande ad cover from
Arlington, Oregon bearing 2¢ carmine (324) tied by
“Pocateelo & Port. R.P.O. Jul 18 1904” duplex to Portland,
Ore.; reduced slightly at right just affecting 2¢, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

964

)
1909 Hudson-Fulton Centennial, all-over
multicolor illustrated ad design, front and back, for A.C.
Bosselman & Co. of New York on cover bearing 2¢ carmine
(372) tied by “New York, N.Y. Oct 14, 1909” machine cancel
to Albany, N.Y., Extremely Fine and choice.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Fancy Cancels

965

)
Six Pointed Stars, three 1¢(63) tied by two
strikes of fancy cancel with 1863 New York cds on folded
letter sheet, addressed to Portland ME, business letter, two
vertical filefolds, one affects right stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

966

)
Negative Shield (Skinner-Eno PS-FC 42),
cancels 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Huntsville, Ala., additional
strike adjacent duplexed with “Leavenworth Kas. Oct 26”
cds; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

967

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
Fancy cancels on 2¢ Banknotes, three covers, includes Worcester MA negative "A" Cole "La-33", New
Orleans shield with tiny scrape on stamp, and Hartford CT
negative "V", clean, fresh lot, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
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968

969

70

970

)
1860 Lincoln Railsplitter, black Magee campaign design (Bischel-351, W-189) bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Columbus O. Oct 16” dcds to Elmira, Ohio; reduced
slightly at right, address lightened, Very Fine appearing.
Estimate $400 - 500

971

)
Beardless Lincoln Campaign Cover, 3¢(65)
tied by East Bridgewater cds on illustrated cover addressed
to Newport News VA, with 2003 PF certificate stating it is a
genuine usage, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

972

)
1864 Lincoln-Johnson Campaign, design in
black (Bischel-408, W-215) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
cancelled by quartered cork to No. Reading, Mass., red
“Boston Mass.” postmark; some cosmetic restoration, Very
Fine appearing example of this magnificant design, ex
Walcott, Bischel.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

)
1856 Buchanan Campaign Portrait, black
John Andrew portrait design (Bischel-256, W-122) with
manuscript “President Elect” around portrait on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (11), four extra large margins, tied by
“New-York Nov 13” cds to Nacogdoches, Texas; some
edgewear, no flap, Very Fine and scarce design, ex Piller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)
1856 Fremont Campaign Portrait, black
Putnam Brothers design (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted) on yellow cover bearing 3¢ dull red (11A) tied by
large “Paid” grid to Meredith, N.H., crisp red “Boston Mass.
20 Aug” cds; trivial flap tears, fresh and Extremely Fine gem
usage.
Estimate $400 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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973

)
1864 Lincoln-Johnson Campaign, purple L.
Prang patriotic design (Bischel-408, W-214) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by quartered cork to Hillsboro Center,
N.H., red “Boston Mass Oct 27” dcds; reduced a bit at right
and light stain, Fine and rare example of this desirable design.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

974

)
1868 Grant and Colfax Campaign, light purple
design with “I shall fight it out on this line” slogan
(Bischel-443, W-562 var.) on cover bearing 3¢ ultramarine
(114) tied by quartered cork to Bristol, Ind., matching Penn.
town cds; edge flaws including corner mend, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

975

)
Civil War Illustrated Envelopes, Lettersheets
and Song Sheets, intriguing lot of Civil War ephemera, includes six mint patriotic envelopes including flag with "Liberty And Union Now And Forever" banner, bronze sailor
with flag, Kimmel Lady Liberty, eagle with shield, split panel
multicolored and multicolored eagle and shield, two
Magnus multicolored song sheets "Calvary Song" and
"General Grant's Boys", and best of all two Philadelphia Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon & Hospital lettersheets
with illustrated Soldiers Guide in Philadelphia arranged for
50th Mass Volunteers, scarce and attractive lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

976

)
Correspondence From Ezra Button 22nd
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteers, 20 covers with letters
from 1861-1864, describing Private Button's wartime experiences, some with patriotic covers and/or lettersheets, relates events of the Vicksburg, Murfreesboro and Nashville
campaigns, describes some of the day to day tribulations of
a soldiers life, postmarks range from Racine WI to New Orleans, Louisville and Covington KY, Nashville,
Murfreesboro and Memphis TN, fairly easy to read, Pvt Button was in the 4th Regiment WI and 22nd Reg WI, needs
further research, please spend sufficient time inspect this
historic lot, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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977

978

72

979

)
Washington and “Beware of Traitors”, red
and blue patriotic Upham design (Bischel-41, W-2) with
Washington portrait and Liberty with Flags and Shield
(Bischel-41, W-2 var.) on cover bearing 10¢ green (68),
faulty, tied by “New-York May 14” duplex to San Francisco
Cal., some cover repairs, Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $150 - 200

980

)
Rose of Washington, multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-43, W-5) on cover bearing on reverse
3¢ rose (65), tied by “Washington D.C. Sep 28” postmark to
Oswayo, Pa.; reduced at right into 3¢, cover faults; Fine and
rare, ex Walcott.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Lincoln
mourning
engraving,
J.M.
Whittemore & Co. Publishers, Boston, on paper (101 x
72mm) die sunk on cardboard (118 x 85mm), 2mm border
in black, with A. Lincoln signature reproduced, fresh and immaculate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Lincoln oval engraving, on paper (114 x
77mm) die sunk on cardboard (245 x 195mm), signed
Charles B. Hall in pencil, marginal imperfections, still Very
Fine, scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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981

)
Washington on Horse, multicolor Kimmel patriotic design (similar to Bischel-47, W-58 var.) bearing 3¢
dull red (26), straddline line at right, tied by square grid,
matching “Rensselaerville, N.Y. Jun 10” cds; lower left corner repaired, 3¢ light crease, Fine and scarce.
Estimate $350 - 500

982

)
Washington Crossing Delaware and House
of Representatives, two-panel multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-60, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65), large straddle s.e. at right affected a bit from
slight reduction, tied by “Alexandria va. Feb 11” dcds to
Claremont N.H.; Fine and desirable. Estimate $400 - 600

983

)
Washington with “The Patriot of '76' ” Slogan, red patriotic design (Bischel-67, W-18) on cover with
blue “Baltimore Md. Oct 27” rimless cds and matching “Due
3” circled handstamp to New York City, soldier's endorsement “48 Regmt N.Y. V.” at top, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

984

)
Washington Portrait, gray patriotic design
(similar to Bischel-71, W-18 var.) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65), nat. s.e. at right, tied by “Jan 9” cds to Ludlow, Mass.;
reduced at right, small paper loss on back, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

985

)
Washington: “Liberty's Defender”, red and
blue all-over patriotic design (Bischel-88, W-31) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65), well centered, tied by target cancel
duplexed with “Nashville Ten. Aug 21'65” dcds to Rutland,
Ohio; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine and quite attractive.
Estimate $150 - 200

986

)
Washington on Shield with Liberty, red and
blue patriotic design (Bischel-176, W-90) on cover bearing
3¢ rose (65) tied by large “Washington D.C.,Jun 11, 1863”
dcds to Troy, N.Y.; some light edgewear, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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987

)
Review of the Army with Lincoln and
McClellan, surrounded by Sailor, Zuave and McClellan,
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-324, W-170)
on cover bearing on reverse 3¢ rose (65), rounded corner,
tied by “Washington D.C. Sep 23, 1862” postmark to
Brockport, N.Y.; reduced at right, edge tear, Fine and
scarce design.
Estimate $500 - 750

988

)
Review of the Army with Lincoln and
McClellan,
multicolor
Magnus
patriotic
design
(Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) on cover bearing on reverse
3¢ rose (65) tied by “Alexandria Va. May 11 1863” postmark
to New Hampton, N.H.; some minor mended edge flaws,
Very Fine, an exceedingly rare Lincoln design.
Estimate $1,250 - 1,500

989

)
President Lincoln and his Cabinet, all-over
multicolor Upham patriotic design (Bischel-376, W-210) on
cover from Washington D.C. to Saco, Me., 3¢ rose (65) is a
replacement, some soiling, Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100
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Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

990

)
General Scott with “Hero of Lundy's Lane”
Slogan, beautiful red and blue Upham patriotic design
(Bischel-455, W-234) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), s.e. at
left and small fault at top, tied by “Alexandria Va. Sep 18,
1862” cds to Jamesburg, N.J.; reduced slightly at left, tiny
edge tear, Very Fine and attractive. Estimate $350 - 500

991

)
Gen. Scott Portrait with Draped Flags, red
and blue patriotic design (Bischel-491, W-258) on cover
bearing 3¢ dull red (26) tied by large “Paid” grid cancel to
Fessenden Mills, N.H., red “Boston Mass. Jun 13” dcds; reduced a bit at right, clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

992

)
“Winfield Scott, Lieut Genl.”, free frank endorsement and additional manuscript “Free” on yellow
“Head Quarters of the Army, Official Business” envelope to
Marblehead, Mass., a Very Fine Lt. Gen. Scott free frank
use.
Estimate $600 - 800

info@kelleherauctions.com
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993

)
General Scott with Flags, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-510, W-274) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by clear “Philadelphia Pa. Sep 9” cds to New York
City; flap tear, clean and Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

994

)
Gen. McClellan Portrait surrounded by
Camp Scene, multicolor Magnus patriotic design
(Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65), light stains, tied by “Washington D.C. Feb 20, 1863”
cds to Columbia, Pa.; right edge repaired, Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

995

)
Maj. General McClellan, red and blue Ropes
patriotic design (Bischel-517) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Galena Ill. Oct 11” dcds to Wheaton, Ill.; small faults
includes tear into stamp; Fine appearance.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

996

)
Gen. McClellan and Col. Meagher surrounded by Drummer and Soldier, multicolor Magnus
patriotic design (Bischell-unlisted, W-unlisted) on cover
bearing on reverse 3¢ rose (#65) tied by “Alexandria Va.
Mar 29” postmark to Medford, N.J., clean and Very Fine,
Exceptionally Rare.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

997

)
Maj. General McClellan Portrait with Draped
Flags, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-533, W-281)
on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by target duplexed
with “New-York Aug 7, 1862” dcds to Cotuit, Mass.; reduced slightly at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

998

)
General McClellan and Staff, black and green
Upham patriotic design (Bischel-548, W-289) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65), small faults, tied by “Washignton D.C.
Sep 17, 1861” cds to Saco, Maine; some edge toning and
flaws, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

www.kelleherauctions.com
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999

)
General McClellan with Eagle, Shield and
Flags, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-550, W-291)
on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Feb
22” cds to New York City; no flap and couple edge flaws at
top, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1001 )
Washington and McClellan, Heros of Past
and Present, red and blue Magee patriotic design
(Bischel-609, W-330) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by
“Philadelphia Pa. Jun 1 1862” cds, addressed to Lieut. of
Co. N 1st Cal. Regt., Genl. Burn's Brigade, Genl. Sedgwick's Division near Richmond, Va., endorsed “Via Fortress
Monroe, P. Mast. Pease forward to Regt.”; large cover tear,
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1002 )
Gen. McClellan with “Liberty and Union”
Slogan, all-over red and blue Magee patriotic design
(Bischel-645, W-354) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by
“Philadelphia Pa. Dec 15, 1862” cds to Shaftsbury, Vt.;
small edge and flap tears, Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

1000 )
Major Gen. McClellan Portrait with Flags below, red and blue design (Bischel-607, W-369) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by grid to Scott, Iowa; accompanied by original Gen. Winfield Scott patriotic
lettersheet datelined “Burlington Oct 16th”, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

1003 )
We Remember Ellsworth, red and blue patriotic shield design by Mumford (Bischel-666, W-405) on
cover with “Cape Girardeau Mo.” cds and “Soldier Letter,
11th Iowa Regt., J. C. Bennett Major” endorsement with
“Due 3” rating to Suttors Point Ill.; minor edge mends, Fine
and scarce design, ex Chase.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1004 )
Ellsworth with Flags, red and blue Bloom and
Smith patriotic design (Bischel-689) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Sep 30” cds to Newton
Centre, Mass.; opened at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1006 )
Col. Baker, Col. Ellsworth and Gen. Lyon,
bronze Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-792, W-402) honoring the fallen on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by indistinct cds to Casleton, N.Y.; slight discoloring, reduced at
right from opening, Fine and exceedingly scarce design.
Estimate $400 - 600

1007 )
Port Royal with Dupont Portrait, gray patriotic
design (Bischel-868) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), perf
flaws, cancelled by target to Bellefonte, Pa., matching “Port
Royal S.C. Mar 28” cds; reduced slightly at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1005 )
"Hero, Patriot, Statesman!" The Late Col E.
D. Baker, portrait facing right with broken column at left,
black design (W-449) on cover with "Washington
DC/Mar/8" postmark addressed to South Glen's Falls NY,
reduced at right, edge toning, with red & blue illustrated
lettersheet of eagle and shield that may not belong, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1008 )
Portraits
of
Generals
Heintzelman,
McDowell and Blenker, multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-894, W-unlisted) on cover bearing on reverse
3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Jun 25 1863” postmark to Gayhead, N.Y.; reduced at right, Fine and exceedingly rare design.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1009 )
General Nathaniel Lyon, multicolor Gates patriotic design (similar to Bischel-914) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65) tied by “Decatur Ill. Jan 13” cds to Belleville, Pa.;
light top edge staining, F.-V.F. and exceedingly rare design,
ex Walcott.
Estimate $150 - 200

1010 )
Captain Milroy with Flags, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-924, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65) tied by blue circular grid, matching blue “Cumberland Md. Dec 25” cds to Glens Falls, N.Y.; reduced slightly
at right, just affecting 3¢, otherwise Very Fine and scarce
design.
Estimate $250 - 350

1011 )
General Sprague over harbor Scene and Eagle with spread wings, multicolored Magnus cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC, Sept 10
1865 postmark, trifle bit reduced at right which barely clips
edge of stamp, lightened crease along top, addressed to
Brookfield, NY (Bischel # 969), Very Fine, unlisted in
Walcott.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

78

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1012 )
Maj. General Wool, blue portrait and eagle
Hunckel patriotic design (Bischel-992) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65), faulty corner, tied by “Old Point Comfort Va. Oct
21” cds to Mason, N.H.; faults, Fine. Estimate $75 - 100

1013 )
The Great Naval Battle between the Monitor
and the Merrimac, blue patriotic design (Bischel-1049,
W-622) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), nat. s.e. at left,
cancelled by grid, matching “Hannibal Mo. 21 Feb 1965”
dcds to Industry Pa.; reduced slightly at left, light edgewear,
Fine.
Estimate $350 - 400

1014 )
Merrimac and Monitor Battle, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-1053, W-627) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65), tied by cork cancel duplexed with “Grand Haven,
Mich. May 16” cds to Roulett, Pa., manuscript “forward”; reduced slightly at right with small corner mend, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1015 )
Merrimac and Monitor Battle, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-1053, W-627) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65), s.e. at right, tied by target cancel duplexed with
“Sabina O. Nov 15” cds to Fairview, Ind.; some edgewear,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1016 )
Newark N.J., bronze Magnus design
(Bischel-1118, W-679var) franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied
by "Alexandria VA" postmark, addressed to Franklin NY,
expertly cleaned, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1017 )
View of New York and Eagle with Shield,
two-panel multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-1121,
W-665) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), corner crease, tied
by “Washington D.C. Dec 6” cds to Lamson, N.Y.; reduced
slightly at left, slight stain in address, Fine and scarce.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1018 )
Panoramic View of the Fortifications around
Washington,
overall
bronze
Magnus
design
(Bischel-1133, W-unlisted) on cover franked on back with
3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Georgetown D.C./Oct/6/1862" postmark addressed to Millerville PA, trivial bit of soiling, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1019 )
Train with Flag, bronze Magnus patriotic design (Bischel & W Unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 3, 1863” cds to Remsen, N.Y.,
Extremely Fine, a rare design.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1020 )
Full View of U.S. Capitol, all-over bronze
Magnus design (Bischel & Walcott Unlisted)on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), nat. s.e. at left, corner fault, possibly pink
shade, tied by “Washington D.C. Feb 10” cds and addressed to Mass., slight design discoloring; reduced at
right, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1021 )
Long Bridge in Washington D.C. by Moonlight, No. 2, all-over bronze Magnus design (Bischel-unlisted, W-724) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by
indistinct Washington D.C. cds to West Springfield, N.H.;
reduced slightly at left just affecting 3¢, edge nick, Fine and
exceptionally rare design, ex Walcott.Estimate $350 - 500

1024 )
“The House that Uncle Sam Built”, red patriotic design (Bischel-1146, W-643) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by rimless blue “Baltimore Md, Dec 21” cds to Marshall, Mich; some repaired flaws and opened on three
sides, Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400

1022 )
U.S. Capitol (West Front), Washington, D.C.,
all-over multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-1142, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by star fancy cancel duplexed with “Washington D.C. Jun 13, 1864” cds to
West Medway, Mass.; small edge tear, Very Fine and exceedingly rare.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1025 )
“The House that Uncle Sam Built”, red patriotic design (Bischel-1146, W-643) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65), nat. s.e. at left, tied by blue “Annapolis Md. Feb 23” cds
to Westminster, Md.; reduced a bit at right, Very Fine and
attractive.
Estimate $300 - 400

1023 )
U.S. Capitol, all-over bronze Magnus design
(Bischel-Unlisted, W-Unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by blue “Baltimore Md. Jan 12” cds to Philadelphia
Pa., flap repaired, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $1,250 - 1,500
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Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1026 )
View of the U.S. Capitol, purple Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-1150, W-642) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65), corner crease, tied by “Alexandria Va. Jan 3” dcds to
Etna, N.Y., docketed “Rec'd Jany 8th 1862”, Very Fine and
choice example.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1027 )
West Front of Capitol, two-panel multicolor
Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-1171, W-unlisted) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), nat. s.e. at left, tied by “Washington D.C. Jan 23” cds to Fortsville, N.Y.; small edge tears
and soiling, reduced slightly at right, Fine and scarce design.
Estimate $300 - 400

1028 )
East Front of the Capitol, two panel multicolor
Magnus design (Bischel-unlisted, similar to 1175, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), choice centering, tied
by “Jacksonville Ill Jul 6” cds to Chicago Ill., blue Chicago
Jul. 7 arrival backstamps; reduced slightly at right, choice
and Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1029 )
U.S. Patent Office and Eagle with Flag,
two-panel multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-1182, W-656
var.) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), faulty, tied by “Alexandria Va. Mar 4, 1863” dcds to Jamaica, Vt.; reduced a bit at
left, Fine and scarce.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1030 )
View of the Washington Arsenal and Liberty,
brown two-panel Magnus patriotic design (Bischel unlisted) on buff cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by
“Rowlesburg Va. Mar 11” cds to Clear Spring, Md.; small
edge tear at right, 3¢ slightly affected by fold, fresh and Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1031 )
White House and Liberty on Globe, two-panel
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel unlisted) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), exceedingly well centered, tied
by “Alexandria Va.” dcds to Claremont, N.H.; opened at
right, slight soiling, Very Fine and scarce design.
Estimate $500 - 750

1032 )
U.S. Senate and Eagle with Shield, two-panel
blue Magnus patriotic design (similar to Bischel-1206) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), slightly oxidized, tied by “Washington D.C. Oct 10” cds to Harrisville, Wisc., clean and Very
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1033 )
House of Representatives and Eagle &
Shield, light red patriotic design (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) similar to Magnus style on cover bearing 3¢ pink
(64), damaged at center, bright color, tied by “Alexandria
Va. Apr 15 1862” dcds to Italy Hollow, N.Y.; some edge
flaws, Fine and scarce design, Scott $1,500 on patriotic
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1034 )
Smithsonian Institute with Female at left, two
panel bronze Magnus design (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), wide margins,
trimmed at top, cancelled by quartered cork with matching
“Litchfield Ct. Aug 3 1862” cds to Delaware Water Gap,
Penn.; reduced a bit at top and right, stiffened, fresh and
F.-V.F., a rare design.
Estimate $300 - 400

1035 )
Smithsonian Institute and Female, two-panel
green Magnus design (Bischel-1220, W-unlisted) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65), natural s.e. at right, tied by “Washington D.C. Dec 6” cds to Hampton Corners, N.Y., faulty at bottom right and mostly separated; accompanied by original
matching Smithsonian bronze Magnus lettersheet datelined “Camp Palmer Dec 4th, 1861” talking about how cold it
is, shivering at night and one of his tent mates having measles, Fine and attractive.
Estimate $400 - 500

1036 )
Treasury Department, two-panel multicolor
Magnus design (Bischel-1221, W-651) on cover bearing
3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Sep 6, 1862” dcds to
Troy, N.Y., Very Fine and choice. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1037 )
U.S. Navy Yard and sailor standing on dock
before ship, two panel multicolored Magnus design
(Bischel-1230, W-672) on cover to Lancaster, franked with
3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Washington D.C./Sep/14" postmark,
light toning, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1038 )
Battle at Pittsburgh Landing or Shiloh Apr. 7.
1862, No. 3, all-over multicolor Magnus patriotic design
(Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) on cover bearing on reverse
3¢ rose (65), nat. s.e. at left, tied by “Washington D.C. May
8 '64” duplex to Millville, N.Y.; open on three sides for display, Very Fine and choice example of this rare design;
1981 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1039 )
Battle at Newbern, N.C., No. 8, all-over
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-1240, W-711)
on cover bearing on reverse 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Alexander
N.Y. Aug 21” postmark to Rushford, N.Y., Very Fine and
choice, very desirable and rare design, ex Knapp; 1993
P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1040 )
Battle at Newbern, N.C., No. 10, all-over
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-1241, W-710)
on cover bearing on reverse 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Alexandria Va. May” postmark to Cornwall, Conn.; tone spot at left,
Very Fine and exceedingly rare design.
Estimate $1,250 - 1,500

1041 )
“The Nation's Defense” Calvary Charge Battle Scene, all-over red patriotic design (Bischel-1271,
W-751) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), nat. straddleline at
left, tied by rimless Feb. 13, 1862 cds to Bridgeport, Conn.;
reduced slightly at right, Very Fine. Estimate $400 - 500

1042 )
Battle Scene, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-1275, W-730) on buff cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by blue “Banks Division July 3” cds to Etna Center,
Me.; some edgewear, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1043 )
Battle Scene showing Merrimac and Monitor, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-1292) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Sandy Hook Md. July 20” cds
to Granville, N.Y.; barely reduced at right, Very Fine and
choice example of this design.
Estimate $500 - 750

1046 )
Camp Scene No. 20 with Eight Soldiers and
Horse, bronze Magnus design (Bischel & W-unlisted) on
rebacked front bearing 3¢ rose (#65) tied by “Washington
D.C. Apr 4” cds to New York City, endorsed “Soldier Letter”
at bottom right, Very Fine and scarce.
Estimate $250 - 350

1044 )
Baltimore and Lexington Battle Scenes, purple patriotic design (Bischel-1295, W-742) on cover front
bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C., Dec 18
1861” cds to Columbus, Pa.; some edgewear, Fine and
very scarce design.
Estimate $200 - 300

1047 )
Life Scene in Camp, black patriotic design
(Bischel-1340, W-884) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), surface abrasion, tied by “Memphis, Ten. May 13, 1863” dcds
to Lena, Ill.; reduced at left and some edgewear, Fine and
scarce.
Estimate $400 - 500

1045 )
Liberty over Fort Sumpter, red and white patriotic design (W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26)
tied by target cancel, matching “Yonkers, N.Y. Jul 9, 1861”
dcds to East Smithfield, Pa.; reduced slightly at left, some
edgewear, Fine, ex Meroni.
Estimate $250 - 300
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1048 )
“The National Lancers at Home and
Abroad”, multicolor F. Hedge of Boston patriotic design
(Bischel & W Unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
cancelled by open grid, matching “Port Royal S.C. Feb 5”
cds to Boston, Mass.; some small mended edge flaws, Fine
and attractive design.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1049 )
Four Soldiers Beneath Tree Camp Scene,
multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-1345, W-773) bearing
3¢ rose (#65) tied by large “Washington D.C. Sep 18” dcds
to Nottingham N.H.; some light staining and edge faults,
Fine and very rare.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1051 )
Camp Scene, No. 2, Nine Soldiers around
Bayonettes, multicolor Magnus patriotic design
(Bischel-1352, W-unlisted) on cover bearing on reverse 3¢
rose (65) tied by blue “Alexandria Va. Nov 19 1863” dcds to
South Kingston R.I.; slightly reduced at right, some tone
spots and minor edgewear, still Very Fine and colorful design.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1052 )
Camp Scene 17, Five Soldiers and Horse
surrounding Tree, multicolor Magnus patriotic design
(Bischel-1359, W-778) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), repaired, tied by “Washington D.C. May 24 1862” dcds to East
Machias, Me.; corners repaired, Very Fine appearing, Extremely Rare.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1050 )
Nine Soldiers with Bayonettes Camp Scene,
multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-1351, W-unlisted) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), rounded corner, tied by “Washington D.C. Oct 21 1862” dcds and addressed to Belvidere,
N.J.; reduced slightly at right; original enclosed Pennsylvania and Union Flag dual-design Magnus multicolor
lettersheet datelined “Washington, October the 20”; some
edgewear, Very Fine, Extremely Rare, a remarkable
Magnus patriotic cover with original lettersheet.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1053 )
“How our American eagle serves the secession rooster”, slogan with red and blue caricature design
(Bischel-1577, W-1025) on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26),
tied by “Waterbury Vt. Sep 22 1861” cds to East Braintree,
Vt.; reduced a bit at right, clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1054 )
The Latest Contraband of War, black caricature design (Bischel-1611, W-1047) depicting “Black” with
hoe on cover bearing 1¢ blue (24) and 3¢ dull red (26) tied
by “New-York Jul 14” duplex to Armenia Union, N.Y.; reduced at right, a Very Fine and rare caricature, the 4¢ prepaying the 3¢ letter rate plus 1¢ carrier fee.
Estimate $600 - 800

1055 )
Uncle Sam Holding Flag to Save the South
Caricature, multicolor Kimmel style patriotic design
(Bischel-1751, W-1016) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) vertical pair, trimmed from reduction, matching “Fremont O. Jan
23” dcds to Newport, R.I., Fine example of this rare and desirable caricature design.
Estimate $350 - 500

1056 )
Repudiation - Jefferson Davis caricature, humorous Berlin & Jones caricature design on cover to
Gilsum, N.H., franked with 1861 3¢ rose tied by "Washington, D.C., Oct 3" cds, F.-V.F., a very scarce used patriotic.
Scott No. 65.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1057 )
The Eloquent Persuader, Illustrated rifle design on cover to Marathon, N.Y., franked with 1861 3¢ rose
tied by Washington, D.C. cds, light cover toning, Fine, a
rare early design. Scott No. 65.
Estimate $150 - 200

1058 )
Daniel Webster, “Liberty and Union, now
and forever, one and inseparable”, red patriotic design
(Bischel & W unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), corner
flaw, tied by sharp “Massillon O. Sep 1, 1862” duplex to
Deerfield, Ohio; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine, a
scarce design.
Estimate $300 - 400

1059 )
Uncle Sam with Rifle Caricature, red and blue
patriotic design (Bischel-1920, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), remarkably well centered within balanced
margins, cancelled by circular grid, matching “Torrington
Ct. Jun 11” cds to Navgatuck, Conn.; some aging and small
edge tear, Fine, a rare design, ex Judge Fay.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1060 )
A Soldier's Farewell, large valentine patriotic
envelope (Bischel-2114, W-2380) in orange and light buff
depicting soldier and girlfriend, bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by
“Washington D.C. Feb 13” dcds to Forestburgh, N.Y.; tent
of bunting Valentine enclosure; minor toned spots and flap
tear, still Very Fine and magnificent, ex Sapperstein.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1062 )
Soldier's Farewell with “Off for the War” Slogan, red and blue Gates patriotic design (Bischel-2141,
W-849) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), well centered, tied by
blue “Newport Ky Sep 3” dcds to Orange Station, Ohio;
some edgewear and stain, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

1063 )
The Soldier's Dream of Home, all-over red and
black Upham patriotic design (Bischel-2177, W-882) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by blue “Lexington Ky. Nov
22” dcds to Cicero, Oh.; barely reduced at right trims 3¢
perfs, Fine, a very attractive design. Estimate $300 - 400

1061 )
Romeo and Juliet Valentine, variation of the
“Soldier's Farewell” large valentine patriotic envelope
(Bischel-2115, W-2381) in red and blue, bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by “Washington D.C. Feb 12” cds to East Corinth,
Me.; Soldier valentine enclosure; some edgewear, insignificant edge tear at bottom, a Very Fine and outstanding exhibition item.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

1064 )
Sixth Army Corps and Washington,
two-panel multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-2845,
W-1558) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington
D.C. Feb 10 '64” duplex to Middlebury, Vt.; reduced slightly
at right, very slight toning, F.-V.F. and rare design.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1065 )
Washington Past and Present, all-over red
and blue Upham patriotic design (Bischel-3034, W-1617)
on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Sep
10, 1861” cds to Nelson, N.H.; some edgewear and
mended corner, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1066 )
The Original Thirteen States, multicolor
Upham patriotic design (Bischel-3053, W-1922) on cover
bearig 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Dec 7, 1861”
cds to Frenchtown, Wis.; reduced at left, Very Fine and desirable design.
Estimate $350 - 500

1067 )
The Original Thirteen States, multicolor
Upham patriotic design (Bischel-3053, W-1922) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Dec 11” cds
to Frenchton, Wis.; reduced slightly at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1068 )
“United We Stand, Divided We Fall”, blue
Magee patriotic design on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26)
tied by open circular grid, matching partial “Philadelphia Pa.
1861” dcds to Frederick City, Md.; small cover flaws, still
Very Fine and early design.
Estimate $350 - 500

1069 )
Ten Stars, red and blue patriotic design (W-unlisted) on clean cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26), slightly affected from edge placement, tied by “Grafton Ms. Aug 24”
cds to Springfield, Mass., fresh and Very Fine, a scarce design.
Estimate $150 - 200

1070 )
Connecticut, “For the Union”, two-panel
multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-3070, W-1642) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), small perf flaws, tied by “Alexandria Va. Sep 7 '63” duplex to East Penfield, N.Y.; some
edge faults and part of side flap missing, Fine and scarce.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1071 )
Indiana “Union and Constitution”, purple
Gates patriotic design (Bischel-3121, W-1723) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by target cancel, matching
“Cannelton Ind. Mar 14” cds to Napoli, N.Y.; couple edge
flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 500

1074 )
Massachusetts, “For the Union”, two-panel
multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-3162, W-1647) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 30
'64” duplex to Wahjamega, Mich.; some edge tears and reduced a bit at right, small paper loss on back, Fine and
scarce.
Estimate $300 - 400

1072 )
Iowa, “Loyal to the Union”, all-over red and
blue Ridenburgh patriotic design (Bischel-Unlisted,
W-1665) on cover bearing well centered 3¢ rose (65), bright
and fresh, tied by “Bowens Prairie Iowa Jun 4” cds to
Waukegan, Ill.; original enclosure accompanies; reduced a
bit at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1075 )
New Jersey - “For the Union”, two-panel
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-unlisted, similar to 3250, Walcot-unlisted), on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Alexandria Va. Sep 23” postmark to Olean, N.Y.; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine and rare.
Estimate $600 - 800

1073 )
Massachusetts - “For the Union”, two-panel
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-3162,
Walcot-1647) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Sep 26” postmark to Higganum, Conn.; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine and scarce; 1973 P.F.
Certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1076 )
New York, “For the Union”, two-panel
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-3263, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), cancelled by manuscript strokes with matching “Camp Pierpont” endorsement
at top center and addressed to Burlington Pa.; small edge
tear and some wear, F.-V.F. and quite scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1077 )
New York, “For the Union”, two-panel green
Magnus design (Bischel-3266, W-1635) on cover bearing
3¢ rose (65), small flaws, tied “Washington D.C. Oct 15
1861” cds to Copenhagen, N.Y.; reduced a bit at left, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1080 )
The Arms of the Keystone State., multicolor
design with Edward Cogan imprint on flap (Bischel-3345,
W-1744) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by cancel with
matching “Philadelphia Pa Feb 4, 1863” cds to Boston
Mass., exceptionally fresh and Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1078 )
New York, “For the Union”, multicolor
Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-3285, W-1638) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65), s.e. at left, tied by “Washington D.C.
Feb 22, 1862” cds to Beaver Dam, Wisc., endorsed “in
haste”; repaired cover faults, Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

1081 )
Vermont Female with Flag, two panel
multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-3374, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (#65), some perf flaws, tied
by target cancel duplexed with “Washington Jan 7 '64” dcds
to Milford, Conn.; reduced at right, F.-V.F., Only Three Recorded Examples.
Estimate $500 - 750

1079 )
New York, Sailor, Females and Flag,
three-panel multicolor Magnus style patriotic design
(Bischel-3288, Bischel-unlisted, W-1638) on cover addressed to Gohram, N.Y., no postmark or franking, Very
Fine and scarce design.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1082 )
Liberty and Soldier with Flag and Eagle, red
and blue patriotic design (Bischel-3800, W-2191) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by circular grid cancel, matching
sharp “Dalton O. Jul 28” cds to Millbrook, Oh.; reduced
slightly at right and tiny edge tear, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1083 )
“Lovely Woman”, red and black patriotic design (Bischel-3806, W-2223) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by target cancel to Arcadia, Ind., matching “Kokono,
Ind. Jan 11” cds; opened at right and small stain, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1084 )
Liberty, Eagle and Shield, red patriotic design
(Bischel-3852, W-2162) on yellow cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65), slightly oxidized, cancelled by ms. to Le Roy, Ill.,
matching manuscript “Graham, Ky, May 9th” postmark; reduced slightly at right, clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1085 )
Liberty, Eagle and Shield, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-3855, W-2237) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65) tied by “Alexandria Va. Jan 7, 1863” dcds to Auburn, N.Y.; slightly reduced at right, couple tone spots, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1086 )
Liberty and Shield, red and blue design
(Bischel-3868, W-2253) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), nat.
s.e. at right, tied by blue target cancel with matching
“Portsmouth Va. Mar 7” dcds to Redwood, N.Y.; reduced
slightly at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1087 )
“Union” Liberty and Shield, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel - 3869, W-2253) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65) pair and single, one with corner fault, and 1¢ blue,
grilled (93), all cancelled by manuscript, matching
“Manannah Min. Jan 15, 1863” postmark to Canada, red
“U. States, 10, Paid” exchange handstamp, reverse with
South Gowen, U.C. (1.27.63) arrival; some light soiling and
edgewear, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1088 )
Liberty and Flag, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-3918, W-2179) with embossed imprint of the Stationers Frances & Loutrel on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26)
tied by grid cancel to Newark, N.Y., red “Palmyra N.Y. May
22” cds; reduced slightly at right just affecting 3¢, F.-V.F.
and rare design.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1089 )
The War for the Union, red and blue patriotic
design (Bischel-3919, W-2216) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by blue grid and “Claremont N.H. Oct 24” cds to
Markesan, Wisc.; back of left side restored, Very Fine appearing.
Estimate $100 - 150

1092 )
Eagle, Liberty and Flags, red and blue design
with “Onward to Victory” slogan (Bischel-4034 var.,
W-2193) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (#65), faulty at top, tied
by “Saint Louis Mo. Dec 10” cds to Guttenberg, Iowa; small
top edge and flap tears, Fine and attractive, only four recorded examples.
Estimate $500 - 750

1090 )
Liberty and Flag with “Our Country First”
slogan, red and blue design (Bischel-3958, W-2204) on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by circular grid cancel to
New York City, matching “Portsmouth N.H. Jul 11” cds,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1093 )
Liberty and Flag with “Our Country, Right or
Wrong” slogan, red and white Mosley & Bros. patriotic
design (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢
dull red (26), s.e. at top, tied by open circular grid, matching
“Merrimack Wis Jul 24” balloon style cds to East Calais Vt.;
opened at right; Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1091 )
“The Federal Laws Must Be Enforced” Liberty, Eagle, Shield and Flag, red, white and blue Benham
design (Bischel-4025, W-2164) on cover bearing two 3¢
rose (65) singles, strong color, tied by pretty blue indistinct
town cds to Johnsburgh, N.Y.; reduced slightly at right, Very
Fine and rare design.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1094 )
Liberty, Flag and “Union”, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-4103, W-2341) on clean cover bearing
3¢ rose (65) tied by circular grid cancel, matching “Dayton
O. Jan 12” cds to Philadelphia Pa., Very Fine and choice.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1095 )
Female with Flag, multicolor patriotic design
(similar to Bischel-4124, W-2353) on cover with
part-printed addressed to Company “B”, 4th Regiment,
Maine Volunteers in Washington D.C., bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Rockland Me. Jan 6” dcds, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $300 - 400

1098 )
Liberty, Flag and Shield, green design
(W-2114) similar to Kimmel bearing 3¢ rose (65), pair and
two singles, tied by two strikes of “Philadelphia Pa. Jul 21
1862” cds to Boston, Mass., clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1096 )
Liberty and Shield, red patriotic design
(Bischel-4168, W-2240) on buff cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
cancelled by incised star fancy cancel to Washington
D.C., matching “Rochester Ind Sep 24” cds; docketing and
opened at right, Very Fine and attractive with fancy patriotic
cancel.
Estimate $250 - 350

1099 )
“The Union Must and Shall be Preserved”,
red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-4207, W-2190) with
Eagle, Flag, U.S. Capitol and Liberty, on 1861 cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26), perfs trimmed, tied by circular grid,
matching “Orange N.J. May 27” cds to Princeton, N.J., original 1861 enclosure; particularly fresh and Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500

1097 )
The Union Now and Forever, red and blue patriotic design (similar to Bischel-4175, Walcott-2360) on
buff cover bearing 3¢ pink (64), tied by “Middleburg N.Y.
Jun 22” cds to Soldier of Company C 172 Regt. P.M. at
Yorktown, Va.; some edgewear, F.-V.F.; 1983 Alcuri Certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1100 )
Liberty with Eagle and Flag, “The Union
Must and Shall be Preserved”, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-4207, W-2190)on cover bearing well centered 3¢ rose (65) tied by two strikes of circular grids,
matching “Katona, N.Y. Nov 19” cds to Danbury, Ct.; some
flap tears, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1101 )
Eagle & Flag, 3¢(65) tied by target with
Tennallytown cds (S/R 6) on cover addressed to Brooklyn
NY, with multicolor illustrated patriotic lettersheet with interesting letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1104 )
Eagle and Shield, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-4439, W-2477) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied
by “Washington D.C. Oct 17, 1862” dcds to Ossian, N.Y.;
accompanied by original enclosed letter with “Fairfax
Courthouse Oct the 14, 1862” dateline from soldier “Once
more i will try and write…while i am in the land of the living”,
some edgewear, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1102 )
Eagle and Flags, red and blue Gates design
(Bischel- unlisted, W-2537) on yellow cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by target cancel duplexed with “Memphis Ten. Aug
24, 1862” cds to Berlin Heights, Oh., cover faults with part of
back missing, Fine, this was an early Federal occupation
use as Memphis fell on June 6, 1862.
Estimate $150 - 200

1103 )
Eagle, Shield and Slogan, black patriotic design (Bischel & W Unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Washington D.C. Apr 18” dcds to Lancaster, Mass.;
couple sealed edgetears, flap faulty, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1105 )
Eagle and Shield, multicolor patriotic design
(Bischel-4303 var., Walcott-2385 var.) similar to Magnus
style on cover endorsed “Soldiers Letter” and with “Due 3”
handstamp to Newark, N.J., edge faults and tape stain,
original patriotic letterhead datelined “Camp Clay, Washington D.C., Feb 12 1862” to soldier's sister, some fold
seps; Fine pair.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1106 )
Eagle and Shield, all-over multicolor Magnus
design (Bischel-4346, W-unlisted) with steamship and
train, on cover addressed to Wayne, Mich on reverse,
stamp missing and partial Washington D.C. cds; some
staining and tiny edge tear at top, Fine and exceptionally
rare design, ex Bischel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1107 )
Eagle, Shield and Crossed Flags, red and
blue patriotic design (Bischel-4364, W-unlisted) on cover
with “Free” oval handstamp to Postmaster at Yellow
Springs, Pa., Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 300

1108 )
Eagle, Shield and Flags, all-over red and blue
Radenburgh patriotic design (Bischel-4368, W-2407)
bearing 3¢ rose (65), repaired, tied by “Portsmouth N.H.
Oct 21” cds to Pomeroy, Ohio; barely reduced at right, Very
Fine and quite attractive.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1109 )
Eagle, Shield and Flags, all-over red and blue
Radenburgh patriotic design (Bischel-4368, W-2407)
bearing 3¢ rose (65), tied by “Fishkill N.Y. Dec 6” cds to New
York City; small piece of flap missing top left, clean and
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1110 )
Eagle with Shield and Flags, dark purple patriotic design (Bischel-4377, W-2415) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65), well centered, tied by large “Wahington Oct 20”
dcds to 'Saughlingtown', Pa.; reduced slightly at left, Very
Fine, ex Grunin.
Estimate $250 - 350

1111 )
Eagle, Flags and Globe, gray peace patriotic
design (Bischel -4406, W-2422) on cover with manuscript
“Pine Glen, April 21” postmark and “Free” rating to Third Assistant Postmaster General in Washington D.C.; light stain,
reduced a bit at right, small mount paper loss on back, fresh
and Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1112 )
Eagle and Shield, red and blue patriotic design
(similar to Bischel-5994, W-2477) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by bold “Washington D.C. Jan 23” cds to
Rimersburgh, Pa., Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1115 )
Eagle and Flags, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-4589, W-2537) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied
by “Alexandria Va. Jan 22” duplex to North Orwell, Pa.; file
fold at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1113 )
Eagle and Flag Patriotic Label, red and blue
on white (Bischel-4574, W-Unlisted) affixed at upper left on
cover bearing 3¢ pink (64), slightly oxidized, tied by open
circular grid cancel on cover to Salem, Ct., matching “New
London Ct. Jan 4, 1862” cds, Very Fine and scarce 3¢ pink
use, Catalog $1,500 on patriotic cover; 1982 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1116 )
Eagles Fighting with Flags, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-4591, W-2560) on cover bearing 3¢
rose (65), well centered, tied by “Terre Haute, Ind, Sep 25,
1862” dcds to Harrodsburg, Ind.; reduced a bit at left,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1114 )
Eagle and Flags, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-4589, W-2537) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied
by “Louisville Ky. Oct 20, 1862” duplex to Usquepaug, R.I.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1117 )
The Star Spangled Banner Must be Upheld,
red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-4593, W-2579) with
Eagle, Drum and Flags, on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied
by “Alexandria Va. Sep 7, 1862” dcds to East Pembroke,
N.Y., Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1118 )
Eagle and Flags, red and blue Union patriotic
design (Bischel-4596, W-2543) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by circular grid and “Niles Mich. Dec 23” cds to Otter Creek, Mich.; light pen “1862”, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1119 )
Eagle and Flags, red and blue Union patriotic
design (Bischel-4596, W-2543) on cover bearing well centered 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by circled grid, matching “Port
Royal S.C. Aug 16, 1863” dcds to Union, Iowa; reduced
slightly at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1120 )
Eagle and Flags with “Doom of the Traitors
Flag” Slogan, red and blue patriotic design (Bischel-4600,
W-2542) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), strong color, tied by
indistinct blue cds to Bethel, Conn.; some flap tears, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1121 )
Eagle and Flag with U.S. Patent Office Building, multicolor Magnus patriotic design (Bischel-4614,
W-unlisted) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), exceptionally
well centered, tied by “Alexandria Va Jul 28 1862” dcds to
Troy, N.Y.; reduced slightly at right, fresh and Extremely
Fine, ex Brown.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

1122 )
Eagle and Flag, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-4646, W-2598) with “Union & Liberty” slogan on
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied by “Washington D.C. Dec
12, 1862” cds to Crown Point, N.Y., endorsed “in haste”; reduced at right, Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100

1123 )
Eagle, Snake and Flags, red and blue Snow &
Hapgood patriotic design (Bischel-4658, W-2561) on
cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26) tied by circular grid, matching
“Nashua N.H. Jul 2, 1861” dcds to Denver City, Colorado
Terr.; light staining, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1124 )
Eagle with Flag, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-4664, W-2624) on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26)
tied by pretty blue “Sharon Spring N.Y. Jun 15” cds to
Hamden, Conn.; opening tears at top and part of flap missing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1125 )
Our Eagle and Flag, blue patriotic design
(Bischel-4672, W-2555) on cover bearing 3¢ dull red (26),
straddle edge at left, rounded corner, tied by circular grid to
La Porte, Ind., matching “Indianapolis Ind., Aug 21, 1861”
dcds; small corner tear, clean and Very Fine.
Estimate
$250 - 350

1126 )
All over Flag, all-over red and pink patriotic design (Bischel- 5144, W-2834) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65), small tear, tied by “Independence Tenn. Jan 9” cds to
Rochester, N.Y., Very Fine and scarce. Estimate $750 1,000
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1127 )
Flag with “The Union Forever” Slogan, red
and blue patriotic design (Bischel-5233, W-3067) on cover
bearing 3¢ rose (65), strong color, tied by neat “Washington
D.C. Sep 17, 1863” cds to South Granville, N.Y., fresh and
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1128 )
Flag on Staff, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-5262-4, W-2850) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65)
tied by “Cairo Ill. Dec 20, 1861” cds to Chicago Ill., blue arrival backstamp; barely reduced at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

1129 )
Flag, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-5268, W-2885) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65) tied
by blue circular grid, matching “Bollingreen Ky, Nov 3,
1862” dcds to Martinsville, Ill., manuscript “Missent” at left;
small faults, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1130 )
Flag with “Death to Traitors” Slogan, blue patriotic design (similar to Bischel-5513, W-3003) on cover
bearing 3¢ dull red (26), uncancelled, manuscript
“Sharpsville Md, Aug 13” postmark to Bainbridge, Ind., Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1131 )
Flag with “Long May it Wave” Slogan, red
and blue patriotic design (Bischel-5610, W-3027) on buff
cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), beautiful deep fresh color, tied
by blue “East Jaffrey, N.H. Apr 7” cds to Randolph, Vt.;
opened at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1133 )
Flags with “The Father of this Country left
this for this Children”, red and blue patriotic design
(Bischel-5671) on cover bearing 3¢ rose (65), vertical strip
of three, tied by two strikes of blue “Baltimore Md. Jun 18”
cds to New York City; small edge flaws and reduced at right,
Fine and scarce triple rate.
Estimate $150 - 200

1134 )
Uncle Sam Patriotic, multicolor illustrated
cover with “Uncle Sam is my Drummer” poem bearing 2¢
carmine (319) tied by “Baltimore, Md. May 9, 1904” machine cancel to Worcester, Mass., Very Fine and striking.
Estimate $300 - 400
1135 )
Nice Selection Of Patriotic Covers, lot of fifteen patriotic covers, better includes Soldier with
Flag(Bischel 3612, W-2031var), embossed "United We
Stand… A Lincoln", US Christian Commission imprint,
Berlin & Jones imprint Dogs with flag and noose caricatures(Bischel 1451, W-918), and "Liberty and Union" shield
(Bischel-4762, W-2696), wonderful group with better items,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1132 )
Shield and Flags, all-over red and blue patriotic
design (Bischel-5640, W-2858) on cover bearing 3¢ rose
(65) tied by “Washington D.C. Nov 19” cds to Lowville, N.Y.;
mended edge tear and corners, Fine appearing. Estimate
$125 - 175

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1898 Spanish-American War Patriotic Covers

1136 )
1898, Admiral George Dewey Spanish American War patriotic, red, white and blue Shield, Eagle and
Flags design on cover bearing 1¢ Trans-Miss. (285) pair,
nat. s.e. at right, tied by “York Pa. Sep 2, 1898” machine
cancel to Lewisburg, Pa.; some light toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1137 )
1898, Commodore W.S. Schley Spanish
American War patriotic, red, white and blue Liberty and
Flag design on cover bearing 2¢ Trans-Miss. (286) tied by
“Jacksonville Fla. Aug 19 '98” machine cancel to New York
City, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1138 )
1898, Commodore Watson Spanish American War patriotic, red, white and blue Flag and Sailor design on cover endorsed “Soldiers Mail” to Bloomington,
Ind., “Due 2” handstamp and 2¢ postage due affixed, Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1139 )
1898, Fitzhugh Lee Spanish American War
patriotic, red, white and blue Eagle and Flag design on
cover bearing 2¢ Trans-Miss. (286) tied by “Port & Worcester R.P.O. TR 4 Aug 30” duplex to Boston, Mass., small
piece of flap missing, Very Fine and choice.
Estimate $250 - 350

1140 )
1898, President William McKinley Spanish
American War patriotic, red, white and blue Shield and
Flags design on cover bearing 1¢ Trans-Miss. (285) pair
tied by “Jacksonville Fla. Aug 19 '98” machine cancel to
New York City; reduced slightly at right, fresh and Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1141 )
1898, Richard Pearson Hobson Spanish
American War patriotic, red and blue design showing the
burning U.S.S. Maine, on cover bearing 1¢ Trans-Miss
(285) vertical pair, tied by “York Pa. Sep 11, 1898” wavy flag
machine cancel to Lewisburg, Pa., Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1145 )
1908-11, sailor's correspondence from USS
Kansas, 53 picture postcards, 34 are real photo postcards,
19 are postmarked US Kansas, one postmarked USS New
Hampshire, with two from St Petersburg, many of the real
photos show special events in a sailor's life like New Year's
Day parade 1909, bicycling in Weymouth England, morning
exercise, dancing to the ship's band, crossing the equator,
rehearsing Sherlock Holmes, eleven of the RPPCs show
damage to a vessel not the USS Kansas, many of the cards
have short notes describing the events pictured on front,
needs further research, interesting and historic, please review, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1142 )
1898, Rough Riders In Action, 2¢(267) tied by
1898 machine cancel on red & blue illustrated patriotic
cover addressed to Syracuse NY, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1146 )
1935-41, Midway & Wake Island covers, sixteen covers, includes four gooney bird cachets one which
predates the catalog by 76 days, 1940 cachet on Pacific Triangle maneuvers, Crosby cachet of USS New Orleans,
1941 Midway Island patriotic,and 1935 48 Airships Mass
Flight To Midway, excellent and scarce lot, a rare opportunity, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1143 )
1898, Shield With Flags, 2¢(267) tied by 1898
Lewiston ME duplex on red & blue illustrated patriotic cover
addressed to Farmington ME, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1908-1945 Military/War-Related Covers
1144 )
1908-90, US Naval covers & picture postcards, 140+ covers and picture postcards, mostly
pre-WW2 and WW2 era, starts with postcards of the Great
White Fleet, then better includes USS Arizona with 3 covers
and 1 postcard, USS Yorktown with 2 covers, then one
cover each of Lexington, Oklahoma, Saratoga, Enterprise,
California and Indianapolis, many have battle history in
pencil on cover, a collection that would be difficult to duplicate today, please review, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1147 )
1941, “Service Suspended”, returned cover
from Italy with P.O. notice, 1¢(899) and two 2¢(900) tied
by 1941 New York machine cancel on cover addressed to
Italy, with censor tape at left, "Returned/To Sender/By Censor" label, violet "Returned To Sender/Service Suspended"
sl and form OC-12 stating that letter is returned because it is
addressed to an enemy or enemy occupied country, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1148 )
1941-45, WW2 patriotic and military covers,
170+ cover and cards, includes WW2 patriotics, picture
postcards, Vmail, censored and some WW1 postcards,
some scarce cachets, a couple of Hitler caricatures, a few
Crosby photo cachets, should be inspected in order to ascertain the lots value, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Postal History by Issue
1845 N.Y. Postmaster's Provisional

1150 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 38, four huge margins including bottom sheet margin,
except clear at top right, tied by red “New-York 5cts 4 May”
cds and two blue pen strokes on 1846 folded cover to Philadelphia Pa., matching “Paid” arc handstamp, Very Fine usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1149

ca 1943, Walt Disney WW2 combat insignia
stamps, wonderful collection with two mint sheets of
stamps, the original albums with spaces for all the stamps,
two allover patriotic cover with #905 and Combat Insignia
stamps tied, a Disney picture postcard of Mickey & Donald
parachuting presents, and hardcover book of Disney Dons
Dogtags, a collection that would please the collector of
WW2, Disney or poster stamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1151 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 10, full to large margins, beautiful crisp impression,
neatly tied by red “Paid” arc handstamp on buff cover to Oxford, N.Y., matching red “New-York 5cts 3 Mar” cds, Very
Fine and choice.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1152 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 15, four full margins, strong impression, cancelled by
three neat pen strokes on cover to Monpelier, Vt., strong
strike of red “New-York '5cts' 2 Jan” and matching “Paid”
arc handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1153 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 34, found large margins, small faults, tied by red New
York cds on blue 1846 folded letter to Portland Me., red
“New-York '5cts' 4 Apr” cds and matching “Paid” arc
handstamp, flap with offset of blue “Heightstown NJ” cds; a
Very Fine usage.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1154 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), four
margins, sharp impression, tied by manucript on blue
folded cover to Philadelphia Pa., red “New-York '5cts' 5
Oct” cds and matching “Paid” arc handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1155 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 1, four margins, tied by blue pen strokes on 1845
folded cover to Providence R.I., red “New-York Nov” cds
and matching “Paid” arc handstamp; address clipped, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1156 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 24, three margins, tied by bold double-strike of “Paid”
arc handstamp and rim of “New York 5cts 26 May” cds on
1846 part folded letter to Boston, Mass.; vertical file fold
barely affects 5¢, Fine, Scott $625. Estimate $400 - 600

1159 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1, 9X1 var.), horizontal pair, positions 1-2 with
latter having major shift, large margins except clear at bottom right, tied by blue pen strokes on 1846 folded letter to
cover to Leeksville, N.C., red “New-York 10cts. 24 Apr” cds
and matching “Paid” arc handstamp; Fine, Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1157 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), position 12, ample margins except just in at left, neatly tied by
blue pen on immaculate blue 1846 folded letter to Norwich
Conn., red “New-York 5cts 15 Oct” cds and matching “Paid”
arc handstamp, fresh and Very Fine use, Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
1160 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1, 9X1 var.), horizontal pair, positions 6-7
(d.t.), large margins except clear at right, tied by blue pen
strokes on blue 1845 folded cover to Detroit, Mich., red
“New-York 10cts. 24 Nov” cds and matching “Paid” arc
handstamp; top edge repair, light vertical file fold barely affects left stamp, Fine, Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1158 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1, 9X1 var.), horizontal pair, positions 22-23
(d.t), large margins all around, cancelled by two bold strikes
of squared red grids on 1847 folded letter to New Orleans,
La., matching red “New-York 10cts. 17 Jan” cds and red
“Paid” arc handstamp; left stamp with tiny tear at left, a Very
Fine and attractive usage with stamps cancelled solely by
red grids; 1992 P.F. Certificate, Scott $2,100+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1161 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1, 9X1 var.), two singles, positions 7 (d.t.) and
18, both four margins and cancelled by single blue pen
stroke on 1846 folded letter to Ithaca, N.Y., red “New-York
'10cts' 15 Nov” cds and matching “Paid” arc handstamp;
vertical file fold at right, a Very Fine usage, Scott $1,075+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1162 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1, 9X1 var.), horizontal pair, positions 23
(d.t.)-24, large to ample margins except just touched at bottom center, just tied by rim of red “New-York 10cts. 9 Dec”
cds on 1846 light blue folded letter to Washington, D.C.,
matching red “Paid” in arc handstamp; light vertical file fold
barely affects left stamp, fresh and Very Fine use; 1987 P.F.
Certificate, Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1163 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1 var.), position 2 with big shift, four full to large
margins with clear impression, tied by square red grid on
blue 1846 folded letter to New Haven, Conn., matching red
“New-York '5cts' 21 Dec” cds and matching “Paid” arc
handstamp, Very Fine and choice use.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1164 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1 var.), position 27, large margins except
shaving lower right, tied by large red squared grid on 1847
folded letter to Saratoga Springs, N.Y., matching red “New
York 5cts 2 Mar” cds and “Paid” arc handstamp; 5¢ with
some tone spots, a Very Fine and scarce usage cancelled
solely by large square grid; 2012 P.F. Certificate, Scott
$625+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1165 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
transfer (9X1 var.), position 4, three huge margins, cut in at
top, cancelled by two neat blue pen strokes on 1846 folded
letter to New Haven, Conn., bold red “New-York 5cts. 13
Feb” cds and matching “Paid” arc handstamp, Very Fine,
Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1166 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, both
“ACM” and “AC M” (9X1, 9X1a), two singles, top is pos. 9
“ACM” and bottom pos. 19 “AC M”, cancelled by three red
manuscript strokes on 1846 folded letter to Montpelier, Va.,
bold red “New-York Jan 21” cds and matching sharp “Paid”
arc handstamp; bottom stamp defective at top, Very Fine
appearing, a rare use bearing two different types of 9X1;
1990 P.F. Certificate (does not note 9X1a properly).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1167 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a),
horizontal pair, positions 11-12, clear to huge margins except just touched at bottom right, tied by black manuscript
and red “New-York '10cts' 21 Dec” cds on 1845 folded letter
to Waddington, N.Y., matching “Paid” arc handstamp and
second strike of cds; central vertical file fold through left
stamp, Fine usage, Scott $2,250. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1168 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a),
position 16, mostly ample margins except just touched at
top left, cancelled by blue pen stroke and tied by red
“New-York '5cts' 11 Mar” cds with matching “Paid” arc
handstamp on 1846 folded letter to Washington D.C., clean
and Very Fine usage.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1169 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a),
position 11, three large margins, just touched at left,
prooflike impression, cancelled by two black pen strokes on
blue 1845 folded letter to Stockbridge, Mass., red
“New-York '5cts' 15 Oct” cds with matching “Paid” arc
handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1170 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a),
position 25, ample to large margins, just in at bottom left
corner, tied by crossed blue pen on folded cover to Hartford,
Conn., red “New-York '5cts' 11 Nov” cds and matching
“Paid” arc handstamp, F.-V.F., Scott $725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1172 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, plate
scratch (9X1a var.), position 26, plate scratch in bottom
margin, huge margins to just in at left, tied by red “New York
'5cts' 10 Jan” cds with matching red “Paid” arc handstamp
on 1846 folded letter to Plattsburgh, N.Y., additional manuscript “Due 5” rating at top; file fold staining and faults, Fine
and unusual due usage.
Estimate $300 - 400

1173 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, signed
A.C.M., double transfer (9X1b var.), position 23, slightly
irregular margins at left, small margin tear at bottom, tied by
blue manuscript on 1845 folded letter to Springfield, Mass.,
red “New-York '5cts' 25 Sep” cds and matching “Paid” arc
handstamp, a F.-V.F. usage, Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
1171 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, double
bottom frameline (9X1a var., 9X1a), positions 31-32, horizontal pair with left stamp showing double bottom
frameline, four clear to large margins, tied by blue pen on
1845 blue folded letter to Indianapolis, Ind., red “New-York
'10cts' 22 Dec” cds; vertical file fold affects left stamp, a
clean Very Fine appearing usage, Scott $2,250+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1174 )
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, without
signature (9X1e), position 24, four large margins, tied by
blue pen strokes on fresh 1845 folded letter to New Haven,
Conn., red “New-York '5cts. 26 Aug” cds and red “Paid” arc
handstamp, an Extremely Fine gem use, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1847 and Later Issues

1175 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), 5¢ with three margins
just touching at bottom, tied by blue "PAID" in lozenge with
matching "Philadelphia PA/Oct/8/5 cts" cds on outer folded
letter sheet addressed to Penn Grove PA, unlisted in Alexander's census, Very Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), three folded letter
sheets, includes map of lower Manhattan ad, stockholders
notice, and current commodity price list from Baltimore, a
few small flaws, F.-V.F., Scott $390. Estimate $200 - 300

1178 )
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), 3¢
cancelled by grid with blue "Philadelphia PA/Jul/11" cds on
1851 folded letter sheet addressed to Hagerstown MD, partially printed bank notice, Very Fine, Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
Very early usage, July 1 is first day.

1176 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), 10¢ with parts of adjacent
stamps at top and right, just in at bottom, tied by red "St
Louis MO/Oct/10" cds on 1848 outer folded letter sheet addressed to New York, staple holes at top, horizontal file fold,
listed in Alexander's census, F.-V.F., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1179 )
1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (11,15L14), two interesting covers, the first is a #11 and 15L14 tied to a cover by
a Philadelphia town cancel with a Blood's handstamp top
center, the other is a NY stampless with a Boyd's City Express and a PAID J.L.B. handstamp, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1180 )
1859, 10¢ green, type V (35), strip of five and
pair, tied by “San Francisco Cal. Dec 28, 1860” cds on reverse of cover to Locarno, Switzerland prepayiny two-times
the 35¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate, red “N.York Am. Pkt.
Jan 25” exchange backstamp and red “Aachen 9/2” framed
transit, various credits on front; 10¢ pair clipped prior to use,
some edgewear, Fine and scarce use.
Estimate $500 - 750

1181 )
1861, 3¢ pink (64), brilliant pink color, tied by
open circular grid on cover to Hatfield, Mass., matching
“Flushing N.Y. Jan 31” dcds; some cover wrinkling from
stamp removal (reaffixed), still a Very Fine and clean use;
1986 P.F. Certificate as off-cover, Scott $900 as off-cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

1182 )
1861, 30¢ orange (71), used with 3¢ rose (65),
each cancelled by matching circular grid cancel on 1865
cover to Whaling Bark “Island City” at Melbourne, Australia,
matching “Dover, N.H. Sep 2 1865” dcds, red “N. York Br.
Transit Sep 6” exchange cds with red “12” credit handstamp
crossed out and correct “28” credit handstamp applied, blue
Melbourne (11.19) arrival backstamp, Very Fine and choice
33¢ rate to Australia.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1183 )
1869, 1¢ buff (112), strip of three, beautiful
color, tied by circle of wedges cancels on orange buff cover
to Philadelphia Pa.; matching perfect bold “Fairfield Ills. Jul
18” cds, reverse with July 21 arrival; Very Fine and attractive, Scott $475+.
Estimate $300 - 400
1184 )
1893, Columbians on cover, 30+ covers, with
ads, registered, foreign destinations, better includes #231
& E3 on cover to Boston, 231 & E2 on cover to NY, 237 on
ad cover to St Louis, 234 on cover to Switzerland, three 231
on cover to Germany, 237 on registered cover with Pennsylvania corner ad to Oakland CA and a philatelic fantasy
with half 230 and half 232 cancelled on cover to Iowa, condition is mixed, please inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1185 )
1893, 8¢ Columbian (236), In combination with
1890, 10¢ green on registered 10¢ Columbian entire to Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands, tied by light oval cancels, San
Francisco registry etiquette and light red origin and receiving postmarks, cover missing backflap, Fine.
Scott No. 236+226+U351.
Estimate $200 - 300

1188 )
Wells Fargo & Co., 1862-64, 25¢ blue (143L8),
tied by “Wells Fargo & Co. Express, Aurora” oval
handstamp on 3¢ pink (U34) entire from the Crittenden correspondence to San Francisco Cal., printed Wells Fargo
paid frank; edge fault at left and no flap, F.-V.F. and scarce;
1997 P.S.E. Certificate, Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1186 )
1917, 20¢, 50c and $1 issues (515,517,518),
includes two tags one with a vertical pair of 515 and a single
517 all perfins tied to a tag by Atlanta duplex cancels, the
other is a horizontal pair of 518 also a perfin tied to a tag by
Milwaukee duplex cancels, scarce usage, Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100

Locals

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.

1187 )
Humboldt Express, 1863, 25¢ brown (86L1),
margins except just touched at right, added with fake tying
postmark on faulty Langston's Express cover from
Downieville to San Fancisco, Fine; 2012 P.F. Certificate,
Scott $1,250 as used off-cover. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Third Session
Friday, June 29, 2012 at 9:00 A.M.
Lots 1189-1954
U.S. Stamps (Postmasters Provisionals and Regular Issues)
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

U.S. Stamps

1847 Issue

Postmasters' Provisionals

1192 m
5¢ red brown (1), blue numeral "5" in circle cancel, very fresh, a choice attractive example, Extremely
Fine; 1980 PF Cert, Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1189 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), four
ample to large margins, bright blue manuscript cancel, Very
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $500.Estimate $350 - 500

1193

1194

1193 m
5¢ red brown (1), rich impression and color
amidst large margins, red grid cancel, Extremely Fine
handsome; 2004 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1190 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a),
signed "ACM", "AC" connected, position 18, nice to large
margins around, incredible fresh and inviting, lovely glowing paint red "PAI" D cancel, Extremely Fine; 2001 PF certificate, Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

1194 m
5¢ red brown (1), nicely balanced margins all
around, red square grid cancels, Very Fine; 2001 PSE certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1195

1191 (H)
Providence, R.I., 5¢ & 10¢ gray black, Reprints (10X1-2R), without letters on reverse, excellent for
reference, without gum as produced, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1196

1195 m
5¢ red brown (1), sharp impression with evenly
spaced margins around, colorful blue grid cancel, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 1991 PF certificate, Scott $535.
Estimate $300 - 400
1196 m
5¢ red brown (1), sharp impression and color,
nice even margins around, blue town and magenta manuscript cancels, Very Fine; 1990 PF certificate, Scott $250
pen cancel alone.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: 1847 - 1851 Issues

1197

1198

1199

1197 m
5¢ red brown (1), SOTN red grid cancel, attractive appearance, small sealed tear bottom right, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 2012 PSAG Cert, Scott $500. Estimate
$150 - 200
1198 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), deeply etched impression
on stark white paper, ample to large margins, a truly pleasing example, lightly struck blue town postmark, Very Fine;
1984 PF certificate, Scott $860.
Estimate $400 - 500
1199 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), beautifully struck red
numeral "5" cancel, fresh, rich color with ample margins,
select appearance, tiny thin spots at center, Extremely
Fine; 2004 PSE Cert, Scott $1,100. Estimate $300 - 400

1204

1205

1204 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), sharp radiant
color and impression, without gum as issued, light vertical
crease at bottom center, otherwise fresh and Extremely
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $825.Estimate $400 - 600
only 4779 sold.
1205 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), large balanced
oversized margins with deep rich impression, without gum
as issued, thin spot and small corner crease, otherwise
fresh and Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
only 3883 sold.

1851 Issue

1200 m
10¢ black (2), greenish blue grid cancel, crisp
and sharp example with four large balanced margins and intense color, choice, Extremely Fine; 1979 and 1981 PF
Certs, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1206 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (6), SOTN town cancel, three
big margins, next stamps show at left and top, close at right,
fresh and sharp with deep rich color, a very desirable example of this rare stamp, Fine; 1975 PF Cert, Scott
$13,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1201

1202

1203

1201 m
10¢ black (2), neat cancel, four ample margins,
attractive example, Very Fine; 2012 Weiss Cert, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
1202 m
10¢ black (2), margins around, red grid cancel,
fresh and Very Fine; 2000 PF certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

1207 m
1¢ blue, type III (8), unobtrusive town cancel,
position 63R4, very fresh and sharp with ample to wide margins, very appealing example, Very Fine; 2002 APS Cert,
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1203 m
10¢ black (2), margins around, light red cancel,
repaired, lovely Very Fine appearance, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: 1851 Issue

1208 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), light blue town cancel,
position 74L4, nicely balanced, ample to wide margins,
fresh, rich color, an exceptional and highly desirable example, Extremely Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1213 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), unobtrusive black grid cancel, wide, balanced margins, choice, Extremely Fine; 2011
PF graded cert (XF 90), Scott $110. Estimate $150 - 200
1214 m
1¢ blue, type IV, positional items (9), strip plus
single, strip: top stamp recut twice at top and once at bottom, small margin tear in middle stamp, single is with triple
transfer and small corner crease, excellent items for plating
enthusiast, strip with manuscript cancel, single with blue
grid, F.-V.F. Position 791L, 891L, 991L & Position 81L1L,
Scott $560 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1209 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), neat town cancel, fresh
and sharp with deep color, scarce multiple, vertical pair,
Very Fine; 1998 PF Cert, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1215

1216

1215 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), very fresh, rich color, top
margin single, slightly disturbed o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2001 PSE Cert, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1210

1211

1216 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), position 29R4, complete
margins around, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2006 &
1988 PF certificates, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1210 H
1¢ blue, type IV (9), large part o.g., toned spots
at top and upper right, otherwise Almost Very Fine; 2012 PF
certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
1211 (H)
$275.

1¢ blue, type IV (9), unused, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

1217 HH/H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), bright distinct color with
cutting in to touching to large margins on three sides including portion of adjoining stamp at right, pair, o.g., left stamp
never hinged (foxing speck) right stamp lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
1212 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), SOTN Providence, RI town
cancel, big margins, deep color, very choice, Extremely
Fine; 2011 PFC Cert, Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: 1851 Issue

1218

1219

1218 m
5¢ red brown (12), bright color, nice margins
which are especially large at right and bottom, light town
cancel, Very Fine; 1981 PF certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
1219 m
5¢ red brown (12), right margin single, ample to
overly generous margins, barely touches projection at bottom, bold centrally struck 7 bar grid cancel, otherwise Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $750. Estimate $300 - 400

1220

1224

1225

1226

1224 m
10¢ green, type II (14), town cancel, deep color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $170.
Estimate $100 - 150
1225 m
10¢ green, type III (15), town cancel, deep color
with big margins, choice, Extremely Fine; 1979 PF Cert,
Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300
1226 m
10¢ green, type III (15), neat town cancel, nicely
balanced ample margins, choice, Extremely Fine; 2012 PF
Cert, Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200

1221

1220 m
10¢ green, type I (13), light town postmark,
Very Fine; 2008 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1221 m
10¢ green, type I (13), grid cancel, nice wide,
balanced margins, deep color, excellent appearance (very)
light toning spot at bottom right, Extremely Fine; 2012 PF
Cert, Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

1227

1228

1227 m
10¢ green, type III (15), overly generous balanced margins surrounding a sharp impression, complimentary reddish brown 7 bar grid postmark, Position 85R,
small corner crease, otherwise Extremely Fine and handsome; 1989 PF certificate, Scott $195.
Estimate $100 - 150
1228 m
10¢ green, type III (15), sharp impression with
large margins, appealing, black 7 bar grid postmark, nearly
invisible flaws which include a corner crease, otherwise
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $170.
Estimate $100 - 150

1222 H
10¢ green, type II (14), disturbed o.g., toned
spots and crease, Very Fine appearance; 1987 APS certificate, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1229

1230

1229 m
12¢ gray black (17), sharp blue town cancel,
unusually large margins with next stamp showing at top,
very sharp, an exceptional stamp in all respects, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2004 PF Cert, Scott $290.
Estimate $300 - 400
1223 m
10¢ green, type II (14), rich green color, large
balanced margins, Santa Clara, California, town postmark,
Extremely Fine and attractive; 2006 PSE graded and 1985
PF certificates. SMQ XF-90; $375, Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1230 m
12¢ gray black (17), keen impression with attractive and colorful cancels with ample to large margins,
red numeral 3 and blue postmarks, Very Fine; 2006 & 1991
PF certificates, Scott $305.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: 1851 - 1857 Issues

1231 m
12¢ gray black (17), left stamp very fine, pair,
town cancel, F.-V.F.; 2001 PF certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1235 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (19), pen cancel removed,
stamp appears unused, deep color, fresh and attractive,
V.G.-Fine; 2011 PF Cert, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1857 Issue

1236

1232 H
1¢ blue, type I (18), very fresh with deep, rich
color, an exceptional, eye catching example, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 2000 PF Cert, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1237

1238

1236 (H)
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 12, very fresh, rich
color, perfectly centered amid four unusually large margins
for this issue, an exceptional stamp in every respect, a
true gem, unused, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1989 PF
Cert, Scott $375.
Estimate $600 - 800
1237 H
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, o.g., previously
hinged, light toning specks; 2002 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
1238 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, neat town cancel,
fresh and bright with intense blue color, fantastic example
of this stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1987 PF Cert,
Scott $275.
Estimate $600 - 800

1233 H
1¢ blue, type I (18), unusually wide margins,
fresh and sharp with substantial eye appeal, select example, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2009 PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85), Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1239 m
1¢ blue, type III (21), neat town cancel, deep
color, wide margins, exceptional example, Extremely
Fine; 1993 APS Cert, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1234 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (19), blue town cancel, very
fresh, sharp impression with deep, rich color, an attractive
and desirable example of this scarce stamp, Very Fine;
1983 PF Cert, Scott $10,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1240 m
1¢ blue, type III (21), neat town cancel, deep
color with wide margins, an excellent example of this
tough stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1985 PF Cert,
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Stamps: 1857 Issue

1241 m
1¢ blue, type III (21), pen cancel, beautifully
centered with unusually full perfs, excellent example of this
type with clear, large breaks at top and bottom, choice, Extremely Fine; 2001 PF Cert, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1242 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), unobtrusive town cancel,
very fresh, type shows clearly, exceptional centering,
choice, Extremely Fine; 1984 PF Cert, Scott $950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1243

1247 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), neat town cancel,
fresh, luscious color, attractive and desirable stamp,
F.-V.F.; 1981 PF Cert, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1248 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), face free town cancels, gorgeous color, pretty stamp, small crease top right,
Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $3,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1245

1243 H
1¢ blue, type V (24), very fresh, wide margins,
very choice, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$140.
Estimate $150 - 200
1244 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), 9 examples including several very well centered, blue and red carrier cancels and minor plate varieties, attractive specialty group, few minor
faults, Fine/Extremely Fine, Scott $360 plus (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1249 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), sharp town cancel, exceptional centering with full perfs and corners, extremely
fresh and sharp with rich color, an exquisite example of
this tough stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1995 PF
Cert, Scott $375.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1245 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), town cancel, position
29L5L, both inner lines recut, perfs at left slightly blunted,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 PF Cert, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1250 m
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), grid cancel,
deep, rich color, a fresh, attractive example of this tough issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1246 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), town cancel, particularly vibrant color, pretty stamp, Very Fine; 2001 PF Cert,
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Stamps: 1857 Issue

1251

1252

1251 (H)
5¢ brown, type II (30A), regummed covering a
perforation thin, lovely Very Fine appearance; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400
1252 m
10¢ green, type II (32), unobtrusive town cancel, unusually wide margins for this issue, outstanding centering, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; 2001 PF Cert;
2009 PSE graded cert (XF 90), Scott $225.
Estimate $400 - 600

1256

1257

1256 m
10¢ green, type V, captured imprint (35), with
Toppa"n. Carpenter & Co. BANK NOTE E"NGRAVERS all
in left margin on a jumbo margined select centered example, glowing red "PAID" in circle postmarks, thins, otherwise
Very Fine to Extremely Fine and an incredibly inviting example, a position scarcity with as complete an imprint as
possible on a single stamp, Scott $73.
Estimate $100 - 150
1257 H
12¢ black, plate III (36B), very fresh, intense
color, attractive and desirable stamp, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 1993 PF Cert, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

1253 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), light town cancel, position 55L1, nice wide margins with full, even perfs, fresh and
attractive, F.-V.F.; 2002 APS Cert, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1258

1259

1260

1258 H
24¢ gray lilac (37), o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; 1999 PF certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
1259 H
24¢ gray (37a), very fresh, o.g., lightly hinged,
Fine; 2012 Weiss Cert, Scott $1,400. Estimate $400 - 600
1260 H
24¢ red lilac (37b), scarce shade variety, small
part o.g., Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $1,400 in common
shades.
Estimate $350 - 500
1254 H
10¢ green, type V (35), very fresh with wide
margins, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
1985 PF Cert, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1255 H
10¢ green, type V (35), horizontal strip of five,
full o.g., previously hinged with some hinge reinforcing,
F.-V.F. attractive multiple, Scott $1,175 as a pair and strip
of 3.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1261 H
30¢ orange (38), brilliant fresh with vivid color,
considerable eye appeal, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine;
1988 PF Cert, Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: 1857 Issue and 1875 Reprints

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

1262

1263

1262 H
30¢ orange (38), bright color, o.g., previously
hinged, few gum soaked perforations, Very Fine and attractive; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $2,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1263 m
30¢ orange (38), red grid cancel, gorgeous, vibrant color, wide margins, F.-V.F.; 1984 PF Cert, Scott
$500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1267 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on
card (40P4-47P4), bright colors, nice margins which are
larger than normal, indications of prior mounting and/or
pencil notes, still Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1264 H
90¢ blue (39), deep rich color and impression
amidst balanced margins, small part o.g., reperforated at
bottom, still Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1268

1269

1268 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, Very Fine; 2002 PSE certificate, Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
only 3846 sold.

1265 H
90¢ blue (39), dark rich color within larger than
normal margins, part o.g., three diagonal creases with one
that ends in a tear, lovely Extremely Fine appearance; 2012
PF certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1266 m
90¢ blue (39), genuine red grid and purple pen
cancels, very scarce in genuine used condition, left
edge/margin skillfully added, tear at bottom, fake red cancel
drawn in at lower left, Fine; 2012 Weiss Cert, Scott $10,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1269 (H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), fresh and
bright, appealing example of this scarce stamp, without
gum as issued, Very Fine; 2011 PSE Cert, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1270 (H)
10¢ blue green, Reprint (43), rich radiant color,
without gum as issued, F.-V.F.; 2002 PF certificate, Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
only 516 sold.
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U.S. Stamps: 1857 - 1861 Issues

1861-1866 Issue

1271 (H)
30¢ yellow orange, Reprint (46), bright and
fresh example, without gum as issued, F.-V.F.; 2001 PF
certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
only 480 sold.

1275 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), red grid
cancel, fresh and attractive with deep, rich color, two short
perfs at right, Fine; 2012 PF Cert, Scott $1,710.
Estimate $200 - 300

1272 (H)
30¢ yellow orange, Reprint (46), fresh, vivid
color, without gum as issued, perfs reduced at left, not mentioned in cert, Fine; 1982 PF Cert, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1276 P
1861, 1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card
(63P4-72P4), 1¢, 10¢, 12¢, 24¢ are extremely fine, few indications of mounting, overall Very Fine or better, Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300

1273 (H)
30¢ yellow orange, Reprint (46), without gum
as issued, thin at center, short perf top left, F.-V.F.; 2011
PSE Cert, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

1274 (H)
90¢ deep blue, Reprint (47), very fresh, deep
color, without gum as issued, tiny perf repair, F.-V.F., Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1277 E
1¢ Toppan & Carpenter essays (63E1a(4),
63E1c, 63E2a(2), 63E3d), a selection of eight different
items: 63E1a in scarlet, dark-blue, yellow-brown and orange; 63E1c in dismal-red; 63E2a in green and blue; and
63E3d in orange, a few small faults as one would expect
and due to generally Very Fine, Scott $775.
Estimate $400 - 600
An excellent grouping of these interesting items.
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U.S. Stamps: 1861-1866 Issue

1278

1279

1280

1278 m
1¢ blue (63), rich vibrant color amidst balanced
margins, 1863 year date Philadelphia postmark, Extremely
Fine; 2011 graded PSE certificate. SMQ XF - 90; $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1285 H
12¢ black (69), very fresh with unusually sharp
impression, very appealing example, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 1989 PF Cert, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1279 m
3¢ pink (64), a "true- Pink", nicely centered, appealing example of this difficult stamp, 7 bars within grid
cancel, F.-V.F.; 1995 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1280 H
3¢ rose (65), sharp impression and color, nice
even margins, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine a premium example; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$125.
Estimate $150 - 200

1286

1287

1286 m
12¢ black (69), attached to piece and barely tied
bottom left by face free cancel, an exceptional stamp with
intense color, fresh and sharp, fabulous stamp, Extremely
Fine, ex: Chambers, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150
1281 H
3¢ rose (65), handome left margin single with
part imprint, incredibly well centered, slightly disturbed o.g.,
Extremely Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1282

1283

1284

1287 m
12¢ black (69), sharp target cancel, very fresh
with wide margins, select example, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2012 PF Cert, Scott $100.
Estimate $75 - 100

1288

1289

1290

1282 m
5¢ buff (67), neat grid cancel, fresh, vibrant
color, select and appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 PF Cert, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1288 m
24¢ red lilac (70), clear detailed impression with
full rich color, target cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2006 graded and 1999 PF certificates. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$575, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1283 m
5¢ brown yellow (67a), deep rich brown-yellow
attractively postmarked, lovely example, red NY transit and
black grid cancels, Very Fine; 2003 PSE certificate, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

1289 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), complete impression
with bright color and large jumbo margins, fancy radial cork
cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2004 graded PSE certificate. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1284 H
10¢ yellow green (68), fresh with large margins, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 1979 and 2000 PF
Certs, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1290 m
2¢ black (73), deeply etched impression amidst
balanced margins, light town postmark, Extremely Fine;
2006 & 2002 PF certificates, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
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U.S. Stamps: 1861 - 1867 Issues

1867 Grilled Issues

1291 H
5¢ brown (76), deep rich color and possessing
an overall inviting freshness, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1292 m
15¢ black (77), neat cancel with light red transit
mark lower left, sharp impression with intense color,
choice, Extremely Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

1296 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), light fancy cancel, unusually well centered example of this tough stamp, attractive
and desirable, Very Fine; 2003 and 2010 PF graded cert
(VF 80), Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1287

1288

1289

1297 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), cork cancel, V.G.-Fine
sound; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1298 m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), SOTN black target cancel,
beautifully centered with lovely color, attractive and
choice, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert, Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

1293

1294

1299 m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), neat town cancels, fresh,
vibrant color with big margins, F.-V.F.; 1997 and 2009 PF
Certs, Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1293 m
15¢ black (77), nicely centered, light cancel,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2007 PF certificate, Scott
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1294 m
24¢ lilac (78), delicate lilac color, wide margins,
black circle of wedges cancel, Very Fine; 2009 graded PSE
certificate. SMQ VF 80; $300, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

1300

1301

1302

1300 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), neat duplex cancel, big
margins, choice, Extremely Fine; 2004 PF Cert, Scott
$350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1301 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), large margins, cork
cancel, Very Fine; 2005 graded PSE certificate. SMQ VF
80; $350, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1295 H
24¢ gray (78b), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.;
2012 PF certificate, Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1302 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), neat cancel, fresh, intense color, F.-V.F.; 1988 PF Cert, Scott $400. Estimate
$200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: 1867 Grilled Issues

1303

1304

1303 H
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), incredible deep blue color,
part o.g., several gum soaked grill points, reperforated at
right, otherwise fresh and Very Fine a scarce mint stamp to
find this attractive; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
1304 m
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), neat target cancel, fresh
and bright with wide margins, Very Fine; 1994 PF Cert,
Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1305

1306

1305 H
2¢ black, F. grill (93), fresh and attractive,
slightly disturbed o.g., orange offset on gum at bottom,
F.-V.F.; 2009 PSE graded cert (F-VF 75), Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
1306 H
2¢ black, F. grill (93), large part o.g., Fine; 2012
PF certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

1309

1310

1309 m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), blue cancel, very fresh
and sharp with rich color and wide margins, very attractive
example of this issue, Very Fine; PC of 1986 PF Cert,
Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750
1310 H
10¢ yellow green, F. grill, very thin paper
(96), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F., a very scarce variety;
2002 PSE certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1311

1312

1313

1311 (H)
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), lovely bright
color, regummed, small foxing spots and reperforated at
bottom, F.-V.F.; 1999 APS certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200
1312 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96 var), very thin paper variety, grid cancel, big margins, very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1997 PF Cert and 2006 PSE Cert
stating "very thin paper variety", Scott $280.
Estimate $350 - 500
1313 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), nice color and
big margins, light cancel, immaculate and Very Fine; 2006
PF certificate, Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200

1307 H
3¢ red, F. grill (94), extraodinary right margin
single with part imprint, bright vivid color, o.g., barest trace
of hinge (appears never hinged), faint natural gum bend if
little consequence, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1314

1315

1314 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), geometric cancel, fresh
and sharp with intense color and wide margins, outstanding example, Extremely Fine; 2001 PF Cert and 2008 PSE
graded cert (XF 90), Scott $275.
Estimate $400 - 600

1308 H
3¢ red, F. grill (94), part o.g., central gum
soaks, small corner crease at left, sharp and Very Fine;
2012 PF certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1315 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), razor sharp impression
on white paper with large balanced margins, cork cancel,
Extremely Fine; 1986 PF 2009 PSE certificates, Scott
$325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: 1867 - 1869 Issues

1316

1317

1316 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), bold quarter cork
cancel, nicely centered and attractive example, Very Fine;
1990 and 2010 PF Certs, Scott $950.Estimate $500 - 750
1317 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), large oversized margins
which is most uncommon on this stamp, cork cancel, light
horizontal crease at top, Very Fine; 2003 PF certificate,
Scott $2,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues

1320

1321

1322

1320 HH
1¢ buff (112), pristine example, difficult to obtain in this condition, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2008 PF
Cert, Scott $700 as hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1321 H
1¢ buff (112), very fresh, vibrant color, full, even
perfs all around, desirable stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
1322 HH
1¢ buff (112), impressive top margin single with
part imprint, gorgeous rich color, an immaculate stamp in
pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$700 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

1318 H
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), deep rich color amidst
large margins, small part o.g., small trivial corner crease at
top left, otherwise fresh and Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

1323

only 3195 sold.

1324

1325

1323 H
2¢ brown (113), pristine condition, select example, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1999 PSE and
2005 PF Certs, Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1869 Pictorial Issue

1324 H
2¢ brown (113), fresh, lovely color, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine; 2004 PF Cert, Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
1325 HH
2¢ brown (113), attractuve top sheet margin
single with part imprint, Post Office fresh and choice example with particularly strong color and clear impression, as
fresh as the day it was issued, o.g., never hinged, Fine;
2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $600 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

1319 E
1¢ (3) & 2¢ (4) Small Numeral essays (112,
112E-4d, 113E-3e), includes faulty unused #112, each essay with 9 x 9 mm grill, bright and fresh, 1¢ (yellow and
chocolate); 2¢ (plum, brown, yellow and blue), o.g., very
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. excellent specialist's lot, Scott $765
without premium for NH.
Estimate $300 - 400

1326 H
2¢ brown (113), deep rich shade, fresh and
bright, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. Stamps: 1869 Pictorial Issue

1327

1328

1327 H
2¢ brown (113), bright shade, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 2005 PF certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
1328 m
2¢ brown (113), geometric cancel, nicely centered with balanced margins and full perfs, select stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 PF graded cert (VF-XF
85), Scott $90.
Estimate $75 - 100

1329 HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), post office fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2004 PF certificate, Scott $250 for
hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

1334

1335

1334 m
10¢ yellow (116), fancy hollow six point star
cancel, very fresh with vivid color, a very appealing and
desirable choice stamp, Extremely Fine; 2009 PF Cert,
Scott $140.
Estimate $250 - 350
1335 m
10¢ yellow (116), fiery color, large margins,
cork cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003 PF certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

1336

1337

1338

1336 H
12¢ green (117), deep rich color within equally
balanced margins, slightly disturbed o.g., couple nibbed
perfs at left, mentioned strictly for accuracy and picayune
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
1337 (H)
12¢ green (117), fresh with deep, rich color,
regummed, Very Fine; 1993 PF Cert, Scott $775.
Estimate $400 - 600

1330

1331

1332

1330 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), very fresh, lovely color,
pretty stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; 1978 and 1987 PF
Certs, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1338 m
12¢ green (117), red cancel, wide margins, outstanding appearance, tiny thin at bottom of grill, Extremely
Fine; 2011 PF Cert, Scott $290.
Estimate $75 - 100

1331 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), full rich color within nice
margins, large part o.g., Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate,
Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1332 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), delicate shade with large
balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008 PSE
and 1989 PF certificates, Scott $225. Estimate $150 - 200

1333 (H)
10¢ yellow (116), fresh, vivid color with huge
margins, very choice, unused, Extremely Fine to Superb;
1983 and 2005 PF Certs, Scott $775.Estimate $600 - 800
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1339 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), fresh and
sharp, attractive example, unused, F.-V.F.; 1990 and 2004
PSE Certs, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1340 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), geometric cancel, outstanding centering with large margins, choice, Extremely Fine; 1998 PF Cert, Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Stamps: 1869 Pictorial Issue and Re-issue

1341 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), sharp colors
and large margins, segmented cork cancel, Very Fine and
attractive; 2005 PF certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1348

1349

1348 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), sharp impression with bright colors and large margins, cork cancel,
Choice Extremely Fine; 2005 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1349 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat cancel,
exceptional colors, big margins, F.-V.F.; 2011 PSE Cert,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1342

1343

1344

1342 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), very fresh with
brilliant colors, unused, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2005
PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85), Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
1343 m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), incredibly
sharp impression and radiant colors with virtually perfect
margins, blue cork cancel, tiny insignificant corner crease,
Extremely Fine and attractive, ex-Ishikawa, Saadi; 2004
graded PSE and 1996 PF certificates. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$375, Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
1344 m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), blue target and
transit cancels, F.-V.F.; 2012 PSAG Cert, Scott $310.
Estimate $100 - 150

1350 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), cork cancel, faults
including repaired tear, V.G.-Fine appearance, Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

1351 H
6¢ blue, Re-issue (126), fresh and bright, pretty
color, attractive stamp, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.;
2003 PSE and 2004 PF Certs, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1345

1346

1347

1345 (H)
24¢ green & violet (120), a fresh, attractive example with lovely colors, unused, Very Fine; 1984 PF Cert,
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1346 m
24¢ green & violet (120), light cancel, lovely
colors, very appealing stamp, fresh and choice, Extremely
Fine; 1980 PF Cert, Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800
1347 m
24¢ green & violet (120), bright colors amidst
nice margins, segmented cork cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2001 PF certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1352 H
6¢ blue, Re-issue (126), bright color, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Choice Very Fine; 1995 PF certificate, Scott
$1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: 1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

1353 (H)
6¢ blue, Re-issue (126), brilliant fresh with vivid
color, large balanced margins nicely finish this beauty,
choice, unused, Extremely Fine; 1988 PF Cert, Scott $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

1358 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, Re-issue (131),
sharp impressions with brilliant colors, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine and choice; 1973 PF certificate, Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
only 2091 issued.

1354 H
10¢ yellow, Re-issue (127), bright color within
nice margins, o.g., previously hinged, Choice Very Fine;
1984 PF certificate, Scott $1,650. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Only 1947 issued.

1359 (H)
90¢ carmine & black, Re-issue (132), bright
rich color and impression, expertly regummed, F.-V.F.;
2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Only 1356 sold, Scott is undervalued for unused.

1355 m
10¢ yellow, Re-issue (127), oval REG cancel,
beautifully centered, choice used example, Extremely
Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1360

1356

1357

1356 (H)
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), regummed
over small faults, reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F.;
2012 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
only 2091 sold.
1357 m
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), neat cancel, scarce used, F.-V.F.; 2011 PSE Cert, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1361

1362

1360 H
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), absolutely gorgeous top sheet margin single with part imprint, well centered stamp with wonderfully rich color, a marvelous
position piece, very scarce in this condition, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
1361 m
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), light town postmark, small thin and corner crease, otherwise Extremely
Fine; 1990 PF certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $100 - 150
1362 (H)
1¢ brown orange, 1880 Re-issue (133a),
scarce plate position of this elusive Re-Issue, top margin
plate no. 33 single, intense color, without gum as issued,
F.-V.F.; 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: 1870-1871 Issues

1870-1871 National Bank Note Co. Issues

1363

1364

1363 H
1¢ ultramarine, grilled (134), sharp impression
and color, o.g., previously hinged, Fine; 2003 PSE certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1367 m
15¢ orange, grilled (141), three large balanced
margins, deep rich color, bright red cancel, tiny perf tip
crease, Fine and scarce; 1982 PF certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

1364 H
2¢ red brown, grilled (135), nice color, part o.g.
disturbed, Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

1365 H
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), extremely fresh and
sharp with vivid color, an unusually attractive example of
this scarce stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1366 m
12¢ dull violet, grilled (140), unobtrusive target
cancel, fabulous centering with wide margins, a truly outstanding example of this very tough stamp, Extremely
Fine; 1998 and 2008 PF Certs, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1368 m
24¢ purple, grilled (142), neat geometric cancel, large, balanced margins with exceptional color for this
issue, certainly one of the best looking examples obtainable, corner crease lower left, Extremely Fine; 2000
PSE Cert, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1369 m
30¢ black, grilled (143), red cancel, fresh with
intense color, a particularly appealing example of this
scarce stamp, purple pencil marks on reverse show
through on face, F.-V.F.; 2011 PF Cert, Scott $4,125.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: 1870-1871 Issues

1370

1371

1372

1377 H
24¢ purple (153), pristine fresh with lovely color,
a very attractive, well centered example of this issue,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1988
PF Cert, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1370 H
1¢ ultramarine (145), quite scarce bottom margin plate no. 50 single, incredibly well centered example,
rarely seen in a quality like this, o.g., barest trace of hinge,
slight "dry print" caused by the printing process, Extremely
Fine, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
1371 H
2¢ red brown (146), o.g., previously hinged,
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $325.Estimate $100 - 150
1372 H
6¢ carmine (148), outstanding bottom sheet
margin single with part imprint, spectacular rich color, simply gorgeous, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1378 m
24¢ purple (153), geometric cancel, beautifully
centered with large margins, very choice, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2011 PF Cert, Scott $230.Estimate $200 - 300

1373 m
7¢ vermilion, 12¢ dull violet, 15¢ bright orange (149,151,152), includes 8 examples of #149 with a
151 and 152, a few interesting and color cancels are included such as blue and red targets and NYFM, some small
faults, Fine, Scott $1,240 (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300

1379

1374

1375

1376

1374 H
12¢ dull violet (151), fresh and appealing with
wide margins, part o.g., slight soiling mentioned on the certificate which was gum on the perf tips subsequently neatly
removed by soaking, F.-V.F.; 1981 PF Cert, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1380

1379 (H)
30¢ black (154), fresh, bright white margins
contrast nicely with the intense black color of the stamp, this
issue is undervalued and this is a classic example, unused,
F.-V.F.; 1983 Friedl cert and 1986 PF Cert, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1380 m
30¢ black (154), sharp geometric cancel,
intensed color with large margins, pretty stamp, Very Fine;
2003 PF Cert, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1375 H
15¢ bright orange (152), bright color within balanced margins, traces of o.g., reperforated at right, lovely
Very Fine appearance; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
1376 m
15¢ bright orange (152), bright color with nice
margins, light partial town postmark, immaculate and Very
Fine; 2005 PF certificate, Scott $220.Estimate $150 - 200
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1381 (H)
90¢ carmine (155), fresh, vivid color, nicely
centered, unused, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 PSE
Cert, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Stamps: 1873-1875 Issues

1873-1875 Continental Bank Note Co. Issues

1382

1383

1382 H
1¢ ultramarine (156), pretty pastel shade, fresh
and choice, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 2005
PF Cert, Scott $225.
Estimate $350 - 500
1383 H
1¢ ultramarine (156), o.g., previously hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2004 PF certificate, Scott $225. Estimate
$150 - 200

1387

1388

1387 HH
3¢ green (158), left margin single, deep rich impression and color, o.g., never hinged, fresh and Very Fine;
2005 PSE certificate, Scott $110 for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200
1388 H
3¢ green (158), impressive top sheet margin
single with imprint "No." in selvage, big beautiful margins, a
gorgeous stamp with radiant rich color, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine; photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate
for pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the left
stamp from the pair, Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150

1384

1385

1384 H
2¢ brown (157), lovely top margin single with
imprint "No. " and letter, large margins and brilliant fresh
color, eye catching example of this tough stamp, o.g., lightly
hinged, slight diagonal crease in selvage only not affecting
the stamp, Very Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1385 H
2¢ brown (157), impressive bottom sheet margin single with part imprint, nice big margins and rich vibrant
color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate,
Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1389

1390

1391

1389 H
3¢ green (158), gorgeous,deep, vibrant green
color, very attractive stamp, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; 2007 PSE Cert, Scott $110.
Estimate $75 - 100
1390 m
3¢ green (158), left straddle margin single with
arrow, fresh immaculate impression and color, blue cancel,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 PF certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
1391 m
3¢ green (158), sharp circle of wedges cancel,
straddle pane stamp with huge, jumbo margins and tip of arrow at top, a fabulous stamp with exceptional eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 PF Cert.
Estimate $60 - 80

1386 HH
3¢ green (158), spectacular top sheet margin
plate no.258 single, boardwalk margins and deep vibrant
color, simply extraordinary, o.g., stamp never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the right stamp from the pair, Scott $110 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1392 H
6¢ dull pink (159), pristine fresh with wide margins, choice, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1988 PF
Cert, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Stamps: 1873-1875 Issues

1393

1394

1395

1399

1400

1401

1393 H
6¢ dull pink (159), very fresh, outstanding
color, attractive example, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2008 PF Cert, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

1399 m
12¢ blackish violet (162), deep rich impression
and color, overly large margins which combined provide for
a most pleasing example, light cancel, Extremely Fine;
1987 PF certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

1394 H
7¢ orange vermilion (160), fresh, bright color,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2000 PF Cert, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

1400 H
15¢ yellow orange (163), stitch watermark, brilliant fresh, vibrant color, very choice with exceptional
centering, part o.g., Extremely Fine to Superb; 1990 PF
Cert, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1395 (H)
7¢ orange vermilion (160), vibrant illuminating
color on stark bright white (Special Printing-ish) paper,
plate number captured partially in top margin, scissor-separated (as were most Special Printings), unused, no gum,
F.-V.F.; 1992 & 2001APS certificates as a #171 Special
Printing, alternatively 1980, 2001 & 2011 PF certificates
stating that it is a #160.
Estimate $500 - 750

1401 H
30¢ gray black (165), o.g., hinge mark, nicely
centered copy of this extremely elusive Banknote issue,
gorgeous rich color, reperforated at right, otherwise Very
Fine, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

We strongly believe that this stamp possesses many if not
all of the attributes to attest to it being a Banknote Special
printing, please examine and make your own conclusion.

1396 H
12¢ blackish violet (162), fresh and sharp with
deep color and large, balanced margins, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 2002 PF Cert, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1402 H
90¢ rose carmine (166), extremely attractive
bottom sheet margin single with part imprint, wonderful
sound example with intense color, a very scarce plate position piece, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; 2007 P.F. certificate,
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1403
1397

1398

1397 H
12¢ blackish violet (162), large part o.g., small
faults, Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1398 H
12¢ blackish violet (162), disturbed o.g., Fine;
1977 PF Cert and 2012 Weiss Cert, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1404

1403 H
90¢ rose carmine (166), lovely bright shade,
possessing an overall inviting freshness, large part o.g., diagonal crease and tiny corner perf tear, F.-V.F.; 2012 PF
certificate, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
1404 H
90¢ rose carmine (166), fresh, bright color,
o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Stamps: 1873-1879 Issues

1405

1406

1405 m
90¢ rose carmine (166), beautiful rich color
without the usual pale washed-out look, nicley balanced
within large margins, light cancel, slightly shorter perf at top,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2004 graded PSE certificate.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $375, Scott $300. Estimate $200 - 300

1410

1411

1410 H
3¢ green (184), handsome bottom sheet margin
single with a bit of imprint present at left, wonderful deep
rich color, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), Very Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

1406 H
2¢ vermilion (178), impressive copy of this terribly elusive stamp, a bottom margin single with part imprint,
absolutely glowing rich color, a beauty with great eye appeal, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; photocopy of 1980 P.F.
certificate for block of four, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the lower right stamp from the block, Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1411 H
5¢ blue (185), an extraordinary top quality example, being a top margin single with part imprint, fabulous
well centered stamp with oversized margins and bold rich
color, extremely elsuive when found in this condition, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge, Extremely Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

1407 HH
5¢ blue (179), brilliant fresh with big margins
and deep, rich color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2010 PF
Cert shows selvedge at top since removed, Scott $700 as
hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1412 H
6¢ pink (186), fresh with huge margins, eye
catching stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 1982 PF
Cert, Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1879-1888 American Bank Note Co. Issues

1408

1409

1413 (H)
10¢ brown, without secret mark (187), fresh
and sharp, nicely centered select example, unused, Extremely Fine; 2000 PF Cert, 2009 PSE graded cert (XF 90),
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1408 m
1¢ dark ultramarine (182), printed Glen Allen
star precancel, F.-V.F.; 2010 PF Cert, Scott $81. Estimate
$75 - 100
1409 HH
3¢ green (184), deep rich luxuriant impression
and color, nicely balanced large margins, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2006 APS certificate,
Scott $330.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: 1879-1888 American Bank Note Co. Issues

1414

1415

1414 H
10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), very fresh
and sharp with deep color and big margins, select stamp,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1994 and
2008 PF graded cert (VF-XF 85), Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1420 H
90¢ carmine (191), sharp carmine color uncommonly fresh, o.g., previously hinged, reperforated at right
and bottom, lovely Very Fine appearance, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

1415 (H)
10¢ black brown, with secret mark (188 var),
very fresh and sharp with big margins, an outstanding example of this desirable shade variety, unused, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2011 PF Cert, Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

1421 H
5¢ yellow brown (205), choice well margined
top sheet margin single with partial imprint, vivid shade, a
premium example, o.g., barest trace of hinge, Very Fine,
Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1416

1417

1418

1416 HH
15¢ red orange (189), beautiful, pristine condition, vibrant color, choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2006 PF Cert, Scott $675.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1417 H
15¢ red orange (189), sensational bottom
sheet margin single with small bit of imprint at left, wonderful large margins and extremely intense color, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $200. Estimate $200 - 300
1418 H
15¢ red orange (189), attractive bottom plate
no. 31 single, radiant rich color and sharp clear impression,
a beauty, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1419 H
30¢ full black (190), slightly disturbed o.g.,
F.-V.F.; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1422

1423

1422 HH
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), pristine fresh
with sharp impression, nicely balanced margins with full
perfs, very choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
2011 PF graded cert (XF 90), Scott $225.
Estimate $350 - 500
1423 HH
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), beautiful top
sheet margin single with part imprint, brilliant fresh example
in immaculate mint condition, as fresh and choice as the
first day it was printed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1992
P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken,
this being the right stamp from the pair, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1428

1424

1425

1424 HH
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), fabulous
bottom margin plate no. 421 single with extremely large
margins and beautiful rich color, a spectacular position
piece that would please the most quality conscious collector, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1993 P.F.
cewrtificate for block of 12, from which this stamp was
taken, this being pos. 8 from the block, Scott $240.
Estimate $250 - 350

1429

1428 H
6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a),
fresh, rich color, o.g., hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
1995 PF Cert, 2008 PSE Cert, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
1429 H
6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a), o.g.,
previously hinged, partially reperforated at left, still Very
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1425 HH
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), sharp color,
nice margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2008 PF certificate for block of four from which this is the top right stamp,
Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150

1430

1431

1432

1430 HH
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), lovely top margin plate no. 550 single, bright vivid color and razor sharp
impression, fresh and attractive, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; photocopy of 1992 P.F. certificate for pair, from which
it was taken, this being the right stamp from the pair, Scott
$475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1426

1427

1426 H
6¢ rose, re-engraved (208), scarce bottom
margin plate no. 427 single, extremely intense color for this
normally washed out issue, an attractive example of this
tough stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750
1427 HH
6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a), immaculate top sheet margin single with part imprint, Post Office fresh and choice, o.g., never hinged, Fine; 2003 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1431 HH
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), particularly
choice top sheet margin single with part imprint, vibrant
shade, a very choice and pleasing example, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
1432 H
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), choice bottom
sheet margin single with part imprint, lively bright color and
nice big margins, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; photocopy of 1999 P.F. certificate for strip of 6, from which this
stamp was taken, this being Pos. 2 from the strip, Scott
$160.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1433

1434

1435

1433 m
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), grid cancels,
huge margins, very fresh, rich color, a fantastic eye catching stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PF Cert, Scott
$6.
Estimate $50 - 75
1434 HH
2¢ red brown (210), gorgeous bottom sheet
margin single with part imprint, large margins and dazzling
color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1990 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
1435 HH
2¢ red brown (210), pristine bottom sheet margin single with part imprint, a handsome example with beautiful deep color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1438

1438 HH
2¢ pale red brown, 1883 Special Printing
(211B), incredible top sheet margin single with part imprint,
a condition rarity, with brilliant color and sharp clearly
etched impression, an extraordinary stamp destined
for the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for pair, from
which this stamp was taken, this being the right stamp
from the pair, Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1439 H
2¢ pale red brown, 1883 Special Printing
(211B), luxuriant rich Special Printing impression and color,
o.g., previously hinged, few unpunched perforations; pencil
notes and signature, 2001 APS certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1440
1436 HH
4¢ blue green (211), extraordinary bottom
sheet margin single with part imprint, sensational rich color,
a beautiful mint stamp in pristine condition, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; photocopy of 1998 P.F. certificate for
block of 12, from which this stamp was taken, this being
Pos. 9 from the block, Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

1437 H
4¢ blue green (211), gorgeous color and impression within large balanced margins, o.g., previously
hinged, small natural ink smears from the printing process,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1439

1441

1442

1440 HH
1¢ ultramarine (212), very fresh, big margins,
pretty position piece, top margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PF graded cert (XF 90 XQ), Scott
$290.
Estimate $350 - 500
1441 HH
1¢ ultramarine (212), a most impressive top
sheet margin single with letter and "No.", extremely fresh
example with huge margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for
strip of 4, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
left stamp from the strip, Scott $290.
Estimate $250 - 350
1442 HH
2¢ green (213), outstanding top margin plate
no. 629 single showing interesting double row of perforations between stamp and selvage, the stamp with enormous JUMBO margins with brilliant fresh color, a matchless
GEM destined for the finest collection, o.g., stamp never
hinged, hinged in selvage only, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1450
1443

1444

1445

1443 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), impressive bottom sheet
margin single with part imprint, wonderfully rich color, very
pretty, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
1444 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), brilliant fresh, vibrant color,
choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1980 PF Cert,
Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1445 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), desirable bottom sheet
margin single with "No." in selvage, vivid bright color, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $200. Estimate $150 - 200

1451

1452

1450 HH
4¢ carmine (215), fresh, rich color, very attractive position piece, choice, top margin single, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2004 PSE Cert, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
1451 H
4¢ carmine (215), bright shade within nice margins, slightly disturbed o.g., Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate,
Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
1452 HH
5¢ indigo (216), desirable top margin plate no.
540 single. Post Office fresh example with gorgeous rich
color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1997 P.S.E. certificate for
pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the right
stamp from the pair, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1446 H
3¢ vermilion//8¢ violet black (214//306), contains 8 items, 214, 217, 256, 264, 268, 269(2) and a plate
number and imprint strip of 3 of 306, o.g., few never hinged,
some faults though several stamps are sound, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,100 plus (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1447 H
3¢ vermilion//8¢ violet black (214//306), includes 8 items, 214, 217, 256, 264, 268, 269(2) and a plate
number and imprint strip of 3 of 306, o.g., few never hinged,
some faults though several stamps are sound, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,100 plus (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1453

1454

1455

1453 HH
30¢ orange brown (217), Post Office condition
with big margins, outstanding position piece, top margin
single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 1988 PF Cert, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1448

1449

1448 HH
4¢ carmine (215), fresh, vibrant color, well balanced, wide margins, excellent example, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
1449 HH
4¢ carmine (215), handsome top sheet margin
single with "No." in selvage, dazzling bright shade, a very
pretty stamp in immaculate mint condition, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1454 HH
30¢ orange brown (217), fresh, vibrant color,
pretty stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2011 Weiss Cert, Scott $1,000. Estimate $500 - 750
1455 H
30¢ orange brown (217), sensational top sheet
margin single with "No." in selvage, enormous boardwalk
margins and gleaming rich color, simply outstanding, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely
Fine; 1987 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp
was taken, this being the left stamp from the pair, Scott
$325.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1460
1456

1457

1456 H
30¢ orange brown (217), beautiful color, wide
margins, fresh and very choice, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1988 PF Cert, Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
1457 H
30¢ orange brown (217), extremely attractive
top sheet margin single with part imprint, huge copy with
dazzling color, simply gorgeous, o.g., barest trace of hinge
(appears never hinged), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1984
P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1461

1460 H
90¢ purple (218), razor sharp impression with
rich radiant color on fresh white paper, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged) with tiny adhesions, Extremely Fine; 1999 PSE certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1461 (H)
90¢ purple (218), impressive top margin plate
no. 23 single, deep rich color, without gum, Very Fine; 1992
P.F. certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1462 m
90¢ purple (218), REG cancels, this is an outstanding example for a multiple, hard to duplicate, fresh and
choice, horizontal pair, Extremely Fine; 1996 PF Cert,
Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500

1890 Issue
1458 H
90¢ purple (218), incredible example in a quality rarely seen, a beautiful bottom margin sheet margin single with part imprint, huge boardwalk margins and
sensational deep rich color, World Class GEM destined
for the finest collection, simply amazing, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1993 P.F. certificate
for pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the left stamp from the pair, Scott $900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1463 HH
1¢ dull blue (219), attractive top sheet margin
sigle with part imprint, lively bright color, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $65. Estimate $50 - 75

1459 H
90¢ purple (218), choice top sheet margin single with part imprint, Extremely large margins and gorgeous
bright color, a very pretty stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.;
2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1464 HH
2¢ lake (219D), sensational top sheet margin
single with letter "B" in selvage, enormous JUMBO margins, gorgeous stamp with eye arresting deep rich color,
one of the most impressively margined example we have
ever encountered, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; photocopy of 1998 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from the pair,
Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1465 HH/H
2¢ lake (219D), gorgeous top margin plate no. 6
pair, magnificent showpiece with JUMBO margins and
prooflike color, simply magnificent, o.g., very lightly hinged
at right, never hinged at left, Very Fine, Scott $790.
Estimate $600 - 800

1466 H
2¢ lake (219D), tremendous left sheet margin
single with part imprint, a wonderful stamp that could easily
pass as "never hinged", an incredibly well centered example with large balanced margins, intense true rich lake
shade, extremely scarce stamp when found in this remarkable condition, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

1469 HH
2¢ carmine, cap on both “2's” variety (220c),
impressive top sheet margin single with letter "V" in selvage, extremely hadsome copy of this terribly elusive
stamp, when rarely comes centered and is almost never
found in unblemished never hinged condition, a wonderful
opportunity to acquire a choice mint example of this stamp,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2009 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1470

1471

1472

1470 H
3¢ purple (221), outstanding bottom sheet margin single with "No." in selvage, an extraordinary example
with enormous boardwalk margins and perfect centering,
fabulous bold rich color, without question the finest example we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction,
o.g., lightly hinged, Superb, Scott $65.
Estimate $300 - 400
1471 HH
3¢ purple (221), beautifully balanced jumbo
margins, a fresh and exceptional eye catching example
of this stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2008
PSE graded cert (XF 90J), Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1467

1468

1467 HH
2¢ carmine (220), beautiful top sheet margin
single with part imprint, marvelous bright color, wonderful
state of preservation, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
2007 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150

1472 HH
3¢ purple (221), lovely bright impression and
color within well balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008 graded PSE certificate. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1468 HH/H
2¢ carmine (220), lovely top margin plate no.
277 pair, brilliant fresh color, extremely fresh and pleasing,
o.g., very lightly hinged at left, never hinged at right, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1473

1474

1475

1473 HH
3¢ purple (221), choice bottom margin plate no.
72 single, Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1474 HH
4¢ dark brown (222), extraordinary bottom
margin part imprint single, fabulous well centered stamp in
immaculate mint condition, beautiful rich shade, much
scarcer in this condiiton than it's catalog value indicates,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate,
Scott $275.
Estimate $350 - 500
1475 HH
4¢ dark brown (222), very fresh with perfect
perfs and corners, rich color and wide margins create more
eye appeal than the assigned grade would suggest, select
example, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2007 PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85), Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

1478

1479

1480

1478 H
5¢ chocolate (223), striking bottom margin
sheet margin single with letter "I" in slevage, well centered
with brilliant fresh color, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150
1479 HH
6¢ brown red (224), spectacular top sheet margin single with part imprint, a gorgeous stamp with precise
centering, large margins, and brilliant fresh color, a marvelous showpiece for the most particular collector of GEM
quality stamps, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $500 - 750
1480 H
6¢ brown red (224), very attractive bottom margin plate no. 23 single, an impressive well margined stamp
with bold rich color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1985 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $50 - 75

1476 P
4¢, 5¢ and 10¢, imperf proofs on stamp paper
(222Pa,223Pa and 273Pa), horizontal pairs except 222Pa
vertical pair, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $760.
Estimate $200 - 300

1481

1482

1481 HH
8¢ lilac (225), splendid bottom margin plate no.
265 single, beautifully centered amid generous margins
and bold rich color, a pristine mint GEM, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

1477 HH
5¢ chocolate (223), spectacular bottom margin
sheet margin single with part imprint, wonderfully well centered stamp with dazzling bright color, a pristine showpiece
in pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1482 H
8¢ lilac (225), wonderful top sheet margin single
with part imprint, a gorgeous stamp that could easily pass
as never hinged, beautiful rich color, a great stamp, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely
Fine to Superb; photocopy of 1987 P.F. certificate for strip
of 5, from whih this stamp was taken, this being the left
stamp from the strip, Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1483

1488

1484

1483 HH
10¢ green (226), extremely pleasing bottom
sheet margin single with part imprint, marvelous rich color,
a beauty, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
1484 HH
10¢ green (226), lovely top sheet margin single
with imprint "No." in selvage, immaculate mint example in
unblemished mint condition, a handsome well centered
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; photocopy of 1993
P.F. certificate for block of 10, from which this stamp was
taken, this being Pos. 3 from the block, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1489

1490

1488 H
30¢ black (228), absolutely spectacular top
sheet margin single with imprint "No." in selvage, perfectcly
centered amid huge boardwalk margins, striking rich color,
without question one of the finest examples we've ever had
the pleasure to offer at public auction, a true GEM destined
for the finest collection, o.g., very lightly hinged, Superb,
Scott $350.
Estimate $600 - 800
1489 HH
30¢ black (228), pristine condition, large margins, very appealing position piece, top margin single with
plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1989 PF Cert for block of 4, this being the top right
stamp, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
1490 H
30¢ black (228), deep color with very sharp impression, a very appealing example with wide margins, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1996 PF Cert,
Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1485

1486

1487

1491 H
30¢ black (228), sharp neat impression, o.g.,
previously hinged, Very Fine; 2005 PF certificate, Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1485 HH
15¢ indigo (227), Post Office condition, nice
wide margins, deep color, select stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003 PF Cert, Scott
$675.
Estimate $500 - 750
1486 HH
15¢ indigo (227), choice bottom sheet margin
single with part imprint, absolutely brilliant fresh color, o.g.,
never hinged, minute inclusion spot shows on reverse only,
and is not even mentioned on accompanying certificate,
F.-V.F.; 1998 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the lower left stamp from
the block, Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
1487 H
15¢ indigo (227), exceptional top margin plate
no. 22 single with outstanding rich color, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1492 H
30¢ black (228), choice bottom sheet margin
single with part imprint, lovely rich shade, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1493 P
90¢ orange, imperf proof on stamp paper
(229Pa), very fresh, vibrant color, big margins, very select,
eye catching example, pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely
Fine; 1989 PF Cert, Scott $1,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1494 HH
90¢ orange (229), attractive bottom sheet margin single with part imprint, lively fresh color and sharp clear
impression, a beautiful stamp in immaculate mint condition,
rarely found in such remarkable quality, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1893 Columbian Issue

1495 HH
1¢ Columbian (230), extraordinary bottom margin imprint pair, cut from the sheet with scissors resulting in
small portions showing of adjacent stamps at left and right,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1496 HH
1¢ Columbian (230), splendid top margin plate
no. 198 single with extremely large margins and bold deep
color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $40.
Estimate $50 - 75

1497 HH
2¢ Columbian, broken hat variety (231), phenomenal top margin single with imprint "No." in selvage, an
extraordinary example of the highly desirable broken hat
variety, with immense margins of epic proportions and wonderful deep rich color, an unbelievable World Class GEM,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate,
Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1498 HH
2¢ Columbian (231), nice appearing example
of the broken frame line at lower right variety, a lovely and
fresh bottom sheet margin single with part imprint in selvage, o.g., never hinged, small sealed tear at bottom of selvage not affecting stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $40.
Estimate $30 - 40
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1502 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), beautifully centered with
wide even margins, fresh and very choice, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2011 PSE graded cert (XF 90),
Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200

1499 HH
2¢ Columbian, broken hat variety (231), wonderful multiple of the elusive broken hat variety, a magnificent top margin imprint and plate no. 168 pair in immaculate
mint condition, beautiful rich color, an outstanding showpiece, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 600

1503 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), attractive bottom margin
part imprint single, lively bright color, unblemished fresh full
gum, a beauty, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150

1500 HH
2¢ Columbian (231), marvelous bottom margin
imprint pair, enormous JUMBO margins on both stamps,
beautiful brilliant fresh color, an extraordinary showpiece
with tremendous eye appeal, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $80.
Estimate $200 - 300

1504

1505

1504 HH
4¢ Columbian (233), impressive top margin letter "D" single with bold rich color printed on bright white
paperm a handome well margined stamp in wonderful condition, o.g., stamp never hinged, very lightly hinged in selvage only, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1501 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), huge margins, fresh and
very choice, top margin single with letter "L", o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1505 HH
4¢ Columbian (233), desirable bottom margin
plate no. 19 single with brilliant fresh color, o.g., never
hinged, tiny thin in selvage only not affecting the stamp,
Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1506

1507

1506 HH
5¢ Columbian (234), extraordinary wide top
sheet margin letter "B" single, huge JUMBO margins, brillint
fresh color, a wonderful top quality stamp, o.g., stamp never
hinged, very lightly hinged in selvage only, Extremely Fine,
Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

1510 H
6¢ Columbian (235a), gorgeous bottom margin
part imprint single in the desirable red violet shade, beautiful well centered example, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $60.
Estimate $75 - 100

1507 HH
5¢ Columbian (234), handsome bottom margin
part imprint single, especially intense color, attractive
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

1511 Ha
6¢ Columbian (235), block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $260.
Estimate $100 - 150

1508 HH
6¢ Columbian (235), extraordinary bottom margin plate no. 104 single, spectacular color and sharp impression, tremendous GEM quality stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $180. Estimate $200 - 300
1512 HH
8¢ Columbian (236), sharp impression amidst
larger than normal balanced margins, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $165.
Estimate $150 - 200

1509 HH
6¢ Columbian (235), choice bottom margin letter "Z" single, with especially intense color printed on bright
white paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1513 HH
8¢ Columbian (236), lovely bottom margin part
imprint single, extremely fresh and choice, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1514

1515

1514 HH
10¢ Columbian (237), pristine example, exceptional centering, very choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1996 PSE Cert for block this being the lower
right stamp, 2009 PSE graded cert (XF 90), Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 600
1515 HH
10¢ Columbian (237), tremendous bottom margin part imprint single, fabulous well centered example with
nice big margins, lively bright shade, a tremendous 10c Columbian, o.g., stamp never hinged, extremely lightly hinged
in selvage only, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1519 HH
15¢ Columbian (238), impressive bottom margin plate no. 58 single, bright vibrant shade and beautiful
large margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; photocopy of
1987 P.F. certificate for strip of 4, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the right stamp from the strip, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

1520

1516 HH
10¢ Columbian (237), left margin single, sharp
impression and color, o.g., never hinged, large oversized
margins, gumskips in selvage alone, Very Fine Post Office
Fresh, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1517

1521

1520 HH
15¢ Columbian (238), bright color and even
margins, o.g., never hinged, inclusion specks, Very Fine;
2005 PF certificate for block of four from which this is the
bottom right stamp, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
1521 H
15¢ Columbian (238), very fresh, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

1518

1517 HH
10¢ Columbian (237), sharp impression on
bright white paper, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh Very
Fine; 1996 PF & 2005 PSE certificates, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1522 HH
15¢ Columbian (238), eye catching bottom
margin imprint pair, sensational color and impression, a
beautiful fresh pair, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinge remnant in selvage only, F.-V.F.; 1985 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

1518 H
10¢ Columbian (237), attractive top margin
plate no. 103 single, impressive deep rich color, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $50 - 75
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1526

1523 HH/Ha 15¢ Columbian (238), sharp color, nice and
fresh, block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never
hinged), F.-V.F.; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1527

1526 HH
30¢ Columbian (239), deeply etched impression on stark white paper, illuminating vibrant rich color
amidst equally balanced large margins make this an
awe-inspiring example, o.g., never hinged, trivial traces of
adherence from a 15¢ value, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1527 HH
30¢ Columbian (239), bright illuminating color,
o.g., never hinged, post ofice fresh Fine; 2005 PSE certificate for block of four from which this is the top right stamp,
Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1524 m
15¢ Columbian (238), neat duplex cancel,
lovely color with wide even margins, very choice, Extremely Fine; 2012 PF Cert, Scott $83.
Estimate $100 - 150

1528

1529

1528 H
30¢ Columbian (239), brilliant white margins
with vibrant color, a beautiful, choice example, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 2010 PF Cert, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1529 H
30¢ Columbian (239), attractive bottom margin
part imprint single, radiant rich color, very fresh and pleasing, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

1525 HH
30¢ Columbian (239), tremendous bottom margin plate no. 59 single, an outstanding showpiece in a quality rarely encountered on this issue, incredibly well centered
amid balanced margins and wonderful rich color, a matchless World Class GEM destined for the finest collection,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1997 P.F.
certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1530 H
50¢ Columbian (240), an extraordinary GEM
quality bottom margin part imprint single, this stamp could
easily pass as never hinged, a tremendous example with
boardwalk margins and dazzling rich color, a true GEM,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1531

1532

1531 HH
50¢ Columbian (240), Post Office fresh, wide
margins, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1995 PF Cert, Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

1537 H
$1 Columbian (241), pristine condition with vibrant color, perfectly balanced margins and full perfs all
around, a fabulous premium example of this stamp,
o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1999 PF
Cert, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1532 H
50¢ Columbian (240), sharp detailed impression with lovely balanced margins, o.g., previously hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2006 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1538 HH
$1 Columbian (241), Post Office condition with
vivid color, pretty stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2011
Weiss Cert, Scott $3,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1533

1534

1533 H
50¢ Columbian (240), desirable bottom margin
plate no. 77 single with deep prooflike color, and nicely balanced margins, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1534 H
50¢ Columbian (240), sharp color within large
and balanced margins, o.g., previously hinged, Choice
Very Fine; 1984 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1535

1540

1536

1535 H
50¢ Columbian (240), very fresh and sharp,
deep color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 1996 PF Cert,
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1536 H
50¢ Columbian (240), very fresh, deep color,
o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate
$150 - 200
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1539 H
$1 Columbian (241), extremely attractive bottom margin letter 'w' single, fiery bright color, very scarce
plate position piece of the $1 Columbian, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,100. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1541

1540 (H)
$1 Columbian (241), vibrant rich color, without
gum, small faults, Fine, Scott $525. Estimate $150 - 200
1541 H
$1 Columbian (241), bright color, o.g., hinge
remnant, reperforated and small thins, Fine appearing,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1542 m
$1 Columbian (241), neat cancel, gorgeous
color, large, well balanced margins complete the eye appeal of this very choice stamp, Extremely Fine; 2003 PSE
graded cert (XF 90), Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750

1545

1546

1545 H
$2 Columbian (242), extremely fresh, pretty
color, very nice example of this high value, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine; 1996 PF Cert, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
1546 H
$2 Columbian (242), deep full rich color within
nice margins, slightly disturbed o.g., tiny thins and perforation crease, lovely Very Fine appearance; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1547
1543 HH
$2 Columbian (242), extremely handsome bottom margin part imprint single, outstanding never hinged
condition, gorgeous rich color, pristine mint dollar value
Columbians are extremely rare, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.;
1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1547 H
$2 Columbian (242), nice margins and fresh,
o.g., previously hinged, small thin and facial rub, otherwise
Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1548 H
$2 Columbian (242), o.g., hinge remnants,
thins and tear, Fine appearance, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $150 - 200

1549
1544 HH
$2 Columbian (242), beautiful bottom margin
letter "VV" single, large margins and radiant color, a well
margined example of this popular stamp, o.g., never hinged
(natural gum skip), F.-V.F., Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1548

1550

1549 H
$3 Columbian (243), extremely scarce bottom
margin plate no. 106 single, well centered with intense
color, o.g., lightly hinged, trivial inclusion spot present on reverse does not affect this stamp's outstanding appearance,
Extremely Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1550 (H)
$3 Columbian (243a), fresh, rich color with wide
margins, very attractive and choice example, unused,
Extremely Fine; 1984 PF Cert, Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1551

1552

1551 H
$3 Columbian (243), a fresh, attractive example of this stamp, sure to please, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1995 and 2009 PF Certs, Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1556 H
$4 Columbian (244), fresh, vibrant color, pretty
stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 2005 PSE graded
cert (VF 80), Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1552 H
$3 Columbian (243), o.g., paper hinge remnant, shorter perfs at left, thin under hinge, Fine appearance, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1557 H
$4 Columbian (244), rich bright color, disturbed
o.g., tiny corner perf crease, reperforated at bottom, attractive Very Fine appearance; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$2,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

1553 H
$3 Columbian (243), gorgeous bottom margin
imprint pair, part original gum is present albiet a bit messy,
otherwise completely sound and choice multiple with spectacular deep rich color, part o.g., Very Fine, Scott $3,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1558

1559

1558 (H)
$4 Columbian (244), rich color, expertly
regummed over tiny faults, otherwise fresh and Very Fine,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1559 H
$4 Columbian (244a), rich color, o.g., few small
faults, Fine, Scott $2,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1554 m
$3 Columbian (243), well struck NY Wall St
Registry cancel, repaired perf at top, F.-V.F., Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300

1555 H
$4 Columbian (244), outstanding vivid color,
pretty stamp with well balanced margins, select example,
previously hinged with mount disturbed o.g., Extremely
Fine; 1995 PF Cert, Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1560 H
$5 Columbian (245), tremendous GEM quality
bottom margin letter "DD" single, incredible Jet-Black color
printed on lily white paper, the freshest and choicest example imaginable, just a great stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1992 and 2006 P.F. certificates, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1561 H
$5 Columbian (245), sharply etched impression with equally balanced margins which is so difficult to
acquire on this key commemorative issue, o.g., hinge remnant, tiny flaws which include imperceptible thin specks and
corner crease, otherwise fresh and Extremely Fine, Scott
$2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1566 HH
1¢ ultramarine (246), handsome left margin
part imprint single, immense margins and vibrant rich color,
outstanding, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300

1562 H
$5 Columbian (245), fresh and sharp with full
perfs and corners, an attractive and desirable example of
this high value Columbian, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.;
2010 PF Cert, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1567

1568

1567 HH
1¢ blue (247), delicate blue shade within nice
margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine undervalued in the
catalog; 2006 PF certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1563 H
$5 Columbian (245), sharp exacting impression within nice margins, slightly disturbed o.g., almost Very
Fine Key value to Commemoratives; 2012 PF certificate,
Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1564

1568 H
1¢ blue (247), wonderful top margin part imprint
single, large margins and dazzling color, o.g., barest trace
of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott
$65.
Estimate $100 - 150

1565

1564 H
$5 Columbian (245), fresh and sharp with large
margins, part o.g., F.-V.F.; 2002 PSE Cert, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1565 H
$5 Columbian (245), large margins, o.g., previously hinged, mount disturbed, improved perforations at
right and faults, lovely Very Fine appearance; 1992 PF certificate, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1569 HH
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), fresh, lovely
color, large, balanced margins, very choice, top margin
single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
1981 and 1999 PF Certs, Scott $450.Estimate $500 - 750
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1570

1571

1570 HH
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), rich carmine lake
color, three perfectly balanced margins with jumbo at bottom, o.g., never hinged, trivial gum bend not mentioned on
certificate, exquisite Very Fine; 2008 PF certificate, Scott
$450.
Estimate $400 - 600
1571 H
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), spectacular bottom margin part imprint single, among the finest examples
we have ever offered, perfectly centered amid huge
JUMBO margins, tremendous deep rich color, incredibly
scarce in this quality, o.g., lightly hinged, Superb, Scott
$150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1572

1573

1572 H
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), marvelous top
margin part imprint single, nice big margins and extremely
intense color, o.g., barest trace of hinge, Extremely Fine,
Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

1575

1576

1575 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (251), desirable top margin
part imprint single, pristine example with bright vivid color, a
very elusive stamp especially in pristine mint condition,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2005 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
1576 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (251), bright color, o.g.,
never hinged, tiny inclusion, F.-V.F., scarce and undervalued; 2004 APS certificate, Scott $975.
Estimate $200 - 300

1577 HH
2¢ carmine, type III (252), spectacular left margin plate no. 157 single, perfectly centered amid huge even
margins, gorgeous bright color, a matchless GEM destined
for the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 1978
P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1573 H
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), beautiful true
color, huge margins, eye catching example, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PF Cert,
Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1574 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), outstanding left margin plate no. 115 single, wonderfully wide margins and brilliant color, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1578 HH
3¢ purple (253), lovely top margin part imprint
single, brilliant fresh color, a large margined example of this
difficult stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$325.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1579

1580

1579 HH
3¢ purple (253), huge margins catch your attention on this beautiful position piece, fresh and choice, right
margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2002 PF Cert, Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500

1584 H
5¢ chocolate (255), impressive wide margined
right part imprint single, dazzling bright shade, pretty, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150

1580 H
3¢ purple (253), handsome bottom margin
plate no. 48 single, nice big margins and vivid color, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott
$110.
Estimate $150 - 200

1585

1586

1585 HH
6¢ dull brown (256), a most impressive top
margin part imprint single, Post Office fresh color and sharp
clear impression, very choice example with extremely generous margins, just a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $475. Estimate $500 - 750

1581

1582

1581 HH
4¢ dark brown (254), extremely fresh and
pleasing top margin part imprint single, immaculate mint
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1586 HH
6¢ dull brown (256), lovely bottom margin part
imprint single, bold rich color and extremely large margins,
a beauty, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

1582 H
4¢ dark brown (254), eye catching top margin
part imprint single, especially tall margins and radiant rich
color, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1587

1588

1587 HH
6¢ dull brown (256), brilliant fresh with wide
bright white margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2000
and 2006 PF Certs, Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
1588 H
6¢ dull brown (256), o.g., previously hinged, almost Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $75 - 100
1583 HH
5¢ chocolate (255), especially desirable top
margin part imprint single, huge margins and bright vivid
color, as fresh and choice as the first day it was issued, very
scarce in this wonderful state of preservation, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $325. Estimate $400 - 600
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1589

1590

1589 HH
8¢ violet brown (257), sensational bottom margin plate no. 58 single, wonderfully rich color and razor
sharp impression, extremely well centered stamp in a quality rarely found on this issue, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
1590 HH
8¢ violet brown (257), pristine bottom margin
part imprint single, fantastic example with extra large margins, dazzling rich color, and tremendous eye appeal, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

1591 H
10¢ dark green (258), choice bottom margin
plate no. 62 single, lively bright color, a lovely stamp, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1593

1593 H
15¢ dark blue (259), impressive top margin
plate no. 52 single, could easily pass as never hinged as the
hinge mark is virtually invisible, bold prooflike color, a great
stamp, o.g., barest trace of hinge, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
1594 H
15¢ dark blue (259), bottom margin part imprint
single, incredible deep rich color printed on bright white paper, attractive, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1595 H
50¢ orange (260), bright fresh color amidst
nicely balanced margins, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 2001 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1596

1592 HH
10¢ dark green (258), a beautiful, pristine multiple of this tough stamp, the bottom stamp is extremely
fine and especially choice, left margin vertical pair with
imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1594

1597

1596 H
$1 black, type I (261), large margins, slightly
disturbed o.g., Very Fine for this; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1597 H
$1 black, type II (261A), o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine; 2000 PSE certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1598 H
$2 bright blue (262), bright color, o.g., previously hinged, natural horizontal gum crease and
reperforated at bottom, lovely Very Fine appearance; 2012
PF certificate, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1599 H
$5 dark green (263), sharp color and impression, o.g., bits of hinge remnant, small corner crease, Very
Fine; 1978 PF certificate, Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1603 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (265), wonderful well centered multiple, beautiful rich shade, right margin strip of 3
with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1604
1600 m
$5 dark green (263), face free cancel, wide
margins, thin spot and crease, F.-V.F.; 1997 PF Cert, Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1605

1604 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (266), tremendous left margin part imprint single, a gorgeous perfectly centered stamp
with dazzling color and sharp clear impression, o.g., stamp
never hinged, very lightly hinged in selvage only, minute
thin spot in the selvage only in no way affect the beauty of
the Superb stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
1605 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (266), pristine fresh with
vivid color, select stamp, left margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2009 PF Cert for
strip of 3, this being the center stamp, Scott $100.
Estimate $75 - 100

1601

1602

1601 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (265), lovely left margin part
imprint single, radiant color on lily white paper, exceptional,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $83.
Estimate $75 - 100
1602 H
2¢ carmine, type I (265), marvelous top margin
plate no. 78 single, bright vivid color, large balanced margins, a beauty, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$28.
Estimate $50 - 75
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1606 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (266), nice big margins and
extremely intense color, handsome multiple, bottom margin
strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $340.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1610 HH
4¢ dark brown (269), outstanding top margin
plate no. 458 single, desirable example featuring bold rich
color and beautiful centering, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200

1607 HHa
2¢ carmine, type II (266,267), very fresh, vivid
color, outstanding multple of this combination, combination top margin block of 4, left stamps type II, right stamps
type III, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2010 PSE Cert, Scott $1,000 as two pairs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1611 HH
4¢ dark brown (269), wonderful centering and
dazzling rich color, bottom margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1608 H
3¢ purple (268), bottom margin part imprint single, bright vivid color, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $38.
Estimate $50 - 75

1612 HH
4¢ dark brown (269), gorgeous rich color, pristine mint condition, bottom margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1609 HH
3¢ purple (268), remarkable well centered multiple, prooflike color and impression, bottom margin strip of
3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400. Estimate $300 - 400
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1613

1614

1613 HH
5¢ chocolate (270), wonderful bottom margin
plate no. 134 single, well centered with vivid color, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott
$105.
Estimate $150 - 200
1614 HH
5¢ chocolate (270), Post Office fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 2008 PSE Cert, Scott $105.
Estimate $60 - 80

1615 HH
5¢ chocolate (270), gorgeous large margins on
each stamp, Post Office fresh and choice, top margin strip
of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., stamps never
hinged, lightly hinged in top center selvage only, Very Fine,
Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

1617 HH
6¢ dull brown (271), matchless top quality strip
with the 2 left stamps being Superb GEMS that would grade
extremely high if broken out of the strip, large margins on all
stamps and vibrant rich color, without question this is the
finest intact imprint and plate # strip in existence, top margin
strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1618 HH
6¢ dull brown (271), wonderfully rich color with
sharp clearly etched impression, pristine mint condition, as
fresh as the day it was first printed, bottom margin strip of 3
with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1619
1616 H
6¢ dull brown (271), attractive bottom margin
plate no. 184 single, tremendous deep dark color, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $120. Estimate $75 - 100

1620

1619 H
8¢ violet brown (272), absolutely gorgeous
bottom margin plate no. 58 single, immense JUMBO margins and fantastic deep rich color, a matchless GEM worthy
of placement in the finest collection, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $70. Estimate $300 - 400
1620 HH
8¢ violet brown (272), choice top margin part
imprint single, brilliant fresh color, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1621 H
8¢ violet brown (272), impressive top margin
plate no. 58 single, a stamp that could easily pass as never
hinged, wonderfully well centered with incredibly rich color,
quite elusive in this quality, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate,
Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

1624 HH
10¢ dark green (273), sensational color and impression, Post Office fresh and choice multiple in immaculate condition, left margin strip of 3 with plate number and
imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1625

1622 HH
8¢ violet brown (272), tremendous multiple
with an enormous top selvage, extremely well centered with
brilliant color, probably the finest remaining strips of this issue, most others having long ago been broken up to supply
collector's demand for choice mint singles, top margin strip
of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1623 HH
10¢ dark green (273), an extraordinary top
quality right margin part imprint single featuring extra large
margins and dazzling bright color, a marvelous example of
this notoriously difficult stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate for strip of 3, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the middle stamp from the
strip, Scott $280.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1626

1625 H
15¢ dark blue (274), gorgeous bottom margin
part imprint single, looks to be never hinged at first glance,
outstanding deep rich color and beautiful well balanced
margins, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
Extremely Fine; 1989 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $300 - 400
1626 H
15¢ dark blue (274), outstanding bottom margin plate no. 264 single, bold rich color, simply outstanding,
o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1994 P.F.
certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

1627 HH
50¢ red orange (275a), striking example of this
desirable color variety, being a handsome top margin plate
no. 75 single with the deepest and richest color imaginable,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; photocopy
of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for strip of 3, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from the strip,
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1628

1629

1632 H
$1 black, type I (276), o.g., previously hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2011 PF Cert, Scott $600. Estimate $200 - 300

1628 HH
50¢ orange (275), gorgeous bottom margin
plate no. 75 single, nice big margins, and brilliant fresh
color, a very scarce stamp when found in immaculate mint
condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $775.
Estimate $600 - 800
1629 H
50¢ red orange (275a), fiery rich red orange
color within nicely balanced margins, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 PSE graded certificate. SMQ VF-XF 85; $380, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1633 HH
$1 black, type II (276A), wonderful and rarely
seen bottom margin plate no. 76 single in immaculate never
hinged condition, rare thus as these high value Bureau issues are almost never found in pristine mint condition, a
beautiful example that would please the most discriminating collector, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1630 HH
$1 black, type I (276), extraordinary top margin
part imprint single with full unblemished gum, beautiful
deep rich color, a true condition rarity in this magnificent
state of preservation, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1985
P.F certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1631 H
$1 black, type I (276), outstanding bottom margin plate no. 76 single, extremely well centered, deep intense color, and great eye appeal, o.g., lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine; photocopy of 1984 P.F. certificate for block
of 4, from which this stamp was taken, this being the lower
left stamp from the block, Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1634 H
$1 black, type II (276A), outstanding bottom
margin part imprint single, near perfect centering and large
balanced margins, extremely intense color with a razor
sharp impression, quite scarce like this, o.g., lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1635 H
$1 black, type II (276A), o.g., previously
hinged, reperforated at top and right, F.-V.F. appearance;
2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1640 H
$5 dark green (278), brilliant razor sharp impression with rich luxuriant color, o.g., previously hinged,
reperforated at left with small surface scuff in lower margin,
handsome Very Fine appearance; 2012 PF certificate,
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

1636

1637

1638

1636 H
$2 bright blue (277), impressive top margin
part imprint single, exceptionally large margins and beautiful rich color, a great stamp, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1637 H
$2 bright blue (277), impressive top margin
plate no. 84 single, beautiful vibrant color, an elusive plate
position piece of this dollar value Bureau issue, o.g., lightly
hinged, Fine; 2000 P.S.E. certificate for strip of 3, from
which this stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from
the strip, Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
1638 H
$2 dark blue (277a), dark rich color within lovely
margins, o.g., previously hinged, small soiled spot on reverse which does not show on face, otherwise Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

1641 HH
2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), beautiful left
margin plate no. 782 single in immaculate mint condition,
beautiful example in the true rose carmine shade, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1997 P.S.E. certificate for strip of 3,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the top stamp
from the strip, Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

1642 HH
4¢ rose brown (280), fresh, rich color, nicely
centered amid wide margins, pretty stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE graded cert
(VF-XF 85), Scott $75.
Estimate $60 - 80

1639 HH
$5 dark green (278), a stunning top margin part
imprint single with the most incredible vibrant color imaginable, extremely rare stamp when found in this wonderful
mint state of preservation, a beauty, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for strip of 3,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the left stamp
from the strip, Scott $6,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1643 HH
4¢ rose brown (280), gorgeous multiple of the
desirble rose brown shade, Post Office fresh and immaculate, top margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1648

1644

1645

1644 HH
5¢ dark blue (281), impressive bottom margin
part imprint single, bold rich color, fresh and choice, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

1649

1648 HH
10¢ brown, type I (282C), impressive right margin part imprint single, extremely wide margins and dazzling
rich color, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
1649 H
10¢ brown, type I (282C), lovely bottom margin
plate no. 519 single, especially intense color, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1645 H
5¢ dark blue (281), handsome bottom margin
part imprint single, vivid bright shade, o.g., lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $33.
Estimate $50 - 75

1650

1646 HH/H
6¢ lake (282), wonderfully well centered multiple with blazing rich color and sharp clearly etched impression, top margin pair with imprint, o.g., faintly hinged at
right, never hinged at left, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$185.
Estimate $200 - 300

1651

1652

1650 HH
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), incredible example of this terribly difficult stamp, a beautiful top margin
part imprint single with extremely large margins and fantastic bright color, a very scarce stamp in this condition, o.g.,
stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, Extremely
Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $600 - 800
1651 HH
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), bright fresh
color within nicely balanced margins, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 APS certificate, Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1652 H
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), lovely bottom
margin plate no. 1337 single that could easily pass as never
hinged, as there is only a bare suggestion of a hinge mark,
strong rich color and beautiful centering, just a great stamp,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

1647 HH/H
6¢ lake (282), spectacular well centered multiple with wonderfully rich color, the plate number single at
right is a Superb, never hinged GEM, top left strip of 3 with
plate number and imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (2 end stamps
never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1653 H
15¢ olive green (284), nicely centered, o.g.,
previously hinged, Very Fine; 2007 PSE certificate, Scott
$160.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

1654

1655

1658 HH
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), very fresh with beautiful
color, wide margins, appealing stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008 PF graded cert for plate
number single since separated (VF-XF 85), Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350

1654 HH
2¢ Trans-Miss. (286), impressive top margin
imprint single with particularly strong color, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $73.
Estimate $75 - 100
1655 HH
2¢ Trans-Miss. (286), beautiful Post Office condition, vibrant color, choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $73.
Estimate $60 - 80

1659 HH
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), bottom margin plate
#609 single, fresh and choice, o.g., never hinged, tiny inclusion, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1656 HH
4¢ Trans-Miss. (287), bottom margin imprint
single, fiery rich color, remarkably balanced margins providing for a scintallating example of a most popular stamp,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb and Post office Fresh, worthy to grace the pages of the finest collection,
Scott $330.
Estimate $500 - 750

1660

1661

1660 HH
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), bright color, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; copy of 2006 PF certificate from which
this is the bootom right stamp, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
1661 H
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), attractive bottom margin
plate no. 609 single, deep vibrant color and superior centering, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $165.
Estimate $150 - 200
1657 HH
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), marvelous bottom margin imprint single with the deepest and richest color imaginable, an extraordinary stampin pristine mint condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1662 HH
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), lovely balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, with an overall freshness, Very
Fine 2011 graded PSE certificate and copy of 2010 PSE
certificate from block of ten where this is from position 8.
SMQ VF-XF 80; $430, Scott $450. Estimate $200 - 300

1663 HH
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), lovely bottom margin
imprint single, bold color and sharp clear impression, o.g.,
never hinged, faint horizontal crease is barely visible and is
of little consequense, Very Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate for
pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the left
stamp from the pair, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

1665 H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), spectacular bottom
margin imprint single, looks to be never hinged at first
glance, as the slight hinge mark is virtually invisible, extremely well centered stamp with dazzling bright color, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely
Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1666 H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), fresh and sharp with
deep color, attractive example, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003 PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85),
Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750

1667 HH
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), pristine condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1664 HH
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), magnificent bottom
margin plate no. 603 single with bold rich color, and nice big
margins, an extraordinary plate position showpiece, o.g.,
never hinged, trace of "slight mount glazing" mentioned on
accompanying certificate, Very Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1668 H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), deep bright color, o.g.,
barely a breath of a hinge which appears as never hinged,
reperforated, lovely Very Fine appearance, Scott $625 as
hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1673 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., lightly hinged, tiny
gum bend, Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

1669 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), magnificent top margin
plate no. 606 single, Jet-Black color printed on bleach white
paper, a sensational example of what is considered to be
our most beautiful United States commemorative stamp,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1674 H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), slightly disturbed o.g., almost Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800

1670 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), very fresh with wide margins and deep, intense black shade, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800

1675 (H)
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), bright sharp color, unused, no gum, small thin and reperforated, Very Fine appearance, Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300

1671 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), sharp impression with
near-perfect centering, o.g., slightly disturbed from hinge
removal, tiny pinpoint thinspeck, still Extremely Fine and
one of the most popular commemorative stamps, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
1676 m
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), bold duplex cancel, excellent centering with unusually large margins, rich color,
select appearance, faint creasing top left, Extremely Fine;
2008 PF Cert, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1672 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), deep rich impression and
color, redistributed o.g., reperforated, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1901 Pan-American Issue

1677 HH/H
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), extraordinary set of upper left corner margin singles, each stamp
well centered with beautiful rich colors, the 10c value has
just a bare suggestion of a faint hinge mark and could easily
pass as mint, a beautifully matched set that would be extremely difficult to duplicate, o.g., 10c very lightly hinged (5
other stamps never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $832.
Estimate $500 - 750

1680 HHa
1¢ Pan-American (294), top right corner margin
block of 16, o.g., all but two are never hinged, two stamps
with hinge reinforcing, perf separations, F.-V.F., Scott
$720.
Estimate $200 - 300

1681
1678 HH
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), o.g., all
but 1¢ & 8¢ are never hinged, 1¢ tiny gum thin, overall Very
Fine and a fresh premium set, Scott $849.
Estimate $300 - 400

1682

1681 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), a fabulous position
piece exhibiting big, perfectly balanced margins, pristine
fresh with deep, rich color, a beautiful premium example
by any standard, worthy of a strong bid by the most demanding collectors, top margin single with part arrow, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 PSE graded
cert (XF-Sup 95), Scott $180.
Estimate $500 - 750
1682 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), choice bottom margin
single showing just a bit of the imprint at right, immaculate
mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

1679 HH
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), o.g.,
never hinged except 2¢ which is lightly hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine handsome set, Scott $1,006.
Estimate $200 - 300

1683 H
4¢ Pan-American (296), choice multiple with
gorgeous fresh color, bottom margin pair with plate number
and arrow, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1684 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), one in a million top
quality example of this tough stamp, a beautiful top margin
single showing a small portion of the imprint at right, stunning bold rich color and large balanced margins, a stamp
that's destined for the finest collection, o.g., never hinged,
Superb, Scott $190.
Estimate $500 - 750

1688

1689

1688 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), spectacular GEM
quality top sheet margin single showing a bit of the imprint
at right, tremendous example with huge JUMBO margins
and fabulous deep rich color, a true GEM, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $250.
Estimate $350 - 500
1689 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), attractive bottom margin part arrow and plate no. 1143 single, extremely fresh
with brilliant color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1987
P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1685

1686

1685 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), pristine condition,
wide balanced margins, very choice, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2011 PSE Cert, Scott $190.
Estimate $250 - 350
1686 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), bright colors amidst
nicely centered margins, o.g., never hinged, post office
fresh Very Fine; photocopy of 2005 PSE certificate for a pair
in which this was the right stamp, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

1690

1691

1690 HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), handsome top margin plate no. 1151 single featuring bold deep rich color,
beautiful centering and tremendous eye appeal, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $325. Estimate $400 - 600
1691 HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), attractive top margin
imprint single, fiery bright color and sharp clear impression,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

1687 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), among the finest strips
remaining of this tough stamp, the middle and right hand
stamps being Superb GEMS which would score extremely
high grades if broken out of this handsome strip, wonderful
rich color, a tremendous showpiece deserving placement in
the finest collection, bottom margin strip of 3 with plate numbers and arrow, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1991
P.F. certificate, Scott $570.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1692 HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), desirable well centered multiple with radiant color, an attractive showpiece,
bottom margin pair with plate numbers and part arrow, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1902-1908 Regular Issues

1693 HH
1¢ blue green (300), sensational bottom margin
plate no. 3813 single featuring huge boardwalk margins, radiant rich color, and tremendous eye appeal, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $28.
Estimate $100 - 150

1697 HH
4¢ brown (303), fabulous multiple with spectacular rich color, immaculate mint condition, top margin strip
of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $450. Estimate $400 - 600

1698
1694 HH
2¢ carmine (301), fabulous color and impression, a wonderful top quality multiple, top margin strip of 3
with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200

1699

1698 HH
5¢ blue (304), extraordinary bottom margin
plate no. 3498 single, increddible deep rich color and nicely
balanced margins, a GEM for the finest collection, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1699 HH
5¢ blue (304), fresh, rich color, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $75 - 100

1695 HH
3¢ bright violet (302), attractive bottom margin
part imprint single with the deepest and richest color one
could ever imagine on this stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1700

1701

1700 HH
6¢ claret (305), bottom margin part imprint single with huge JUMBO margins and dazzling rich color, a
fabulous showpiece, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1701 HH
8¢ violet black (306), impressive left margin
plate no. 3565 single, particularly choice example with wide
margins and vivid color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
1696 HH
4¢ brown (303), sharp impression with deep
rich color within large margins, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003 PSE certificate. SMQ VF-XF
85; $250, Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1702 HH/H
8¢ violet black (306), deep vibrant color, very
attractive, bottom margin strip of 3 with plate number and
imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (2 end stamps never hinged),
F.-V.F., Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

1705 HH
13¢ purple black (308), bottom margin part imprint single, exceptionally intense color printed on lily white
paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200

1706
1703 HH
10¢ pale red brown (307), choice bottom margin plate no. 2828 single, dazzling rich color, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1707

1708

1706 HH
15¢ olive green (309), spectacular bottom margin part imprint single, enormous boardwalk margins, bold
deep color, and great eye appeal, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1707 H
15¢ olive green (309), impressive bottom margin plate no. 3202 single with enormous margins and dazzling bright color, truley exceptional, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
1708 H
15¢ olive green (309), eye catching bottom
margin part imprint single, gorgeous prooflike color and
sharp clear impression, a handsome stamp that could pass
as never hinged, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1704 HH/H
10¢ pale red brown (307), choice well centered
multiple with beautiful rich color, left margin strip of 3 with
plate number and imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (2 bottom
stamps never hinged), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1988
P.F. certificate, Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1709 HH
50¢ orange (310), impressive top sheet margin
imprint single, gleaming bright color, Post Office fresh
stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; photocopy of 2003 P.F.
certificate for strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken,
this being the left stamp from the strip, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1710

1711

1710 H
50¢ orange (310), fresh, vivid color, wide margins, select stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1994 PF Cert, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1715 H
$1 black (311), gorgeous bottom margin plate
no. 1629 single, extremely well centered amid generous
margins, striking deep rich color, a remarkable showpiece,
o.g., barest trace of hinge, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1978
P.F. certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1711 H
50¢ orange (310), extremely handsome bottom
margin plate no. 1602 single, well centered with dazzling
bright color, a beauty, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1716

1717

1716 H
$1 black (311), intense color with beautifully detailed impression, large balanced margins, a fantastic
choice stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1999
PF Cert, Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800

1712

1713

1717 H
$1 black (311), wide margins, o.g., hinge remnant, light gum bend, Very Fine and attractive, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

1712 H
50¢ orange (310), bright shade within large
jumbo margins, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1713 H
50¢ orange (310), well balanced margins, o.g.,
previously hinged, light crease, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

1718 HH
$2 dark blue (312), immaculate bottom margin
part imprint single, glowing rich color, as fresh as the day it
was printed, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1714 HH
$1 black (311), magnificent top margin part imprint single, a wonderful position piece with extremely large
margins and vibrant rich color, extremely scarce stamp
when found in this wonderful state of preservation, o.g.,
stamp never hinged, lightly hinged in selvage only, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate
for block of 4, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the top left stamp from the block, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1719

1720

1719 H
$2 dark blue (312), very fresh, wide margins, attractive example, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2012
PF Cert, Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600
1720 m
$2 dark blue (312), unobtrusive cancel, Very
Fine a handsome example; 2006 PF certificate, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1725 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), rich ddep blue which is
nicely centered within large margins, pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine post office fesh, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1721 H
$5 dark green (313), extremely handsome bottom margin part imprint single with lively bright color and
sharp detailed impression, very scarce position piece of the
$5 Marshall, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1722 m
$5 dark green (313), neat REG cancel, deep,
rich color, very choice, Extremely Fine; 1998 PF Cert,
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1726 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (319g), position E, booklet
pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $75 - 100

1723

1724

1723 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), impressive bottom margin plate no. 2953 single, deep color and extra wide margins, o.g., never hinged, small crease and tear at the bottom
of the sheet margin not affecting the stamp, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2005 P.S.E. certicate graded XF-SUP-95. SMQ
$550 in grade of 95, Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1724 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pleasing bottom margin
part imprint single, could be never hinged, large margined
example with outstanding color, o.g., barest trace of hinge,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $250.
Estimate $300 400
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1727

1728

1727 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (319i), well centered amidst
jumbo margins at top and bottom, fresh and choice an elegant example, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, exNorth Fork Collection; 2000 PF certificate, Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300
1728 HH
2¢ scarlet, type II (319k), gorgeous right margin part imprint single, wonderful brilliant color, a choice
large margined copy of this terribly elusive stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1904-1907 Commemorative Issues

1729 HH
2¢ carmine, type I, imperf (320), outstanding
color and impression, a top quality multiple, right margin
strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $98.
Estimate $100 - 150

1731 HH
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), one
of the choicest mint set we have ever offered, each stamp
being a wide sheet margin single showing a bit of the imprint
in each selvage, all well centered with nice margins and
Post Office fresh colors, a great set of these difficult
stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 3c
with 2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $865.
Estimate $600 - 800

1730 HH/H
2¢ lake, type II, imperf (320a), extremely attractive example of this tough color shade, bottom 2 stamps
are Superb GEMS, right margin strip of 3 with plate number
and imprint, o.g., lightly hinged (2 bottom stamps never
hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $245.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1732 HH
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327),
o.g., all but 3¢ are never hinged, overall Very Fine a select
set, Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1733 HH
2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324), immaculate bottom margin imprint single with gleaming fresh color, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $65.
Estimate $75 - 100

1736

1737

1736 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), excellent top
margin plate no. 2098 single, brilliant rich color and nicely
balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
1737 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), Wide Top margin single, deep sharp color, larger than normal margins,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2002 PSE certificate, Scott
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1734 HH
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), handsome top
margin plate no. 2104 single, gorgeous rich color, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $185. Estimate $150 - 200

1738 HHa
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), attractive example, bottom plate block of 4 with plate number and imprint,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2008 PF Cert, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

1735 HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), pristine condition, deep color, exceptional example, wide top plate
block of 4 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2004 PSE Cert, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: 1904-1907 Commemorative Issues

1739 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), outstanding
bottom margin plate no. 2105 single, vibrant color, and
beautiful centering, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

1740 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), lovely bright
color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2008 graded PF certificate. SMQ VF - 80; $375, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1742 HH
1¢ Jamestown (328), impressive top sheet
margin single showing just of a bit of the imprint at right, extremely well centered with sensational color, a wonderful
top quality example of this impossible stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $65. Estimate $100 - 150

1743 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, rich
luxuriant color, nicely centered, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2005 PF certificate, Scott $310.
Estimate $300 - 400

1744 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), very choice bottom margin plate no. 3561 single, rich vibrant color, a pristine example in Post Office fresh quality, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $310.
Estimate $250 - 350
1741 H
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), bottom margin
imprint single with beautiful centering and vivid color, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

1745 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), lovely top sheet margin
single showing small portion of imprint at right, dazzling
bright shade, an impressive stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: 1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL Watermark

1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL
Watermark

1746 HH
3¢ deep violet (333), fantastic centering and
marvelous bright color, a beautiful multiple, right margin
pair with imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$150.
Estimate $150 - 200

1749 Ha
6¢ red orange (336), very fresh, the lower left
stamp is a never hinged gem, select example, bottom
plate block of 6 with plate number and imprint, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1747 HH
4¢ orange brown (334), outstanding bottom
margin part imprint single, huge JUMBO margins and radiant rich color, an amazing stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $93.
Estimate $300 - 400

1750

1751

1750 HH
8¢ olive green (337), handsome top margin
part imprint single, Post Office fresh and choice, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150

1748 HH
6¢ red orange (336), fabulous right margin
plate no. 4937 single, a tremendous showpiece featuring
boardwalk margins and sunkissed brilliant color, an extraordinary GEM quality stamp that would please the most
particular collector of GEM quality stamps, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1751 HH
10¢ yellow (338), a truley remarkable top margin plate no. 4940 single, perfectly centered amid large
even margins, deep prooflike color and full unblemished
gum, trivial stain at the very top of the selvage could easily
be trimmed away, and doesn't affect the value of this Superb GEM stamp, one of the finest examples of #338 we
have ever offered, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 1985 P.F.
certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamps: 1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL Watermark

1752

1753

1752 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (340), premium quality
top margin part imprint single with the deepest and richest
color we have ever seen on this issue, simply spectacular,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; photocopy of 1988 P.F.
certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was taken,
this being the upper right stamp from the block, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

1756 HH
$1 violet brown (342), extraordinary bottom
margin plate no. 4957 single, balanced margins and extremely intense color, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1753 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (340), choice left margin
plate no. 4952 single, extremely fresh, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1757 HH
$1 violet brown (342), post office fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, almost Very Fine; 2005 graded PSE certificate. SMQ F-VF 75; $630, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500
1758 H
$1 violet brown (342), sharp color, large margins, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and Very Fine; 2001 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

1754 HH
50¢ violet (341), beautiful top margin plate no.
4956 single, wonderful rich color, an immaculate stamp in
pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

1759 H
4¢ orange brown, imperf (346), outstanding
showpiece with huge JUMBO margins and crisp clear color,
bottom margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Superb, Scott $41.
Estimate $50 - 75

1755 HH
$1 violet brown (342), absolutely gorgeous
bottom margin part imprint single, a tremdndous well centered example in perfect never hinged condition, scarce
thus, as these high value Washington Franklin issues are
rarely found in pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1982 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1760 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (347), impressive multiple cut
from the sheet leaving portions of 7 adjacent stamps showing, gorgeous rich color, a spectacular showpiece, bottom
margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Superb, Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: 1908-1910 Issues

1909 Bluish Paper Issue

1761

1762

1763

1761 HH
2¢ carmine coil (349), very fresh, vibrant color,
pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1997 PSE Cert, Scott
$575.
Estimate $350 - 500
1762 H
4¢ orange brown coil (350), fresh, rich color
with wide margins, line pair, o.g., previously hinged, bottom
stamp never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2000 PF Cert, Scott $1,175.
Estimate $400 - 600
1763 H
5¢ blue coil (351), very fresh with deep, rich
color, an exceptional example of this tough item, line
pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bottom stamp never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1990 PF Cert, Scott $1,075.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1767

1768

1769

1767 HH
1¢ green, bluish paper (357), extraordinary top
margin plate no. 4889 single, well centered amid extra large
margins, deep intense color, a beauty, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $300 - 400
1768 HH
1¢ green, bluish paper (357), handsome top
margin part imprint single, dazzling bright color, very pretty
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; photocopy of
1992 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it was taken, this
being the left stamp from the pair, Scott $180.
Estimate $250 - 350
1769 HH
2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), choice top
margin plate no. 4863 single, nice big margins and rich
color, o.g., never hinged, small gum skip along the very top
of the stamp caused by "short gumming" during the gumming process, Very Fine, Scott $170. Estimate $100 - 150

1764 HH
4¢ orange brown coil (354), line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, V.G.; 2003 PSE graded cert (VG 50), Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

1765 H
4¢ orange brown coil (354), attractive example
with wide margins, line pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; 2002 PF Cert, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

1770 HH
2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), desirbale well
centered strip, the center stamp is a Superb example just
begging to be broken out of this multiple, extremely intense
color and sharp clear impression, bottom margin strip of 3
with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, right
stamp with natural gum skip, Very Fine, Scott $510.
Estimate $400 - 600

1766 H
5¢ blue coil (355), nice fresh example with rich
color and wide margins, line pair, o.g., previously hinged,
F.-V.F.; 1986 PF Cert, Scott $1,500. Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamps: 1909 Bluish Paper Issue

1771 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), deeply
etched impression with deep rich color amidst well balanced margins, o.g., very lightly hinged, Choice Extremely
Fine; guarantee backstamp and 1989 PF certificate, Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1774 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), very fresh
and bright example, wide margins, choice, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1981 PF Cert for block of 4, this being the top right stamp, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1775 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., previously hinged, reperforated at top, slight oxidation of color,
Very Fine appearing; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
1772 H
5¢ blue, bluish paper (361), impressive bottom
margin part imprint single rarely found on the Bluish papers,
an extraordinary example with beautiful deep rich color,
o.g., lightly hinged, small hidden thin spot only shows in
fluid, F.-V.F.; 1976 P.F. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1776 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), spectacular
bottom margin plate no. 4940 single, well centered with
large margins and gorgeous rich color, a premium position
piece that would enhance any great collection, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 1975 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1773 HH
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), impressive
top margin plate no. 4936 single, one of the few 6c Bluish
papers known showing the plate number, gorgeous example in immaculate mint condition, dazzling rich color, a rare
opportunity to acquire a choice mint 6c Blue paper, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine; 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1777

1778

1777 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., previously hinged, small thin and crease, reperforated at right,
lovely Very Fine appearance; 2006 PSE certificate, Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
1778 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., previously hinged, Fine; 1982 PF certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Stamps: 1909 Bluish Paper Issue

1779 H
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), brilliant
sharp impression and color, o.g., previously hinged, inclusion speck which is natural for bluish paper stamps, Very
Fine and attractive; 1993 PF certificate, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1782

1783

1784

1782 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366),
bright color amidst large margins, o.g., small bit of hinge
remnant, Very Fine; 1997 PF certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1783 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), attractive appearance, o.g., previously hinged, reperfed top
and left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2004 PF Cert, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1784 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g.,
hinge remnant, small hinge thin, V.G.-Fine; 1997 APS certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1780 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366),
handsome right margin part imprint single in pristine mint
condition, wonderful rich color and large margins, a great
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate
for block of 6, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the right center stamp from the block, and with 2003 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1785 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), gorgeous top
margin part imprint single with huge margins, glowing rich
color and great eye appeal, just a great stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $320.
Estimate $400 - 600

1781 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366),
beautiful top margin part imprint single, glowing rich color
and finely detailed impression, an impressive mint stamp,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; photocopy of 2002 P.F. certificate for block of 6, from which this stamp was taken, this being the top left stamp from the block, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1786

1787

1786 H
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), premium quality left margin part imprint sible, well centered with deep vibrant color, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1990
P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1787 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), nicely centered
with big margins, o.g., never hinged, slightly nibbed perf
bottom right not mentioned on cert, Extremely Fine; 1998
PF Cert for block of 4 this being the upper right stamp, Scott
$320.
Estimate $100 - 150
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U.S. Stamps: 1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Watermark

1791
1788 HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), bottom margin
plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, two stamps with mount
glazing, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL
Watermark

1789 HH
3¢ deep violet (376), an unbelievable bottom
margin part imprint single, perfectly centered amid enormous boardwalk margins, sensational color and impression, without question, the finest obtainable example
of this stamp, simply amazing, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $45.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1791 HH
4¢ brown (377), pristine condition with rich color
and huge, jumbo margins, fantastic eye catching stamp,
bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $70.
Estimate $350 - 500
1792 H
4¢ brown (377), marvelous top margin plate no.
5568 single with extremely large margins, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $30.
Estimate $50 - 75

1793 HH
4¢ brown (377), attractive multiple with gorgeous rich color, center stamp with light pencil notation on
gum which could be easily removed, bottom margin strip of
3 with plate number, star and imprint, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150

1794
1790 HH
3¢ deep violet (376), very fresh with huge,
jumbo margins, a fabulous, eye catching stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 PSE graded cert (XF
90J), Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150

1792

1795

1794 HH
5¢ blue (378), extraordinary right margin plate
no. 5641 single, huge boardwalk margins, dazzling bright
color, and tremendous eye appeal, a matchless GEM for
the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $70.
Estimate $400 - 600
1795 HH
5¢ blue (378), wonderful bottom margin plate
no. 5649 single with boardwalk margins and super intense
color, a striking top quality stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90J. SMQ
$175 as XF-90, Scott $70.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: 1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Watermark

1796

1797

1796 HH
6¢ red orange (379), brilliant fresh, blinding
color, beautifully balanced wide margins, an exceptional
and attractive example, bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2007 PSE graded
cert (XF 90), Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150

1801 HH
10¢ yellow (381), extremely handsome right
margin plate no. 4941 single, brilliant fresh color and well
balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

1797 HH
6¢ red orange (379), pretty top margin plate no.
5222 single with gleaming bright color, immaculate mint
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150

1802

1803

1802 H
10¢ yellow (381), very fresh, vivid color, very
choice, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150
1803 H
10¢ yellow (381), eye catching bottom margin
plate no. 5220 single with enormous margins and marvelous rich color, a very desirable example of this stamp, o.g.,
hinge remnant, Extremely Fine, Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150
1798 HH
6¢ red orange (379), tremendous multiple,
each stamp with huge boardwalk margins and beautiful
deep rich color, an outstanding showpiece featuring 3 great
stamps, top margin strip of 3 with plate number, star and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $500 - 750

1804

1799

1800

1799 H
8¢ olive green (380), an extraordinary bottom
margin plate no 5214 single that could and probably should
be classified as never hinged, as there is only a bare suggestion of a faint hinge mark trace on the gum, nice big margins and beautiful deep rich color, a wonderful top quality
stamp, o.g., appears never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1800 HH
8¢ olive green (380), impressive bottom margin
part imprint single with huge JUMBO margins, and vivid rich
color, very fresh and pleasing example of this tough stamp,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1805

1804 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (382), an incredible bottom margin plate no. 4949 single of this tough stamp, virtually perfectly centered amid extra large margins, bold
prooflike color, much more intense than normally found on
this issue, truely one of the nicest #382's we have ever had
the pleasure to offer, destined for the finest collection, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $550.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1805 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (382), choice top margin
plate no. 4949 single with extremely large margins, brilliant
fresh color, and great eye appeal, o.g., stamp never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Stamps: 1910-1913 Issues

1812 HH
4¢ brown coil (395), deep, rich color, fresh and
choice, line pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1806

1807

1808

1806 HH
1¢ green coil (385), beautiful Post Office condition, wide margins, select example, line pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1979 and 1999 PF Cert, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1807 H
2¢ carmine coil (386), fresh, vibrant color,
large, even margins, choice, line pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2012 Weiss Cert, Scott $1,600. Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

1813 H
4¢ brown coil (395), wide margins, line pair,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2000
PF Cert, Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1808 H
2¢ carmine coil (386), line pair, o.g., previously
hinged, bottom stamp never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2001 PF Cert,
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

1809 HH
1¢ green coil (392), pristine condition, beautifully centered with wide, balanced margins, very choice,
line pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750

1814

1810 HH
2¢ carmine coil (393), fresh, deep color, line
pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2005 PF Cert, Scott
$650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1815

1814 HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific (397), handsome bottom
margin plate no. 6132 single, vibrant rich shade, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $40.
Estimate $50 - 75
1815 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific (398), lovel top margin
plate no. 6323 single, trivial natural gum skips, beautiful
fresh stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $40.
Estimate $50 - 75

1811 HH
3¢ deep violet coil (394), very fresh, lovely
color, attractive example, line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $925.
Estimate $600 - 800
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U.S. Stamps: 1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

1816

1817

1821 H
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), outstanding bottom margin plate no. 6130 single, with enormous
JUMBO margins and blazing rich color, a spectacular
showpiece, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1986
P.F. certificate, Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

1816 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), huge margins, very
nice stamp under graded by PSE, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85),
Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
1817 H
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), magnificent bottom
margin plate no. 6133 single, perfectly centered amid big
margins and beautiful rich color, a great stamp, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

1818 H
10¢ orange yellow Panama-Pacific (400), impressive bottom margin plate no. 6135 single, wonderful
example with extremely intense color and nicely balanced
margins, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150

1819

1823 HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), attractive
left margin plate no. 6875 single with bright vivid color, an
immaculate mint stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150

1820

1819 HH
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), pristine
condition, vibrant color, nicely balanced large margins, desirable and choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
2008 PSE graded cert (XF 90), Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
1820 HH
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), very
fresh, attractive example, select stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott
$400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1822 HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), sharp impression and color, large oversized jumbo margins, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2008 PSE certificate, Scott
$60.
Estimate $100 - 150

1824

1825

1824 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), simply marvelous left margin plate no. 6648 single, a beautifully centered stamp with glowing rich color, quite an elusive stamp
when found in such nice condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $170.
Estimate $250 - 350
1825 H
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), choice bottom margin plate no. 6650 single, extremely intense color,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $70.
Estimate $75 - 100
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U.S. Stamps: 1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

1826 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), extremely
attractive bottom margin plate no. 6134 single, dazzling rich
color and sharp clear impression, a beauty, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate,
Scott $390.
Estimate $350 - 500

1830 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), impressive
right margin plate no. 6139 single, bare "trace" of hinging
that could easily pass as never hinged, a wonderfully well
centered stamp with wide margins and brilliant fresh color,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1827 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), rich deep
color, large evenly balanced margins, o.g., never hinged,
attractive Very Fine to Extremely Fine. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$500, Scott $390.
Estimate $300 - 400

1831 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), fresh, vivid
color, big margins, choice, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 1999 PF Cert, Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

1828 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), brilliant
fresh with deep, rich color and large margins, select example, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2007
APS Cert and 2008 PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85), Scott
$390.
Estimate $300 - 400

1832 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), sharp impression with rich color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$725.
Estimate $400 - 600

1829 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), wide margins, fresh and attractive, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2001 PF Cert, Scott $390.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1833 m
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), brilliant
color with large jumbo margins, Boston, Mass double oval
postmark, select example, Extremely Fine. SMQ XF -90;
$180, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150
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U.S. Stamps: 1912-1916 Washington-Franklin Issues

1912-1916 Washington-Franklin Issues

1839

1834 HH
7¢ black (407), magnificent top margin plate no.
6903 single, rich vibrant color and sharp clear impression,
premium top quality stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

1835 H
2¢ carmine coil (413), coil guideline pair, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), F.-V.F.; 2012
PF certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1836

1837

1839 HH
6¢ red orange (429), extraordinary top margin
plate no. 5425 single with huge boardwalk margins, a wonderful GEM quality stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $200 - 300
1840 HH
9¢ salmon red (432), impressive top margin
plate no. 6907 single with lovely deep rich color and extremely wide margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200

1841 HH
10¢ orange yellow (433), magnificent GEM
quality right margin plate no. 5852 single, a spectacular
showpiece with huge JUMBO margins and deep vibrant
color, among the finest you'll ever see, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $105.
Estimate $400 - 600

1838

1836 HH
$1 violet brown (423), pristine condition, big
margins, an excellent example with deep color, a fabulous,
premium stamp in every respect, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1837 HH
$1 violet brown (423), pristine condition, wide
margins, attractive position piece, top margin single with
part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1998 PF Cert,
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
1838 HH
$1 violet brown (423), fresh, deep color, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 2009 PF Cert, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1840

1842

1843

1842 HH
15¢ gray (437), outstanding bottom margin part
imprint single, gorgeous deep shade, perfect condition both
front and reverse with immaculate unblemished gum, very
elusive stamp when found in this remarkable quality, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $280.
Estimate $400 - 600
1843 HH
20¢ ultramarine (438), large margins with
lovely color, fresh and very choice, bottom margin single
with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $430.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1844 H
50¢ violet (440), brilliant fresh with big, balanced margins, vibrant color, a fabulous example difficult to match, bottom margin single with plate number,
o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1996 PF
Cert, Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1845 HH
1¢ green coil (443), a fabulous example in perfect Post Office condition, deep color with wide balanced
margins, exceptional in every respect, line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2000 and 2003 PF
Certs, 2011 PSE graded cert (XF-Sup 95), Scott $325.
Estimate $600 - 800

1848 HH
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), pristine condition
with wide, balanced margins, very choice, pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2001 PF Cert, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1849 HH
4¢ brown, rotary coil (457), nicely centered example with wide, even margins, choice, pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE grade cert (XF 90), Scott
$130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1850 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf coil (459), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 2002 PSE certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1846 HH
5¢ blue coil (447), deep rich lustrous
unmistakebly flat color, balanced margins on fresh white
paper, a premium pair, coil pair, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $240. Estimate $200 - 300

1851
1847 m
2¢ red, type I, rotary coil (449), bright color,
machine cancel, Fine and scarce; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1852

1851 H
$1 violet black (460), deep color, bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine;
2001 PF Cert, Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600
1852 HH
2¢ pale carmine red, SL watermark, perf 11
(461), impressive top margin plate no. 7263 single, bold rich
color, much more intense than normally found on this issue,
trivial light natural gum bend is of little consequence, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1853

1854

1853 H
3¢ violet (464), exceptional bottom margin plate
no. 7253 single with brilliant fresh color, choice copy of this
ridiculously undervalued stamp, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

1859 H
20¢ light ultramarine (476), wonderful top margin plate no. 6926 single that could easily pass as never
hinged it is hinged so very lightly, a beautiful top quality example featuring deep rich color and nicely balanced margins, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
Extremely Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1854 HH
5¢ blue (466), attractive right margin plate no.
7633 single, incredible deep rich color, a wonderful well
centered stamp in pristine mint condition, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $160. Estimate $250 - 350

1860

1861

1860 H
50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine and scarce; 2002 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1861 H
50¢ light violet (477), lovely color, fresh, attractive example, right margin single, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2012 PF Cert, Scott $900. Estimate $300 - 400

1855

1856

1857

1855 HH
6¢ red orange (468), eye catching bottom margin plate no. 7138 single, huge boardwalk margins, wonderful bold color, an extraordinary example of this extremely
difficult stamp, rarely found in such choice condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400
1856 HH
8¢ olive green (470), pristine top margin plate
no. 5847 single with wide margins and intense color, a
beauty, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
1857 HH
12¢ claret brown (474), impressive bottom
margin plate no. 6900 single, beautiful rich color printed on
bright white paper, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $115.
Estimate $150 - 200

1862

1863

1864

1862 HH
$1 violet black (478), Post Office fresh, large
margins, select position piece, bottom margin single with
part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2008 PSE graded cert (VF-XF 85), Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1863 H
$1 violet black (478), bottom margin single with
part imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500
1864 H
$1 violet black (478), o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

1858 H
15¢ gray (475), lovely left margin plate no. 6809
single, large margins and rich color, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: 1916-1919 Issues

1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, Perf.
11

1865 HH
$2 dark blue (479), very fresh, huge margins
with deep color, a beautiful, eye catching example, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2001 PF Cert, Scott $460.
Estimate $400 - 600

1871

1866

1867

1868

1866 HH
$5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
1867 H
$5 light green (480), handsome bottom margin
plate no. 8016 single, dazzling rich color, a pretty large
margined stamp, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$170.
Estimate $150 - 200
1868 H
$5 light green (480), o.g., barest kiss of a hinge
(appears never hinged), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$170.
Estimate $100 - 154

1872

1873

1871 H
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), bottom margin single with plate number 10208, the position with type I, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1872 H
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), vivid color, large
margins, fresh and choice, top margin single with plate
number, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
1991 PF Cert, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1873 H
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), bottom margin single with plate number, partially disturbed o.g. from hinge removal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

1869 m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), neat wavy line
machine cancel, pair, perfs trimmed at left due to being dispensed from a vending machine, Very Fine; 2006 PF Cert,
Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1870 HH
3¢ violet, type I, coil (493), a pristine, virtually
perfect example of the highest quality, line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 PSE graded
cert (XF-Sup 95), Scott $230.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1874 HHa
5¢ rose error (505), top left full pane of 50 with
double error, position 74/84, o.g., never hinged, immaculate post office fresh, light marginal creases, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,000 as double error block/12. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1878 H
$1 deep brown (518b), fresh, attractive example, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; PC of 1978 PF Cert for
block this being the top left stamp, Scott $1,900. Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

1875 Ha
12¢ brown carmine (512a var), highly unusual
dramatic perf shift with plate smear top left, interesting
freak, top plate block of 6 with plate number, o.g., lightly
hinged (natural gum skips), Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $350 - 500

1879 H
$1 deep brown (518b), bottom margin single
with part imprint, o.g., hinged, Fine; 1983 PF Cert, Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800

1918-1923 Issues

1876 HH
50¢ red violet (517), impressive top margin
plate no. 13653 single with glowing bright coclor and beautiful centering, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$120.
Estimate $100 - 150

1877 HH
$1 violet brown (518), extraordinary multiple
with enormous JUMBO margins on both stamps, a beautiful
showpiece showing a dramatic full complete offset on reverse, top margin pair with plate number, letter, and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1880 HH
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), fresh, vivid
color, bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1881 HH
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), fresh with
large margins, left margin single with part imprint, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1997 PF Cert for strip of 3, this being
the center stamp, Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Stamps: 1918-1923 Issues

1882

1883

1882 H
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), fresh and
choice, right margin single with part imprint, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1985 APS Cert, Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1883 HH
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), o.g., never
hinged, fresh and Fine; 2004 PF certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

1888

1889

1890

1888 HH
$5 deep green & black (524), matchless GEM
top margin plate no. 8179 single with the deepest and richest color you'll ever see on this issue, perfectly centered
amid extra large margins, a wonderful showpiece destined
for the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott
$360.
Estimate $600 - 800
1889 HH
$5 deep green & black (524), brilliant fresh top
margin part arrow single, dazzling color, a wonderful high
quality stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for block of four,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the upper right
stamp from the block, Scott $360.
Estimate $400 - 600

1884 HH
$2 orange red & black (523), gorgeous top
margin plate no. 8177 single, beautiful large margined example with vibrant rich shade, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1981 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1885

1886

1887

1885 H
$2 orange red & black (523), very fresh with vibrant color and huge margins, a very choice, eye catching
stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
1886 H
$2 orange red & black (523), extremely handsome top margin part arrow single, vivid bright color and impressive large margins, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500
1887 m
$2 orange red & black (523), nicely balanced
margins, bold registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1890 HH
$5 deep green & black (524), lovely top margin
plate no. 8178 single, brilliant fresh color, immaculate mint
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350

1891

1892

1891 HH
2¢ carmine Offset, type VI (528A), desirable
top margin plate no. 11590 single with monogram above
the plate number, vivid fresh color, a very elusive plate position piece, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2005 P.F. certificate
for block of six, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the top center stamp from the block, Scott $115.
Estimate $100 - 150
1892 HH
2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532),
a fabulous jumbo stamp of unmatched quality, pristine condition with vivid color, a true GEM, left margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, Superb; 2008 PSE graded cert (Gem 100),
Scott $70.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1897

1893

1894

1893 HH
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), gorgeous left margin plate no. 11260 single, extra large and
perfectly balanced margins, simply outstanding, o.g., never
hinged, Superb, Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
1894 m
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), neat
duplex cancel, fabulous jumbo margins, unmatched GEM
quality stamp, bottom margin single, Superb; 2009 PSE
graded cert (Gem 100), Scott $95. Estimate $500 - 750

1895 HH
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VI (534A), outstanding rich color and sharp detailed impression, extra
large margins, bottom margin strip of 3 with plate number,
o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

1898

1897 HH
3¢ Victory, the scarce deep red violet shade
(537a), very fresh, rich true color, right margin single with
plate number, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1978 PF Cert for
strip of 3, this being the right stamp, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1898 HH
3¢ Victory, the scarce deep red violet shade
(537a), very fresh, rich, true color, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; 1978 PF Cert for block this being the bottom right
stamp, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1899 HH
2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste
(540), attractive top margin plate no. 11730 single, beautiful
rich color, an immaculate mint stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1995 P.S.E. certificate for block of four,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the upper left
stamp from the block, Scott $28.
Estimate $50 - 75

1896 H
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B),
very choice example of this tough issue, o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine; 1970 PF Cert for pair this being the right
stamp, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1900 HH
2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste,
imperf horizontally (540a), scarce in so large a multiple,
block of 16, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $960.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1922-1925 Regular Issue

1901

1902

1901 HH
3¢ violet, rotary coil waste (541), impressive
plate no.single with gorgeous deep rich color, incredibly
well centered for this notoriously difficult issue, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $100. Estimate $150 - 200
1902 HH
$2 carmine & black (547), desirable top margin
plate no. 8177 single, gorgeous rich color, an extremely
fresh and choice example, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 1986 P.F. cert., Scott $280.
Estimate $300 - 400

1907 HH
14¢ blue (565), bright fresh color, bottom left full
pane of 100 with Plate #19418, o.g., never hinged, minor
marginal dings, F.-V.F., Scott $1,184 as singles and PBs.
Estimate $500 - 750

1903

1904

1905

1903 HH
$2 carmine & black (547), beautiful top margin
part arrow single, dazzling bright color, very choice, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott
$280.
Estimate $250 - 350
1904 HH
$2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; 2007 APS certificate, Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200

1908 HH
15¢ gray (566), beautiful, perfectly balanced
margins with even perfs and great corners, pristine condition, a fabulous example of the highest possible quality, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 2008 PSE graded cert (Superb 98), Scott $40.
Estimate $350 - 500

1905 HH
$2 lake & black (547a), perfectly centered amid
big margins, exquisite, deep color, brilliant fresh, fabulous
stamp in all respects, top margin single with plate number,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 PSE
graded cert (XF-Sup 95), Scott $450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1906 HH
Pilgrim issue complete (548-550), each stamp
hand-selected and possesses all the attributes of premium
quality: large jumbo margins, fresh radiant color and a
freshness that surpasses even the most discriminating collector, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $108.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1909 HHa
50¢ lilac (570), fresh, lovely color, wide top plate
block of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1910 HH
$2 deep blue (572), Post Office condition with
royal rich color, beautifully centered with perfect perfs and
corners, a truly outstanding example of the highest
possible quality, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 2007 PSE
graded cert (Superb 98), Scott $150. Estimate $350 - 500

1915 HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), bottom margin arrow
block of 4, o.g., never hinged, horizontal perfs weak but intact, F.-V.F., Scott $880.
Estimate $400 - 600

1923-1940 Issues

1911 HHa
$2 deep blue (572), fresh and attractive, top
plate block of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged,
selvedge reduced, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200. Estimate $350 500

1912

1913

1914

1916 HH
1¢ and 2¢ rotary coil waste (578-579), lovely
examples of the coil waste stamps that are so often
mis-classified, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2008 & 2009 PSE certificates, Scott $330.
Estimate $200 - 300

1917 HH
1923-26 rotary definitives complete, perf 10
(581-591), well centered and balnced set, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $402.
Estimate $200 - 300

1912 HH
$5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), handsome top margin plate no. 14327 single with extraordinarily
large margins and sensational bold rich colors, a very elusive color variety of the $5 Head of Freedom, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate,
Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1913 HH
$5 carmine & blue (573), brilliant colors with
nice wide, balanced margins, choice, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300
1914 HH
$5 carmine & blue (573), exceptional top margin plate no. 14327 single, huge margins and gleaming rich
colors, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1918 HHa
10¢ orange, rotary (591), pristine condition,
bottom left plate block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1919

1920

1919 HH
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 2008 PSE & 1987 PF certificates,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1920 H
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), se at left,
well centered example, top margin single with plate number
and star, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1921 m
2¢ carmine coil, types II & I (599A,599), joint
line pair, mute dumb oval cancels, nicely centered, possessing full complete impression and color, left stamp vertical crease and a small scrape on forehead, attractive Very
Fine appearance, very scarce; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

1925 HH
5¢ Lexington-Concord (619), wide margin top
left full pane of 50 with Plate #16805, o.g., never hinged,
perf separations as one might expect, Very Fine. Brookman
$2,150, Scott $1,855 as singles and PB.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1922 H
2¢ carmine coil, type II (599A), line pair types I
and II with type II on the right, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; 1993 and 2005 PF Certs, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
1923 HHa
2¢ Harding, imperf (611), partial bottom right
pane of 96 including two plate #15019 blocks of six plus
Bottom margin arrow block of 16, sideographers initials
O.E.P. J. McF., o.g., never hinged, bottom margin a bit
short, Very Fine, Scott $998 as singles and PBs (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1924 HH
1¢ Lexington-Concord (617), bottom right full
pane of 50 with Plate #16798 and Sideographers initials
G.T.T. A.W.L, o.g., never hinged, pencil notes in selvage
not affecting plates, otherwise fresh and Very Fine.
Brookman $300, Scott $292 as singles and PBs (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1926 HH
Norse-American complete (620-621), top right
and top left full panes of 100, plate #F 16689-16959 and
16929-16963 and Sideographers C V De B in red and black
and C V De B A.B. respectively, o.g., never hinged, perf
separations, 5¢ naturally cut close along top margin,
F.-V.F. or better. Brookman $3,575, Scott $3,767 as singles and PB.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1927 HH
17¢ black (623), bottom right full pane of 100
with Plate #18028 and sideographers imitials W.W.M &
J.M.B., o.g., never hinged, few minor separations, gum and
marginal bends, overall Very Fine post office fresh.
Brookman $2,350, Scott $2,812 as singles and PBs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1929 HH/H
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), top right
pane, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
few trivial perf separations, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1930 H
2¢ carmine, type II (634A), big margins for this,
fresh and very choice, bottom left single with plate number,
o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1981 PF
Cert, Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
1931 HH
4¢ yellow brown (636), top right full pane of 100
with Plate #18083, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Brookman 636; $400, Scott $408 as singles and PB (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1928 HH
5¢ Ericsson (628), bottom left full pane of 50
with Plate #18601 and sideographers imitials C.V. De. B,
o.g., never hinged, Choice Very Fine. Brookman $600,
Scott $522 as singles and PB.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1932 HH
2¢ Burgoyne (644), top left full pane of 50 with
Plate #19064, o.g., never hinged, very fresh, overall Very
Fine. Brookman $295, Scott $299 as singles and PBs (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1933 HHa
2¢ Molly Pitcher (646), bottom left full pane of
100 Plate #19071, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Brookman $200, Scott $209 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1937 HH
Nebr. complete (669-679), a brilliant pristine
quality set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine/Extremely Fine; 2003 PSE graded cert for #672
(VF-XF 85), Scott $583.
Estimate $300 - 400

1934 HH
2¢-5¢ Hawaii (647-648), top left and bottom
right full panes of 100, plate #18984 & #18908 respectively,
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. Brookman
$3,025, Scott $3,410 as singles and PB.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1938 HHa
10¢ Nebr. (679), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, very choice example with bold color, immaculate mint condition, scarce thus, F.-V.F., Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1935 HH
Kans.-Nebr. complete (658-679), selected
choice set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,054.
Estimate $300 - 400

1939 HH
2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error
(703b), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never
hinged (minor gum skips), V.G.-Fine; 1975 PF Cert, Scott
$750.
Estimate $150 - 200
1936 HH
Kans. complete (658-668), a fabulous pristine
set with brilliant colors, choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2004 PSE Cert for #666, Scott $472.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1940 HH
30¢ Presidential (830), top left full pane of 100
with Plate #22834, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Brookman $500, Scott $402
as singles and PB (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1941 HHa
30¢ Presidential (830), top right full pane of 100
with Plate #22834, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh,
pencil note in margin, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Brookman $500, Scott $402 as singles and PB (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1946 HHa
10¢ Bell (893), bottom right full pane of 70 with
Plate #22631, o.g., never hinged, corner margin missing,
otherwise post office fresh Very Fine. Brookman $750,
Scott $776 as singles and PB (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1942 HH
50¢ Presidential (831), bottom right full pane of
100 with Plate #22206, o.g., never hinged, tiny margin perfs
missing at corner, truly trivial, Very Fine. Brookman $750,
Scott $505 as singles and PB (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1976-1999 Issues
1947 HHa
1976, 9¢ Dome of Capitol coil, presort, narrow spacing (1616bc var.), in roll of 100 attached stamps
comprising 46 pairs and 4 joint coil line pairs, o.g., never
hinged, nicely centered and quite fresh, excellent potential,
overall Very Fine, Brookman $6,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1948 HH
1981, 18¢ Flag & Lighthouse coil, Plate #3
(1891), plate number #3 strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
1943 HH
$1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b),
impressive upper left corner margin single with imprint
"$1.00" in selvage, extremely fresh and choice, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for
block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the upper left stamp from the block, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1944 HH
$5 Presidential, red brown & black shade
(834a), fabulous top margin part arrow and plate no. 22167
single, extremely scarce color error, immaculate mint condition, just a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
photocopy of 2005 P.F. certificate for block of four, from
which this stamp was taken, this being the upper left stamp
from the block, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1945 HH
10¢ Bell (893), bottom right full pane of 70 with
Plate #22631, o.g., never hinged, corner margin missing,
otherwise post office fresh Very Fine. Brookman $750,
Scott $776 as singles and PB (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1949 HH
1993, 29¢ Country Music, imperf proof of finished design as issued (2778aPg), booklet pane of 4,
o.g., never hinged, crease, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1950 HH
1994, 29¢ Garden Flow ers, imperf (2833b
var), without tagging, booklet pane of 5, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, possibly unique; 2007 PSE
Cert states genuine imperf pane, 2008 Wiess cert adds that
tagging is omitted.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1951 HHa
1994, 29¢ Legends of the West, recalled (5)
sheets (2870), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,200 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1953 P
1998, $3.20 Priority and $11.75 Express Mail,
Proofs on coated paper (3261Pa-2Pa), each right margin
singles, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine; each with
2011 PSAG certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1954 HH
1999, 32¢ Christmas Deer, no die cutting
(3363d), booklet pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, very rare; 2011 PSAG certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1952 P
1998, $3.20 Priority and $11.75 Express Mail,
Proofs on coated paper, Gutter Pair (3261Pa-2Pa), right
margin vertical pair with gutter between, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine; Rare.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Lots 1955-2288
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In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

U.S. Stamps
Airmail

1958 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), beautiful
top margin plate no. 8492 single, incredibly large margins
and dazzling rich colors, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged
in selvage only, Extremely Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
1955 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), wonderful top margin
aprt arrow single, dazzling bright color and wide margins,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1956 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), very fresh with wide margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$140.
Estimate $75 - 100

1957 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), impressive top margin
arrow pair, bright fresh color, very pretty, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1959 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), impressive top margin part arrow single, fabulous prooflike colors,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

1960 Ha
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), bright carmine rose and blue colors radiate a beautiful hue of colors,
top margin plate block of 12 with two plate numbers, arrow
and two "TOP", o.g., lightly hinged on two stamps, ten are
never hinged, Very Fine and choice, Scott $1,430 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1964 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), nicely centered example, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2006 graded PSE &
2006 Graded PF certificates. SMQ XF - 90; $250, Scott
$150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1961 HH
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), extraordinary bottom
margin plate no. 14824 single, perfectly centered amid
large margins, brilliant fresh color, a matchless World Class
GEM, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $150 - 200

1965 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), impressive bottom
margin plate no. 14841 single, especially choice example
with bold rich color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1962 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), Post Office fresh, attractive example, left plate block of 6 with plate number,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $330.Estimate $200 300

1966 HH
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15),
each value selected for centering and overall freshness,
o.g., never hinged, a few gum skips or bends that are indicative of this issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine a very nicely
matched choice set, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1963 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), very fresh, left margin
plate block of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Fine,
Scott $2,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1969 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), fantastic top
margin plate no. 20079 single with boardwalk margins and
precise centering, an awesome showpiece with sensational
deep rich color, scarce when found this nice, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $275.
Estimate $500 - 750

1967 H
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
small hinge remnants, C13 small gum skips, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,155.
Estimate $500 - 750

1970 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), large balanced
margins, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Extremely
Fine; 2008 graded PSE certificate. SMQ XF - 90; $500,
Scott $275.
Estimate $300 - 400

1971 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), marvelous
top margin plate no. 20086 single that could easily pass as
never hinged, perfectly centered with huge margins, one of
the nicest examples imaginable, o.g., barest trace of hinge
(appears never hinged), Superb, Scott $400.
Estimate
$500 - 750

1968 HHa
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15),
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, unusually fresh gum mostly
without the creases and skips that often plague this issue,
Fine or better post office fresh, Scott $7,600.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1972 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), bottom margin single, well centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
2010 PSE cwrtificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1973 H
1930, $1.30 & $2.60 Graf Zeppelins
(C14-C15), o.g., previously hinged, each with small thin
spot, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $975.
Estimate $300 - 400

1974 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), handsome
top margin plate no. 20091 single, huge margins and vibrant color, a very impressive stamp, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $575. Estimate $500 - 750

1979 H
1937, 50¢ China Clipper (C22), full pane of 50,
post office fresh, Very Fine. Brookman $475, Scott $596 as
singles and PB.
Estimate $250 - 350

1975 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
1976 HH
1931, 5¢ Winged Globe, rotary (C16), top right
full pane of 50 with Plate #20606, o.g., never hinged, post
office fresh with all margins intact, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Brookman $425, Scott $503 as singles and PB (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1977 HH
1937, 20¢ China Clipper (C21), bottom left full
pane of 50 with Plate #21627, o.g., never hinged, gums
skips as often encountered, F.-V.F. Brookman $475, Scott
$574 as singles and PB (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300
1978 HHa
1937, 20¢ China Clipper (C21), bottom left full
pane of 50 with Plate #21622, o.g., never hinged, unusually
fresh, Very Fine. Brookman $475, Scott $574 as singles
and PB (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1980 H
1938, 6¢ Eagle, ultramarine & carmine color
error (C23c), outstanding example of this elusive color error, a wide bottom sheet margin example showing part arrow in selvage, neat pencil guarantee at lower left corner of
reverse, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1981 HH
1939, 30¢ Transatlantic (C24), wide margin top
right full pane of 50 with Plate #F 22384, o.g., never hinged,
overall Very Fine. Brookman $650, Scott $653 as singles
and PB (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1982 Ha
1941, 50¢ Transport (C31), top left full pane of
50 Plate #22778, Very Fine. Brookman $525, Scott $556 as
singles and PB (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1986 HH
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), fresh with large margins,
top margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1994 PF
Cert, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1983 HH
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), fabulous corner margin position piece, extremely fresh with large margins, eye catching and very desirable item, bottom right single with plate
number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1997 PF Cert, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1984 HH
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), large yet balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, reperforated, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350

1987 H
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), extremely handsome appearing bottom margin imprint single, large even margins
and brilliant fresh color, slightly disturbed o.g., small hinge
thin along the very bottom center of the stamp, Extremely
Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

1988 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), brilliant fresh stamp
with huge margins and vivid color, a fabulous stamp with
great appeal, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2010
PSE Cert, Scott $675.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1985 HH
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), extraordinary top margin
plate no. 73 single, an incredible top quality stamp with wonderful centering, large margins, and bold deep rich color, a
true GEM, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1989 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), fresh, vibrant color, exceptional stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1996
PF Cert, Scott $675.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1990 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), outstanding bottom
sheet margin single with imprint "No." in selvage, fabulous
deep rich color, a wonderful mint stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott
$675.
Estimate $500 - 750

1991 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), beautiful bottom margin
imprint single, fiery bright color, a fresh and pleasing example, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott
$675.
Estimate $400 - 600

1993 H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), big margins, deep color, bottom margin single, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; PC of 1992 PF Cert for block of
4, this being the bottom left stamp, Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1994

1995

1994 H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), top margin single with part imprint, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.;
PC of 2010 PF Cert for strip of 3, this being the center
stamp, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
1995 H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), slightly
disturbed o.g., reperforated at right, lovely Very Fine appearance; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

1992 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), nicley balanced margins which only enhances this bright orange shade, o.g.,
never hinged but for a tiny fleck of a perf disc that has attached itself, unpunched perf at bottom, Very Fine, Scott
$675 for NH.
Estimate $200 - 300

1996 H
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), lovely bottom margin plate
no. 77 single with beautiful rich color, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1997 H
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), handsome bottom margin
imprint single, beautiful rich color, o.g., barest trace of hinge
(appears never hinged), Very Fine; photocopy of 1986 P.F.
certificate for strip of 4, from which this stamp was taken,
this being Pos. 3 from the strip, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

2000

2001

2000 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), sensational top quality
bottom margin plate no. 4917 single, an amazing example
featuring bold rich color, perfect centering and excellent
margins, a true World Class GEM for the finest collection,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $150.
Estimate $400 - 600
2001 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), extremely fresh and
pleasing top margin imprint single, dazzling bright shade, a
beauty, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

1998 HH
1902, 10¢ blue (E6a), spectacular top sheet
margin single with small portion of imprint showing at right,
tremendous well centered example of this scarce color variety in a quality rarely seen, immaculate both front and reverse, along the beautiful examples of the true "blue" shade
we have ever encountered, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine to Superb, Scott $800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1999 H
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), handsome top
margin plate no. 5244-09 single with big margins and vivid
fresh color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2002 HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), left margin part imprint single with gorgeous brilliant fresh color, a perfectly
centered top quality stamp destined for placement in the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 1991 P.F. certificate for strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken, this
being the bottom stamp from the strip, Scott $240.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2003 H
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), handsome and attractive bottom margin imprint single, barely hinged (if at all)
along top right corner of gum, extraordinary example with
huge margins and breathtaking color, simply amazing, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely
Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2008 H
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), big margins,
select example, left margin single with part imprint, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1991 PF Cert for block of 4,
this being the top left stamp, Scott $320.
Estimate $250 - 350
2004 HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), desirable top margin plate no. 5860 single, trivial light natural gum bends, an
extremely fresh and pleasing copy in pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

2005 H
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), lovely left margin
plate no. 5520 with gorgeous fresh color, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

2006

2009 HH
1922, 10¢ gray violet (E12), especially choice
bottom margin plate no. 18684 single with extremely intense color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150

2007

2006 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), outstanding
bottom margin imprint single, extra large margins and dazzling rich color, a premium quality stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for
pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the left
stamp from the pair, Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 900

2010 HH
1922, 10¢ deep ultramarine (E12a), impressive example of this elusive color variety, a beautiful top
margin plate no. 17226 single with sensational deep rich
color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

2007 H
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), an extraordinary top margin plate no. 6049 single, with enormous
JUMBO margins, bold rich color, and tremendous eye appeal, a great stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $320.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2011 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), handsome top margin
plate no. 5729 single, extremely fresh and choice, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

2014 H
1879, 1¢ brown (J1), impressive top margin
part imprint single, with just a bare suggestion of a faint
hinge mark, beautiful well centered example with strong
color, a great stamp, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200

2012 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), impressive bottom
margin part imprint single, extremely large margins and
wonderful deep rich color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

2015

2016

2017

2015 HH
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), lovely top margin plate
no. 332 single, extremely intense color with sharp impression, an immaculate mint stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 1992 and 2002 P.F. certificates for strip of 5, from
which this stamp was taken, this being Pos. 2 from the strip,
Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
2013 HH/H
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), large margins and
beautiful rich colo, bottom margin pair with imprint, o.g.,
hinged at right, never hinged at left, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $255.
Estimate $150 - 200

2016 H
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), immaculate bottom margin part imprint single that most dealer's would call never
hinged, as there is just a trace of hinging, nice big margins
and bold rich color, truly exceptional, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
2017 H
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), o.g., barest trace of
hinge, tiny inclusion speck, still Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2018 H
1884, 2¢ red brown (J16), handsome top margin part imprint single, wonderfully rich color and sharp
clear impression, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$90.
Estimate $100 - 150

2019

2020

2021

2019 HH
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), tremdnsou example
of this often mis-identified shade, an impressive top margin
plate no. 18 single with radiant rich color and beautiful centering, very rare in this condition, o.g., never hinged, faint
natural gum crease, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2022 H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), beautiful position
piece, fresh and choice, top margin pair with imprint, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1990 PF Cert for strip of 5,
this being the left pair, Scott $1,250. Estimate $600 - 800

2023 H
1884, 50¢ red brown (J21), handsome top margin part imprint single of this scarce stamp, the 50c Postage
Due in the red brown shade, large margins and deep rich
color, very choice example, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2020 H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), absolutely beautiful
bottom margin part imprint single with wonderful rich color
and sharp clearly etched impression, a premium top quality
stamp, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800
2021 H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), rich red brown color,
nice and fresh, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2012 PF
certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2024 H
1884, 50¢ red brown (J21), rich color within unusually large balanced margins, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, perf crease, reperforated (not mentioned on
certificate), Very Fine or better appearance; 1991 APS certificate, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2025

2026

2025 HH
1891, 3¢ bright claret (J24), wonderful top
sheet margin single with imprint "No." in selvage, extremely
large margins and brilliant color, a remarkable stamp in
Post Office fresh condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400

2030 HH
1894, 3¢ deep claret (J33), extremely scarce
bottom margin plate no. 70 single with incredibly rich color,
an wonderful plate position piece in pristine condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate for strip of 3,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the right stamp
from the strip, Scott $675.
Estimate $600 - 800

2026 HH
1891, 10¢ bright claret (J26), fresh, bright color
with large, even margins, beautiful and choice position
piece, bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 PSE Cert, Scott
$550.
Estimate $600 - 800

2031

2032

2033

2031 H
1894, 5¢ deep claret (J34), desirable bottom
margin part imprint single, gleaming bright color, a gorgeous stamp, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2027

2028

2027 H
1894, 1¢ deep claret (J31), wonderful bottom
margin plate no. 57 single with bold deep color and razor
sharp impression, absolutely gorgeous example of this elusive Postage Due, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200

2032 H
1894, 5¢ deep claret (J34), o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
2033 H
1894, 5¢ deep claret (J34), elusive bottom margin plate no. 71 single, extremely intense color, slightly disturbed o.g., Very Fine, Scott $350. Estimate $150 - 200

2028 HH
1894, 2¢ deep claret (J32), impressive plate
no. single with beautifully balanced margins and bold rich
color, quite an eluisve stamp when found in this remarkable
condition, o.g., never hinged, trivial light natural gum
crease, Extremely Fine, Scott $275. Estimate $200 - 300

2029 H
1894, 2¢ deep claret (J32), gorgeous multiple
with fabulius rich color, extra large margins on each stamp,
strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $210. Estimate $200 - 300
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2034 HH
1894, 30¢ pale rose (J36b), beautiful bottom
margin part imprint single, lively bright shade, a beauty,
o.g., never hinged, small spot of disturbed gum at center of
stamp, Very Fine; photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for
strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
center stamp from the strip, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2039
2035

2036

2037

2035 H
1894, 30¢ pale rose (J36b), choice top margin
part imprint single, bright vivid color, quite an elusive stamp,
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
2036 HH
1895, 3¢ deep claret (J40), choice bottom margin plate no. 254 single, beautiful rich color, o.g., never
hinged, tiny corner crease along top right corner, F.-V.F.,
Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
2037 H
1895, 3¢ deep claret (J40), attractive top margin part imprint single with intense color and sharp clear impression, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150

2038 HH
1895, 3¢ rose red (J40), absolutely magnificent
GEM quality multiple in immaculate mint condition, a marvelous showpiece in a quality rarely found, bottom margin
strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $825.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2040

2041

2039 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), extraordinary top
margin part imprint single, beautifully centered amid generous margins, dazzling rich color and finely detailed impression, a true condition rarity ina quality rarely found on this
issue, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $600 - 800
2040 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), lovely bottom margin plate no. 71 with extremely intense color, an immaculate
example in pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $300. Estimate $300 - 400
2041 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), bright color, o.g.,
never hinged, tiny inclusion speck, fresh and F.-V.F.; 2003
PSE certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

2042

2043

2042 HH
1895, 10¢ deep claret (J42), quite a desirable
top margin plate no. 1781 single, Post Office fresh and
choice, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
2043 H
1895, 10¢ deep claret (J42), attractive top margin part imprint single with extremely fresh color and choice
centering, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), Very Fine; photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for
strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
left stamp from the strip, Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2048 HH
1910, 2¢ deep claret (J46), extraordinary bottom margin part imprint single, huge margins and glowing
color, absolutely gorgeous stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $200 - 300

2044

2045

2044 H
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), absolutely gorgeous top margin plate no. 73 single, beautifully centered
amid extra large margins, a tremendous showpiece with
bold color and sharp clear impression, a true condition rarity, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2045 HH
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), handsome top
margin part imprint single, beautiful deep shade, a quality
stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; photocopy of 2010 P.F.
certificate for strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken,
this being the left stamp from the strip, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

2049

2050

2049 HH
1910, 3¢ deep claret (J47), extremely attractive
top margin part imprint single of this incredibly scarce
stamp, beautiful deep rich color, a well centered top quality
example, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
Very Fine; 1980 and 2009 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2050 H
1910, 3¢ deep claret (J47), choice example of
this extremely scarce bottom margin plate no. 5529 single,
gorgeous color, undervalued stamp, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), F.-V.F.; 1995 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this
being the lower left stamp from the block, Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600

2046 HH
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), choice top margin
plate no. 74 single, tremendous deep rich color, a pristine
mint stamp, rare thus, o.g., never hinged, Fine; photocopy
of 2001 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the right stamp from the pair, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

2051

2052

2051 HH
1910, 5¢ deep claret (J48), fabulous right margin plate no. 5524 single, marvelous showpiece with beautiful rich color, simply gorgeous, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate for pair, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the bottom stamp from the
pair, Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 600
2047 HH
1910, 1¢ deep claret (J45), exceptionally
choice bottom margin star and plate no. 5510 single, well
centered with balanced margins and deep rich color, trivial
natural gum skips at bottom, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2052 H
1910, 5¢ deep claret (J48), impressive bottom
margin part imprint single with sensational color, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2053 HH
1910, 10¢ rose carmine (J49a), very fresh, vibrant color, big, even margins, very choice, top margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 1996 PF Cert, Scott $360. Estimate $400 - 600

2058

2059

2058 H
1914, 5¢ carmine lake (J55), outstanding left
margin star and part imprint single, fantastic well centered
example with bold rich color, a true GEM, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350
2059 HH
1914, 5¢ carmine lake (J55), extremely attractive bottom margin part imprint single with gorgeous deep
rich color, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $325 as
XF-90, Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350

2054

2055

2054 HH
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), choice bottom
margin part imprint single, large margins and extremely intense color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $260.
Estimate $100 - 150
2055 HH
1914, 1¢ dull rose (J52a), impressive right margin star and part imprint single in the distinctive dull rose
shade, wide margined example in immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate for strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken, this
being the middle stamp from the strip, Scott $270.
Estimate $350 - 500

2060

2061

2060 H
1914, 10¢ carmine lake (J56), lovely top margin part imprint single, blazing rich color, a premium quality
example, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$85.
Estimate $100 - 150
2061 HH
1914, 10¢ dull rose (J56a), extremely attractive
bottom margin star and plate no. 5532 single in the elusive
dull rose shade, an extraordinary example in immaculate
mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$250.
Estimate $350 - 500

2056

2057

2056 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine lake (J53), matchless left
margin plate no. 6705 single, a marvelous GEM quality
stamp with enormous margins and brilliant fresh color, an
incredible showpiece deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$200.
Estimate $500 - 750

2062 HH
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), huge margins,
fresh, vivid color, eye catching choice example, left margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2000 PF Cert, Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

2057 HH
1914, 2¢ vermilion (J53b), attractive bottom
margin plate no. 6704 single in the distict vermilion shade,
extremely fresh and choice, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2067 HH
1917, 30¢ deep claret (J66a), lovely left margin
part imprint single, dazzling rich shade, very fresh and
pleasing example, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$260.
Estimate $200 - 300

2063 HH
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), beautiful top
margin part imprint single, large margined stamp with extremely intense color, quite scarce when found in this marvelous quality, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2068 HH
1917, 50¢ carmine rose (J67), handsome left
margin plate no. 15887 single, fiery bright color, a pristine
top quality stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1998
P.F. certificate, Scott $370.
Estimate $400 - 600

2064 H
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), vivid color, top margin single with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$300.
Estimate $200 - 300

2069 HH
1917, 50¢ claret brown (J67 var.), wonderful
bottom margin star and plate no. 5533 single in the rarely
seen claret brown shade, gorgeous richly colored stamp in
immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
1996 and 2009 P.F. certificates, Scott $370.
Estimate $300 - 400

2065

2066

2065 HH
1917, 30¢ deep claret (J66a), magnificent top
margin star and part imprint single, an extraordinary example featuring boardwalk margins and unbelievable deep
rich color, a gorgeous top quality stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $260.
Estimate $400 - 600
2066 HH
1917, 30¢ deep claret (J66a), extremely handsome top margin star and plate no. 5537 single, extremely
wide margins, dazzling rich color, and great eye appeal,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1995 P.F.
certificate, Scott $260.
Estimate $350 - 500
2070 HH
1917, 50¢ rose red (J67a), impressive and extremely fresh multiple in pristine mint condition, left margin
pair with plate number, star and part imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $740.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2071

2072

2073

2071 HH
1930, 30¢ carmine (J75), sensational top margin plate no. 20228 single, brilliant fresh color, a magnificent well centered stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $400 - 600
2072 HH
1930, 50¢ carmine (J76), handsome bottom
margin plate no. 20232 single, Post Office fresh stamp in
immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2073 HH
1930, 50¢ carmine (J76), sharp clear impression, o.g., never hinged, trivial light imperceptible perf tip
foxing specks, F.-V.F., Scott $450. Estimate $100 - 150

2076

2077

2076 HH
1919, 6¢ on 3¢ violet (K3), gorgeous top margin plate no. 8476 single, extraordinary example in immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$150.
Estimate $100 - 150
2077 H
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), beautiful bottom
margin plate no. 12551 single, extra large margins, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $60.
Estimate $75 - 100

Offices in China

2078

2074 H
1919-22, 2¢-$2 complete (K1-K18), fresh, o.g.,
a few values nvere hinged, $1-$2 barest trace of hinge,
mostly Fine or better, Scott $2,540. Estimate $500 - 750

2075 HH
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green & 4¢ on 2¢ rose (K1-K2),
o.g., never hinged, outstanding well centered plate singles
of each value in fabulous mint condition, extremely well
centered with large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2079

2078 HH
1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), gorgeous left margin
plate no. 13274 single, fantastic deep rich color, a wonderful example in pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $170.
Estimate $250 - 350
2079 HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), an extraordinary bottom margin plate no. 13374 single with the most
beautiful intense color imaginable, a deep glowing shade,
well centered stamp with large margins, among the nicest
you'll ever see, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$220.
Estimate $300 - 400

2080 H
1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black (K7), desirable bottom
margin plate no. 8943 single, a beautifully centered stamp
with deep rich color, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $88.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2081 HH
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), lovely right
margin plate no. 10785 single in a lovely bright shade, immaculate both front and reverse, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300

2086

2087

2086 HH
1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K10), desirable bottom margin plate no. 8437 single in wonderful condition, well centered stamp with vibrant rich color, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
2087 HH
1919, 24¢ on 12¢ brown carmine (K11), a
beautiful bottom margin plate no. 6934 single, nice tall margins, vibrant rich color, and tremendous eye appeal, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $200. Estimate $200 - 300

2082

2083

2082 HH
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), choice top
margin plate no. 10787 single, deep rich color, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
2083 H
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive green (K8a), sensational
bottom margin plate no. 7734 single with enormous boardwalk margins, and spectacular bold rich color, a great
stamp, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
Extremely Fine, Scott $60.
Estimate $150 - 200

2088

2089

2088 HH
1919, 24¢ on 12¢ claret brown (K11a), impressive top margin plate no. 10622 single with bold rich color
and sharp detailed impression, a lovely example of this difficult stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2089 HH
1919, 24¢ on 12¢ claret brown (K11a), choice
top margin plate no. 10621 single, Post Office fresh example with great color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2084

2085

2084 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), fresh, big
margins, exceptional example, left margin single with
plate number, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1988 PF Cert, Scott $170.
Estimate $300 - 400
2085 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), impressive
top margin plate no. 11774 single with gorgeous rich color
printed on bright white paper, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $170.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2090 H
1919, 30¢ on 15¢ gray (K12), exceptional top
margin plate no. 12592 single with extremely intense color,
a beauty, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), Very Fine, Scott $88.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2091 HH
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), desirable right margin plate no. 6938 single, a particularly
choice example in immaculate mint condition with brilliant
fresh color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2095 HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), brilliant
fresh position piece with big, perfectly balanced margins,
an outstanding stamp in every respect, top margin single
with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; PC of 1988 PF Cert for block of 4, this being the top
right stamp, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2092 HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), gorgeous
right margin plate no. 6899 single, sensational well centered example with fiery bright color, very scarce when
found in this condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $280.
Estimate $400 - 600

2096 HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), fresh, deep
color, select stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
PC of 1988 PF Cert for block of 4, this being the top left
stamp, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2093 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), lovely color,
fresh and attractive, right margin single with plate number,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1996 PF Cert, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2094 H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), strong impression with deep rich color within nice margins, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

2097

2098

2097 H
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), elusive bottom margin plate no. 5782 single, extremely intense color,
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott
$450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2098 HH
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), wonderful top
margin plate no. 13129 single with dazzling bright color, a
terrific stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2106
2099

2100

2101

2099 H
1873, 10¢ Agriculture Dept. (O5), incredibly
bright and fresh example, large part o.g., reperforated at
left, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
2100 H
1873, 12¢ Agriculture Dept. (O6), bright and
fresh, disturbed o.g., reperforated at left, otherwise fresh
and Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

2107

2106 H
1873, 2¢ Justice Dept. (O26), sharp color for
this issue, slightly redistributed o.g., Very Fine, Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
2107 H
1873, 24¢ Justice Dept. (O32), bright and rich
color, o.g., previously hinged, light offset from album page,
Very Fine for this; 2005 PSE certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2101 H
1873, 15¢ Agriculture Dept. (O7), radiant and
bright color, large part o.g., Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate,
Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

2108 H
1873, 90¢ Post Office Dept. (O56), deeply
etched impression on brilliant white paper, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb a GEM! 1997 PSE certificate, Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

2102

2103

2102 H
1873, 24¢ Agriculture Dept. (O8), rich vibrant
color within nicely balanced margins, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate,
Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2103 H
1873, 30¢ Agriculture Dept. (O9), bright and
fresh, slightly disturbed o.g. from hinge removal,
reperforated at bottom, Very Fine or better appearance;
2012 PF certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

2109 H
1873, $5 State Dept. (O69), rich sharp colors,
large part o.g., reperforated (not mentioned on certificate),
F.-V.F. and rare; 1997 PSE certificate, Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2104

2105

2104 H
1873, 2¢ Executive Dept. (O11), bright shade
within large margins, o.g., previously hinged, almost Very
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $550.Estimate $200 - 300
2105 H
1873, 3¢ Executive Dept. (O12), disturbed o.g.,
Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott $700.Estimate $150 - 200
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Newspaper Stamps

2110

Parcel Post

2111

2110 H
1875, 48¢ rose (PR19), part disturbed o.g.,
bright color, small faults, Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350
2111 H
1885, 12¢ carmine (PR82), deep rich luxuriant
color with deeply etched impression within nice margins,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003
APS certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

2115 HH
1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), handsome multiple with tremendous rich shade, top margin pair with plate
number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$170.
Estimate $100 - 150

2116
2112 H
1895, $10 green (PR110), fresh with vibrant
green color, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.; 2011 Weiss
Cert, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2117

2116 HH
1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), wonderful top
margin imprint "FIVE" single, bright shade, Post Office
fresh stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.F.
certificate, Scott $78.
Estimate $150 - 200
2117 HH
1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), outstanding top
margin plate no. 6164 single with JUMBO margins and
bright color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200

2113

2114

2113 HH
1895-97, 1¢-$100 complete (PR114-PR125),
o.g., never hinged, $2 touching, many are Very Fine,
F.-V.F. post office fresh, Scott $905. Estimate $300 - 400
2114 HH
1895-97,
1¢-$100
partial
set
(PR114-18,120-25), o.g., never hinged, PR125 gum disturbance, 50c preprinting paper fold (not counted), Fine/Very
Fine, Scott $765.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2118 m
1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), neat town cancel, fresh, vibrant color, large, balanced margins with perfect perfs and corners, an outstanding example in every
respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 PSE graded cert
(XF-Sup 95).
Estimate $50 - 75
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2119

2120

2119 HH
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), gorgeous bottom
margin plate no. 6258 single, pristine mint stamp with radiant color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

2123 H
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), premium bottom margin imprint "FIFTY" single, glowing rich shade, o.g.,
previously hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

2120 HH
1913, 20¢ carmine rose (Q8), eye catching bottom margin imprint "TWENTY" single, nice big margins, radiant rich color, a gorgeous stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1996 P.S.E. certificate for block of four,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the lower left
stamp from the block, Scott $290.
Estimate $350 - 500

2124

2125

2124 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), gorgeous top
margin plate no. 6287 single, well centered with large margins and bright vivid color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
2121 HH
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), tremendous right
margin part imprint "(NI)NTY" single, an incredible showpiece featuring huge boardwalk margins, bold rich color,
and tremendous eye appeal, destined for the finest collection, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$170.
Estimate $300 - 400

2125 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), handsome top
margin plate no. 6287 single, brilliant fresh color with razor
sharp impression, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

2122 HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), beautiful position piece, large balanced margins, vivid color, fresh and
choice, bottom margin single with plate number, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1986 APS Cert, Scott $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2126 HH
1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), fabulous top
margin part imprint "ONE DOL" single, extremely large
margins, dazzling bright color, and sharp detailed impression, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2127

2128

2127 HH
1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), extremely handsome bottom margin plate no. 6262 single with dazzling
bright color and outstanding eye appeal, o.g., never hinged,
tiny natural perf indent in the top margin of little
consequense, Extremely Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2128 H
1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), nicely balanced
margins with fresh color, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

2132 H
North American Telegraph Co., 1903, blue
(10T4), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Postal Stationery
2133 Hm
1853-1920, Selection of cut squares, clean
fresh group of 28 cut squares and one entire, with better
mint including U19 full corner, U38, U39, U41, U70, U72,
U105, UO6, UO27 and UO39, nice for break down or to
build upon, good value, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Carriers and Telegraphs
2129 H
1851, 1¢ Eagle and locals (LO2,var locals), an
interesting assortment including 15 items mostly locals,
most unused, includes a few blocks, a 1LB8 tied to a piece
by a blue town cancel with a #11, a 1LB9 with a pen cancel,
a 136L9 used and a number of less expensive items, mixed
condition, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
2130 (H)
1875 (1¢) Franklin Carrier, Reprint (LO3),
eleven examples, several with attractive appearance, useful group for the specialist, without gum as issued, each with
typical thins and a few other faults, Fine/Very Fine, Scott
$550 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

2131 (H)
Wells Fargo & Co., 1862-64, 10¢ brown
(143L7), gutter strip of 4, unused, no gum, inclusions and
pressed-out crease in 2nd stamp of strip, handsome Very
Fine appearance, scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2134

2135

2134 H
1874, 12¢ plum (U195), 38 x 32mm, cut square,
Very Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
2135 H
1874, 24¢ purple (U201-3), all three papers,
nice sizes, largest is 39 x 39mm, cut squares, Very Fine,
Scott $580.
Estimate $200 - 300

2136 H
1875, 90¢ carmine (U211, U214, U217), three
different 90¢ values; white, oriental buff and amber manila,
nice sizes the largest being 43 x 41mm, cut square, Very
Fine, Scott $470.
Estimate $200 - 250
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2137 Hm
1876, Centennial entires group, lot of six mint
U218 and 4 U219, also includes 1 used U218, excellent lot
for the specialist, Very Fine, ex Schiller, Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350
2138 H
1893, Columbian Exposition, specimen &
specialty collection, excellent collection of Columbia
Expo postal entires mounted on pages, with examples of
most dies in different sizes, includes 4 specimen overprints
each of the one, two and five cent values, with examples of
six different dies of one cent, eleven dies of the two cent and
three dies of the five cent, excellent lot for the specialist,
Very Fine, ex Schiller (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

2139 H)
1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ green on manila, die 1, Very
Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
2140 H)
1958, 6¢ + 1¢ orange, die 2c (UC29), 80 entires, Very Fine, Scott $4,000 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2141 )
1904, 1¢+1¢ black on buff (UY4), unsevered,
message card cancelled by duplex addressed to St Louis
MO, with violet "Addressee not at 'Known at Pullman Co'"
and red "Sent to General Delivery/Nov 17 1908/St Louis Mo
No 7" and matching pointing hand, scarce auxiliary markings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2142 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf'd
(R102c), pen cancelled on VF centered stamp, bright, fresh
& attractive, pressed out horizontal crease, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

2143 Pa
1871, 6¢, scarlet and black (R108TC4var), Imprint "WILCOX'S CHAMELEON PAPER, PATENTED mAY
16th 1871/ GEORGE T. JONES PATENT", bottom margin
imprint block of ten, minor hinge flaws, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $500 - 750

2144 HH
Documentary, 1952, $3 carmine, imperf between (R605a), pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Federal Duck Stamps

2145 Pa
Proprietary, 1871, 1¢-10¢ green & black,
plate proof on card (RB1P4-7P4), bright and fresh, blocks
of 4, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $364. Estimate
$150 - 200

2146 (H)
Wines, 1942, $7.14 to $800 yellow green &
black (RE159A//RE182E), choice group of 11 examples of
these scarce 1942 Wine stamps, each with warm rich color,
in immacute condition, group includes #'s RE159A, 165A,
167A, 167B, 179A, 180A, 182A, 182B, 182C, 182D, 182E,
along with two examples unpriced in Scott, #'s RE183A and
RE183B, a beautiful group of these desirable Wine stamps,
without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,925.
Estimate $1,000 1,500

2148 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), striking top margin
plate no. 129201 single with extremely large margins and
beautiful rich color, a gorgeous top quality example, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2149 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), bottom margin plate
#129199 single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

2147 HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 20¢ violet, rouletted 7
(RJA99b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

2150 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), wonderful bottom margin plate no. 131982 single, extremely intense
color, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Stamps: Federal Duck Stamps
2155 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4 (14)), o.g., never
hinged, usual natural gum skips and gum bends, F.-V.F.,
Scott $5,950 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

2151 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom plate
number single, o.g., never hinged (usual minor skips and
bends), F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

2156 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), lovely top margin plate no. 136267 single, dazzling color and sharp clear
impression, a very pretty stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2152 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), post office
fresh, o.g., never hinged, vertical gum skip, F.-V.F., Scott
$800.
Estimate $200 - 300

2157 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4 (3)), o.g., never
hinged, immaculate reverse, F.-V.F., Scott $1,275 (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2153 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3 (10)), o.g.,
never hinged, few natural gum skips and gum ends, F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,750 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2158 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5 (5)), o.g., never
hinged, immaculate handpicked reverse, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,375 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
2159 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5 (6)), o.g., never
hinged, usual gum skips and gum bends, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,850 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2154 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), absolutely extraordinary GEM quality top margin plate no. 134317 single,
perfectly centered amid boardwalk margins, fabulous deep
color on bright white paper, the nicest example we have
ever offered, destined for the finest collection, o.g., never
hinged, Superb, Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2160 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), very choice top
margin plate no. 138602 single, wonderfully rich color, an
immaculate mint stamp in pristine mint condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $475. Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Stamps: Federal Duck Stamps
2161 HH
1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals (RW6 (6)), o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate handpicked reverse, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,650 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
2162 HH
1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals (RW6 (7)), o.g.,
never hinged, usual natural gum bends and gum skips,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,925 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2166 HH
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), top margin
plate #F 143776 single, o.g., never hinged, gum creases as
often, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2167 HH
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7 (3)), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $825 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

2163 HH
1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals (RW6), wonderful top margin plate no. 14128 single, extremely intense
color, a beautifully centered stamp, o.g., stamp never
hinged, hinged in selvage only, Extremely Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2168 HH
1941, $1 Ruddy Ducks (RW8 (12)), o.g., never
hinged, with usual natural gum bends and skips, F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,300 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

2164 HH
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7 (12)), o.g.,
never hinged, usual natural gum bends and gum skips,
F.-V.F., Scott $3,300 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

2169 HH
1941, $1 Ruddy Ducks (RW8), an outstanding
top margin plate no. 146282 single, perfectly centered amid
extra large margins, bold rich color, extremely elusive
stamp in this pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $275. Estimate $350 - 500

2165 HH
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), marvelous top
margin plate no. 143776 single, wide margins and intense
color, an exceptional stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2170 HH
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9 (9)), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,475 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
2171 HH
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9 (7)), o.g., never
hinged, normal gum bends or skips, F.-V.F., Scott $1,925
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: Federal Duck Stamps
2179 HH
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11 (11)),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,485 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
2180 HH
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11 (3)),
o.g., never hinged, natural gum bends or skips Very Fine,
Scott $405 (no photo).
Estimate $75 - 100

2172 HH
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), choice top margin
plate no. 149599 single, nicely centered stamp with radiant
color, o.g., never hinged, light natural gum crease, Extremely Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
2173 HH
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10 (23)), o.g., never
hinged, with some expected gum skips or bends F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,220 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
2174 HH
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10 (9)), o.g., never
hinged, nice handpicked group F.-V.F., Scott $1,260 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 250
2175 HH
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10 (5)), o.g., never
hinged, very nice handpicked group F.-V.F., Scott $700 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
2176 HH
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10 (6)), o.g., never
hinged, natural gum bends or skips, F.-V.F., Scott $840 (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

2181 HH
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), impressive well centered examples with dazzling rfich color on
both stamps, interesting plate allignment showing the "F"
plate marking in the selvage of the left hand stamp, it should
normally be placed directly next to the plate no 155590 on
the right stamp, a gorgeous mint pair, top margin pair with
plate number, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$270.
Estimate $150 - 200
2182 HH
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12 (25)), o.g.,
never hinged, a lovely handpicked group with near perfect
gum, F.-V.F., Scott $2,750 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
2183 HH
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12 (30)), o.g.,
never hinged, usual natural gum skips and gum bends,
F.-V.F., Scott $3,300 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
2184 HH
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12 (7)), o.g.,
never hinged, a immaculate hand picked group including a
plate numbered single, Very Fine, Scott $770 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
2185 HH
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12 (7)), o.g.,
never hinged, a few natural gum skips or bends, Very Fine,
Scott $770 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
2186 HH
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13 (45)), o.g.,
never hinged, some gum skips or gum bends normally
found, F.-V.F., Scott $2,475 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

2177 HH
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10), attractive top
margin plate no. 152827 single, brilliant color and sharp impression, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
2178 HH
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11 (28)),
o.g., never hinged, with usual natural gum bends and gum
skips F.-V.F., Scott $3,780 (no photo).
Estimate $600 800
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2187 HH
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13 (25)), o.g.,
never hinged, exceptional handpicked group F.-V.F., Scott
$1,375 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
2188 HH
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13 (14)), o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate handpicked group Very Fine,
Scott $770 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps: Federal Duck Stamps
2189 HH
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13 (14)), o.g.,
never hinged, with usual natural gum bend or skips, Very
Fine, Scott $770 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

2205 HH
1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18 (16)), o.g.,
never hinged, some natural gum bends or skips, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,520 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2190 HH
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14 (33)), o.g., never
hinged, usual minor natural gum bend and skips F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,980 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2206 HH
1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18 (7)), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, a choice handpicked group, Scott
$665 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2191 HH
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14 (16)), o.g., never
hinged, handpicked group with immaculate reverse Very
Fine, Scott $960 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2207 HH
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19 (22)), o.g.,
never hinged, some natural gum bends or skips, F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,090 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2192 HH
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14 (23)), o.g., never
hinged, immaculate handpicked group F.-V.F., Scott
$1,380 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2208 HH
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19 (10)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, handpicked F.-V.F., Scott
$890 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2193 HH
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14 (13)), o.g., never
hinged, nice well centered group with some of the usual gu
Very Fine, Scott $780 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

2209 HH
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19 (11)), o.g.,
never hinged, minor gum bends and skips, Very Fine, Scott
$1,045 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2194 HH
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15 (37)), o.g., never
hinged, lovely hand pick group with clean reverse F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,220 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

2210 HH
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19 (8)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, handpicked Very Fine, Scott $760
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2195 H
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15 (41)), usual natural gum bends or skips F.-V.F., Scott $2,460 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

2211 HH
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20 (25)),
o.g., never hinged, expected natural gum bends or skips,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,375 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

2196 HH
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15 (8)), o.g., never
hinged, with expected natural gum bends or skips Very
Fine, Scott $480 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

2212 HH
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20 (9)),
clean, fresh o.g., never hinged, handpicked F.-V.F., Scott
$855 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2197 HH
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16 (31)), o.g.,
never hinged, natural gum bends and skips F.-V.F., Scott
$2,325 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2213 HH
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20 (7)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, a nice fresh group Very Fine,
Scott $665 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2198 HH
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16 (18)), o.g.,
never hinged, fresh handpicked group F.-V.F., Scott
$1,350 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2214 HH
1954, $2 Ring-Necked Ducks (RW21 (27)),
clean o.g., never hinged, fresh and F.-V.F., Scott $2,565
(no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

2199 HH
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16 (12)), o.g.,
never hinged, handpicked, immaculate reverse Very Fine,
Scott $900 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2215 HH
1954, $2 Ring-Necked Ducks (RW21 (12)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, handpicked Very Fine, Scott
$1,140 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2200 HH
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17 (22)), o.g.,
never hinged, natural gum bends or skips F.-V.F., Scott
$2,090 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2216 HH
1954, $2 Ring-Necked Ducks (RW21 (6)), o.g.,
never hinged, minute flaws, F.-V.F., Scott $570 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

2201 HH
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17 (16)), o.g.,
never hinged, handpicked group with immaculate reverse
Very Fine, Scott $960 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2217 HH
1955, $2 Blue Geese (RW22 (19)), clean, fresh,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,805 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

2202 HH
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17 (14)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, handpicked F.-V.F., Scott
$1,330 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2218 HH
1955, $2 Blue Geese (RW22 (13)), immaculate
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine or better, Scott $1,235 (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

2203 HH
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17 (6)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, handpicked F.-V.F., Scott
$570 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2219 HH
1955, $2 Blue Geese (RW22 (10)), immaculate
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. nice handpicked group, Scott
$950 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2204 HH
1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18 (14)), o.g.,
never hinged, clean and fresh F.-V.F., a nice handpicked
group, Scott $1,330 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2220 HH
1955, $2 Blue Geese (RW22 (8)), o.g., never
hinged, couple with gum skips or wrinkles, F.-V.F., Scott
$760 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: Federal Duck Stamps
2221 HH
1956, $2 American Merganser (RW23 (41)),
fresh o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. a nice clean group, Scott
$3,895 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2237 HH
1963, $3 Brants (RW30 (18)), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,070 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

2222 HH
1956, $2 American Merganser (RW23 (19)),
immaculate o.g., never hinged, Very Fine select handpicked group, Scott $1,805 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

2238 HH
1963, $3 Brants (RW30 (8)), o.g., never hinged,
some gum skips or bends, F.-V.F., Scott $920 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2223 HH
1957, $2 American Eider (RW24 (40)), overall
fresh o.g., never hinged, handpicked, F.-V.F. group, Scott
$3,800 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2224 HH
1957, $2 American Eider (RW24 (13)), fresh
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine a nice group, Scott $1,235 (no
photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
2225 HH
1958, $2 Canada Geese (RW25 (37)), clean,
fresh o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. select group, Scott $3,515
(no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2226 HH
1958, $2 Canada Geese (RW25 (15)), immaculate o.g., never hinged, Very Fine a select handpicked
group, Scott $1,425 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
2227 HH
1958, $2 Canada Geese (RW25 (9)), o.g.,
never hinged, some with very minor gum disturbance,
F.-V.F., Scott $855 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
2228 HH
1959, $3 Labrador Retriever (RW26 (5)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $625 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
2229 HH
1960, $3 Redhead Ducks (RW27 (33)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,135 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2230 HH
1960, $3 Redhead Ducks (RW27 (31)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,945 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2231 HH
1961, $3 Mallards (RW28 (40)), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $4,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2232 HH
1961, $3 Mallards (RW28 (22)), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,420 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
2233 HH
1961, $3 Mallards (RW28 (13)), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,430 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
2234 HH
1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29 (24)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,000 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

2239 HH
1964, $3 Nene Geese (RW31 (24)), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,880 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
2240 HH
1964, $3 Nene Geese (RW31 (4)), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $480 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
2241 HH
1965, $3 Canvasback Drakes (RW32 (29)),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,190 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
2242 HH
1965, $3 Canvasback Drakes (RW32 (11)),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,210 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
2243 HH
1966, $3 Whistling Swans (RW33 (24)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,640 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
2244 HH
1966, $3 Whistling Swans (RW33 (12)), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,320 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
2245 HH
1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks (RW34 (26)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,250 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
2246 HH
1968, $3 Hooded Mergansers (RW35 (66)),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $4,950 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
2247 HH
1968, $3 Hooded Mergansers (RW35 (9)),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $675 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
2248 HH
1969, $3 White-Winged Scoters (RW36 (58)),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $4,350 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
2249 HH
1970, $3 Ross's Geese (RW37 (43)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,225 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
2250 HH
1970, $3 Ross's Geese (RW37 (19)), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,425 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

2235 HH
1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29 (15)), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,875 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
2236 HH
1963, $3 Brants (RW30 (16)), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,840 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamps: Federal Duck Stamp Groups - Test Stamps
2257 HH
Hunting Permits, 1937-1972, valuable selection of over 500 plate number singles (RW4/RW39),
o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean F.-V.F. exceptional
group, Scott $53,000 (no photo).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2258 HH
Hunting Permits, 1937-1972, selection of
about 200 (RW4/RW39), often duplicated, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott approximately $20,000 (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2259 HH
Hunting Permits, 1954-1958 and 1962, selection of six different (RW21-RW25, RW29), includes extremely fine #RW22, o.g., never hinged, mostly F.-V.F.,
Scott $595 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

2251 HHa
1970, $3 Ross's Geese (RW37), bottom right
plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, well centered with dazzling color, choice top quality example, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2252 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38 (64)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,880 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

2260 HH
Hunting Permits, 1957-1972, selection of five
different issues (RW24(2), 27(5),29(4), 32(3), 39(9)), 23
examples in total, o.g., never hinged, gum bends and/or
creases, occasional fingerprint, otherwise fresh and F.-V.F.
or better, Scott $1,743 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Test Stamps

2253 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38 (39)), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,755 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
2254 HH
1972, $5 Emperor Geese (RW39 (44)), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,210 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Federal Duck Stamp Groups

2261 HH
Test Stamp, 1970, carmine, tagged (TD108),
coil pair, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F., uncommon; 2010 PSAG certificate, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2255 Hm
Hunting Permits, 1934-1980, accumulation
of mint, used and on license singles, starts with two RW1
unused,RW5 used no gum, three RW3 one mint LH, two no
gum, two RW4 unused no gum, RW5 used, RW6 used and
RW8 two mint, two unused, and onward up to RW47, condition is mixed but represents an excellent chance to build
upon or break up for retail sales, please spend some time
inspecting, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
2262 HH
Test Stamp, 1962, orange (TD110), pair, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and scarce, Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2256 H
Hunting Permits, 1936-1959, selection of 18
different (RW3//RW26), quite a fresh selection, o.g., lightly
hinged, mostly Very Fine, Scott $1,945.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Confederacy
2263

The Daily Citizen, 1863 Vicksburg adversity
newspaper, reprint, the famous July 2, 1863 newspaper
which had to be printed on wallpaper because of the Union
siege, this is one of the earlier reprints, and as such, quite
collectible, splits along several folds and missing top right
corner, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

2266 )
Nashville, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ carmine (61X2),
four large margins, neatly tied by blue “Nashville Ten. Aug 9
1861” cds on clean cover to Columbia, Tenn., fresh and Extremely Fine a gem usage, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2264 )
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), margins to touching, small flaws, tied by “Charleston S.C. Jun
29” cds on cover to New York City, this must be a contrieved
cover as use is impossible; opening flaws, Fine, Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2267 )
New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ red brown (62X4),
two singles, one with extra wide margins, other ample margins to touched with preprint paper crease, tied by “New Orleans La. 20 Dec” cds on buff cover to Memphis, Tenn.,
clean and Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

2265 )
Memphis, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ red (56X2), large
margins including sheet margin at top, except just touched
at left and bottom, tied by “Memphis Ten. Aug 1861” cds on
orange cover to Ripley, Miss., pencil docketing “10th of Aug
'61” at left, fresh and Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2268 )
Raleigh, N.C., 1861, 5¢ red (68XU1), inverted
strike, on yellow cover with blue “Raleigh N.C. Nov 8” dcds
to Wilkesboro, N.C.; large cover tear, part of flap missing,
Fine, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Confederacy - U.S. Possessions

2272 m
1899, 2c on 2¢ deep claret, inverted surcharge (J2a), defective, Fine appearing, one of the more
presentable examples of this stamp, very few are known,
most are faulty; 1986 PF cert, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2269 HHa
1863, 2¢ brown red, shifted transfers (8), positions 83-88/93-98R; positions 93-95R & 97R with shifted
transfers, bottom margin block of 12, normal brownish o.g.,
never hinged, pencil notations in selvage (not mentioned on
accompanying cert), Very Fine and choice positional piece,
catalog value is without any premium affixed for quality and
shifted transfers; 2004 PF certificate, Scott $1,125.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HAWAII

Great position piece.

2270 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), 3 ½ lines
showing, manuscript lines that erodes the paper, Fine appearance, Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S. Possessions
CUBA

2271 m
1899, 2c on 2¢ reddish carmine, type IV, inverted surcharge (222Ad), defective, Fine for this, presentable example of this rare stamp which is always found
with faults, exceedingly rare used; 1986 PF cert, Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2273 )
1904, 2 consular covers from Honolulu, two
covers, the first tied by 1904 Jul 25 Honolulu machine cancel on cover addressed to Germany, forwarded Wien, St
Petersburg and Stockholm; the second tied by 1904 Aug 4
Honolulu machine cancel on cover addressed to Germany
and forwarded to Wien and then American Consulate, both
with various transits on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2277 H
1853, 13¢ dark red, thick white paper (6), o.g.,
hinge remnant, lightly soiled at bottom, Very Fine, it is believed that fewer than 1000 exist; 1998 APS certificate,
Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2274 )
1908, registered cover to Honolulu, two
4¢(280) and 2¢(319) tied by 1908 cds to cover to Honolulu
HI, registry number, with violet "Honolulu Hawaii/Registered/Dec/10/1908" double circle cds on reverse, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2278 (H)
1861, 5¢ blue, thin bluish paper, line through
“Honolulu” variety (9a), position 2, beautifully etched impression with fresh vibrant color, without gum, Extremely
Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

2275 )
1928, registered envelope from Honolulu
working its way thru the Pacific Islands, very large envelope with 17¢ U.S. franking mailed in Honolulu Jan 30, 1928
and sent to Tahiti. Addressee was on the move and letter
was forwarded to Bora Bora, Ile Raiatea, Ile Nuka Hiva,
etc., including Christmas Island Local Post. Eventually
ended up in San Francisco May 4. Quite a Postal History
piece. Some minor soiling, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

2276 )
1932, registered bank tag, Honolulu to Maui,
includes a block of #524, Bishop First National bank to
Baldwin Bank Ltd., Kahului, Maui, total of $44.16 franking,
most unusual and scarce, Very Fine. Scott 524(5), 572(2),
573(3), 713(2).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2279 m
1861, 5¢ blue, thin bluish paper, line through
“Honolulu” variety (9a), position 2, large margin at top
ample margins around to touching, light grid cancel, lightly
toned, F.-V.F., estimated that less than 200 exist, quite
scarce; 1998 APS certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

2280 m
1865, 5¢ blue on blue (21), sharp impression
amidst huge margins, three ring target, thinned and tiny
tear, Extremely Fine appearance; 1998 APS certificate.
Meyer-Harris Plate 9-A VI, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2281 H
1865, 5¢ blue on blue (22), large balanced margins with a bright sharp impression on fresh bluish paper
provides quite a delightful example, couple with original
gum this is a true condition rarity, o.g., paper hinge remnants, Extremely Fine; 1998 APS certificate. Meyer-Harris
Plate 12-A VIII, Scott $575 catalog without gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
Original gum is very scarce on this issue.

2285 HHa
1893, 2¢ rose vermilion, black overprint (65),
Post Office Fresh, bottom right corner margin block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

2282 H
1883, $1 rose red (49), large balanced margins,
bright color, traces of o.g., centered Extremely Fine; 1998
APS certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2286

2287

2286 m
1893, 12¢ red lilac, black overprint (69), light
duplex cancel, trivial foxing specks, F.-V.F.; 1998 APS certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
2287 m
1893, 12¢ red lilac, black overprint (69), light
duplex cancel, trivial foxing specks not mentioned on certificate which states "weak perfs at right" referring to one perf
that is dangling, F.-V.F.; 1998 APS certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $100 - 150

2283 HHa
1890, 5¢ deep indigo (52C), deep rich color,
Post Office Fresh in every respect, block of 4, pos 42-43,
47-48, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,100 as NH singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2284 H
1893, 1¢ purple, red overprint, no period after “GOVT” (53b), centered to the right as often, o.g., black
adherences, F.-V.F. for the issue; 1998 APS certificate,
Scott $265 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2288 HH
1901, $50 slate blue & carmine (R12), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $130. Estimate $100 - 150
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